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SECTION 1 ---- INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objectives 

The objectives of this Standard are to set forth requirements for external-event 

probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) used to support risk-informed decisions for 

commercial nuclear power plants, and to prescribe a method for adapting these 

requirements for specific applications.  

1.2 Coordination with Other PRA Standards 

The Standard is intended to be used together with other A tandards at cover 

different aspects of PRA scope. Specifically, t is Standa. i tended t e used 

directly with the PRA Standard developed by ME (ASM 0) that rs an 

"internal events PRA" at full power. (See Sect 1.3 belo or a more complete 

description of the ASME scope.) Similarly, this dard is trended to be used with 

the American Nuclear Society d coverin -powe tdown operations, when 

that standard, now under deve m t, is com te However, additions and 

modifications to the technical re ir ents wil be n ssary to cover low

power/shutdown ns.  

This Standard is a inte ed to us together with Standard ANS 2.27, "Standard 

covering Guideline r In tigati of Nuclear Materials Facilities Sites for Seismic 

Hazard Assessmen (AN , 200(, and "Standard ANS 2.29, "Standard for Probabilistic 

Analysis of Natural en ena Hazards for Nuclear Facilities" (ANS, 1997), when 

those standards, no raft form, are completed. ANS 2.27 and ANS 2.29, which will 

have more detail th this Standard in certain technical areas, are referred to in the 

appropriate places in this Standard that cover requirements related to hazard analysis.  

1.3 Scope 

The PRA scope covered by this Standard is limited to analyzing accident sequences 

initiated by external events that might occur while a nuclear power plant is at nominal 

full power. It is further limited to requirements for (i) a full Level 1 analysis of the core 

damage frequency (CDF) and (ii) a limited Level 2 analysis sufficient to evaluate the 

large early release frequency (LERF).  

External events covered within the Standard's scope include both natural external 

events (e.g., earthquakes, high winds, and external flooding) and human-made external 

events (e.g., airplane crashes, explosions at nearby industrial facilities, and impacts 

from nearby transportation activities).  
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In contrast, the scope of the ASME Standard (ASME, 2000) covers internal plant 

initiators (except internal fires) that might occur while the nuclear power plant is at full 

power. Accidents initiated by internal flooding are explicitly included in the ASME 

standard, as are accidents initiated by a loss of offsite power. Therefore, this ANS 

Standard and the ASME Standard, when used together, cover all potential accident 

initiators arising at full power, except internal fires. The only initiators explicitly excluded 

are accidents resulting from purposeful human-induced security threats (e.g., 

sabotage). Although (as discussed above in section 1.2), this Standard is intended 

ultimately to be used with the American Nuclear Society standard coven low

power/shutdown operations when that standard is completed, accide n tiated by 

external events occurring during low-power/shutdown conditions a e licitly not 

covered by the requirements herein. Additions and modific ns t th echnical 

requirements will be necessary to cover such applicatio 

1.3.1 Scope: Screening Analysis and Demr trably C servative or Bounding 
Analysis 

The scope of this Standard inc es ot only t iti I PRA analyses, which are 

intended to be realistic but also r ning an ses d demonstrably conservative or 

bounding approa use a of PRA ethodology but are not full-scope 

PRAs themselv e s ee tion 3 r -xam e). Many risk-informed applications can 

and do use such a lyse (Here th rases "bounding analysis" and 

"demonstrably con rvati analy i are used interchangeably.) 

1.3.2 Scope: Seis argin Assessment Methodology 

The scope of this Standard includes not only a traditional external events PRA, but also 

the widely-used Seismic Margin Assessment (SMA) methodology (see Section 3.5).  

SMA methods employ many of the same tools as a seismic PRA, and the decision to 

include SMA methods here is motivated by the desire to allow an SMA to be used for 

some risk-informed applications. The scope of an SMA is more limited than the scope 

of a seismic PRA, so some risk-informed applications cannot be supported by an SMA, 
or can be supported only to a limited extent.  

In particular, an SMA using the so-called "EPRI SMA method" (EPRI, 1991), which is 

the approach used for almost all of the SMAs that have been performed, does not 

employ a systems model that permits the development of a full core-damage frequency 

(CDF), nor does the systems-analysis approach account for non-seismic unavailabilities 

and human errors in a systematic manner. This means that there are important 

limitations to the types of risk-informed applications that such an SMA can support.  

While various proposals have been advanced to remedy some of the aspects of this 

limitation, and work to evaluate these proposals is underway in the seismic
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PRA/seismic-SMA community, this work has not been completed as of the date of the 

publication of this standard. [See the second paragraph in Section 3.5 for a discussion 

of how this Standard applies to an SMA using the so-called "NRC SMA method" 

(Budnitz et al., 1985; Prassinos, Ravindra, and Savy, 1986).] 

Another particular limitation is very important: The systems analysis aspect of an SMA 

contemplates only the evaluation of success paths that would prevent a core-damage 

accident sequence. Within an SMA, there is no explicit way to separate those core

damage accident sequences that might lead to a "large early release" (s,ýthe 

discussion of LERF in the next section, 1.3.3) from other sequences uld not lead 

to such a release. Hence the entire area of applications related to! is beyond the 

capabilities of an SMA unless explicit enhancements are un ak . ,a 

Throughout the Standard, the phrase "PRA" is used in a ne ic sense. ften (for 

example, in most of the language in this introd ctory Sect the intert s to include 

SMA methods as well as PRA methods within e scope o e hrase "P ." For 

example, both PRA and SMA methods are def i ly conte lated as being considered 

together for the purposes of Sections 1.4 to 1.0 low, ev though the language 

generally uses "PRA" througho 

1.3.3 Scope: T End 

As discussed abo in S ion 1. ,\the quirements herein cover "(i) a full Level 1 

analysis of the cor - ama frequ y (CDF) and (ii) a limited Level 2 analysis 

sufficient to evaluat he I e ea y release frequency (LERF)." 

The approach to any mrnal events PRA typically uses as its starting point the 

internal-events PRA fodel, to which must be added a number of SSCs not included in 

that model, but which could fail due to the fact that the accident initiator is an external 

event. Some "trimming" of that model is also common, to eliminate parts of it not 

relevant to the external-events analysis. (See REQ. SA-A3 in Section 3.4.2 and the 

second paragraph under Section 3.4.2.1 (under seismic PRA) for more discussion of 

these issues.) Both the part of the internal-events model dealing with CDF and the part 

dealing with LERF are used as starting points.  

The analysis of the LERF endpoint proceeds in the same way as the analysis of the 

CDF endpoint, with one major exception, as follows: There are some accident 

sequences, leading to core damage but not to large early releases in the internal-events 

PRA model, that need to be elevated to potential LERF sequences when the initiator is 

an external event. These are sequences in which offsite protective action (specifically, 

the evacuation of nearby populations) is impeded due to the external event. The same 

sequence that might not be a LERF sequence due to any internal initiator may perhaps 

affect nearby populations who cannot evacuate as effectively.  
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These sequences would fall into the LERF category because the word "early" in the 

definition of "LERF" does not refer to a specific point in time, but rather to the issue of 

whether a large release might occur before effective protective actions (e.g., evacuation 

and sheltering) can be implemented to protect surrounding populations.  

For example, suppose that an earthquake or tornado that initiates an accident 
sequence at the nuclear plant were to damage the only road available to evacuate 
close-in populations. Without effective evacuation, these populations may be exposed 

to radioactive releases that they would not be exposed to, were the sam ccident 
sequence to arise from an internal plant fault.  

Therefore, in analyzing external events that have the potentito i e effective 

emergency evacuation, the analysis must examine whe arl accide t sequences 

that are not in the "LERF" category in the internal-events A odel ne to be 

included in that category for the particular external event i evaluate The LERF 

part of the PRA analysis would require expans accordi 

1.3.4 Scope: Light Water R in the or Co ruction Phase 

This Standard is based mainly RA meth dol 'es and applications that have 

evaluated U.S. li enucle er react that are already in commercial 
service, and spec i ally temp' e lica ions for those reactors. It is also 

applicable, with ap opria adap ion similar LWRs in the design or construction 

phase. Of course, thes earlier, ges, the available information is not as complete 

as for an operating it, s ener c information must be used for certain inputs, which 

limits the usefulness ft resulting PRA.  

1.3.5 Scope: Other Types of Nuclear Power Reactors 

Although this Standard is based mainly upon PRA methodologies and applications that 

have evaluated U.S. light-water nuclear power reactors, and specifically contemplates 

applications for those reactors, it is also applicable, with appropriate adaptations, to 

other types of nuclear power reactors.  

1.4 Types of Applications 

The types of risk-informed PRA applications contemplated under this Standard are very 

broad, and include applications related to design, procurement, construction, licensing, 

operation, and maintenance. Both regulatory risk-informed applications and 

applications not involving the NRC's regulations are contemplated. In this regard, the 

approach is intended to be identical to that used in the ASME Standard (ASME, 2000).  
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The ASME Standard was not written to support any specific applications, but is 
concerned only with the capability of a PRA to support an application. PRA capabilities 
fall on a continuum, but for convenience the ASME Standard has identified three 
different capability levels, described in its Section 1. These three different capability 
levels (called "Categories" 1, 11, and Ill) manifest themselves in the ASME Standard 
through the presence, for each technical area covered, of three different Supporting 
Requirements written to cover the three different capability levels. To quote the ASME 
Standard in Section 1.3, "PRA Capabilities are evaluated for each Supporting 
Requirement, rather than by specifying a 'capability level' for the whole P A.  
Therefore, only those aspects of a PRA element required to support a lication in 
question need the capability level appropriate for that application. r given 
application, supplementary analyses may be used in place sr to u ent, those 
aspects of PRA elements that do not fully meet the req es .... " T ASME 

Standard's Chapters 1 and 4 have a more complete expl ati n. Altho ASME's 
Supporting Technical Requirements are different for each a ory, all o SME's 
Supporting Technical Requirements fall under single set h Level uirements, 
independent of which Category they fit. I1\\1e 'Le \ 

However, the three-category a has no Ieused h . Rather, the 
requirements in this Standarr wr en for o 0o "category" of PRA capability, 
corresponding to the ASME Sta a s Categ 11 .e user should be aware that in 

developing this St he A t dards-d elopment working group has tried to 

adhere closely t e A Sta r 'Cate9ry II, which represents a high-quality 
PRA useful for a b ad ra e of r -in ed decisions. A PRA meeting this Standard 

should have the ca bility t be u e for the same sorts of applications contemplated 
for the ASME Stan d's tego II capabilities (see ASME Chapters 1 and 4 for a 

more detailed discu *on typical applications). Such a PRA should also be capable 
of supporting Categ pplications.  

An analysis using the "Seismic Margin Assessment" methodology does not produce the 

same types of results as a seismic PRA --- for example, it does not produce a core 
damage frequency estimate --- and cannot support certain applications contemplated 
under the ASME Standard's Categories I and II. However, a well-executed SMA 
represents a good fit to many of the applications contemplated for ASME's "Category I," 

especially insofar as an SMA is generally well-suited to the categorization of structures, 
systems, and components (SSCs) according to their seismic capacity, and to the 
screening of SSCs according to their safety significance. A well-executed SMA is also 

a good fit for some applications contemplated for ASME's "Category Ir", but a judgment 

must be made for each application on a case-by-case basis.  

1.5 The Nature of the Requirements 
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Shall, Should, and May: The requirements contained herein are all phrased in the 

usual language of standards, namely the language of "shall," "should," or "may." These 

three terms are defined in Section 2. These definitions are repeated here: 

shall- used to state a mandatory requirement 

should- used to state a recommendation 

may- used to state an option to be implemented at the user's discretion 

The Phrase "Shall Consider": As used herein, the phrase "shall co i r" is distinctly 

different from the word "shall." The word "shall" requires th ome in e done.  

When a requirement uses the phrase "shall consider X" er X is so activity), the 

intent of the Standard is to require the consideration, but all w the an st not to 

proceed to perform the full study or task if a ca e can be to suppo uch an 

approach. The phrase "shall consider" also re ires that t d cumenta 

substantiate the way in which the consideratio s acco ished. For example, 

Section 3.4.2 under seismic PRA REQ. SA-B es: "Th ystems analysis SHALL 

consider the possibility that a I rthquak c use d ge that blocks 

personnel access to safety eq e and coI s, ereby inhibiting operability 

actions that might otherwise be e d." The nten that the analysis must consider 

access-blockage i, r eac i rtant ac nt sequence, and also must 

document how tl-w as o re, fo ile by ooking for access-blockage issues during 

the seismic-PRA kdo The cu Atation must be adequate for the purposes of 

peer review, and it undle tood t : the peer-review team will pay particular attention 

to this topic.  

The Phrase "Accept b ethod": In many places, the Commentary contains words 

such as, "ReferenceX provides an acceptable method for performing this aspect of the 

analysis." The plain meaning of this wording should be clear, namely that using the 

methodology or data or approach in Reference X is one way to meet the Standard. The 

intent of any Requirement that uses this language is to be permissive, meaning that the 

analysis team can use another method without prejudice. However, it is important to 

understand that the intent of the Standard goes beyond the plain meaning, as follows: 

Whenever the phrasing "acceptable method" is used herein, the intent is that if the 

analysis uses another method, the other method must accomplish the stated objective 

with a comparable level of detail, a comparable scope, etc. It is not acceptable to use 

another method that does not accomplish the intent of the Requirement at least as well 

as the "acceptable method" would accomplish it. Whenever an alternative to the 
"acceptable method" is selected, it is understood that the peer-review team will pay 

particular attention to this topic.  

1.6 Risk Assessment Technical Requirements: Section 3 
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Section 3 provides specific technical requirements for each PRA technical element.  

The approach to developing the PRA technical requirements has concentrated on "what 

to do" rather than "how to do it." In that sense, specific PRA methods for satisfying the 

technical requirements are not prescribed, although certain established PRA methods 

were contemplated by the Working Group authors as the technical requirements were 

being developed.  

Therefore, alternative methods and approaches to meet the technical re rements of 

this Standard may be used if they provide results that are equivalent u erior to the 

methods usually used. The use of any particular method to meet e ical 

requirement SHALL be justified and documented, and SHA 'ee s bj to review by 

the peer-review process described in Section 5.  

1.7 PRA Configuration Control: Section 4 

In order to conform to this Standard, a PRA SI- be mai t ined under a PRA 

Configuration Control Program r quiremer s which 'provided in Section 4.  

The objective of the PRA Con i ra n Contr ro m is o ensure that the PRA e yto adi ree- •cient forteapitonn 
reflects the as-built, as-operate a y to a ee icient for the application in 

which the PRA ispg 

1.8 Peer Revie Sec n 5 

In order to conform thi tandard, a PRA SHALL be peer-reviewed to evaluate the 

capability of each of ements to support intended applications. Section 5 provides 

the requirements fo e peer review. General peer-review requirements are 

supplemented by specific requirements applicable to seismic PRA, seismic-margin 

assessment, and the PRA analysis of other external events.  

1.9 Risk-Assessment Application Process: Section 6 

Section 6, which incorporates by reference the requirements found in Section 3 ("Risk 

Assessment Application Process") of the ASME PRA Standard (ASME, 2000), 

describes requirements for a process that SHALL be used to determine the capability of 

a PRA to support various applications. The use of a PRA will be different from 

application to application. The Standard, which is application-non-specific, is 

concerned only with the capability of the PRA to support an application. The PRA's 

technical capabilities are evaluated against the Standard requirement-by-requirement, 

rather than by evaluating whether the PRA as-a-whole has all of the appropriate 

technical capabilities to "meet the Standard." Therefore, only those PRA elements 

required to support the application in question need to meet the technical capability 
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level of the Standard. As set forth in Section 6, for any given application, 

supplementary analyses may be used in place of, or to augment, those elements which 

do not fully meet the technical capabilities represented by the requirements in ASME's 

Section 3.  

Although ASME's Section 3 was written with a PRA in mind, the requirements therein 

apply equally well to applications using a Seismic Margin Assessment that meets this 

Standard.  

1.10 Documentation Requirements: Section 7

Section 7 contains several general documentation requirý 

Standard. In addition, under the Technical Req uirements 
are a few additional documentation requiremer N specific

event, there
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SECTION 2 --- DEFINITIONS 

2.1 Acronyms and Initialisms 

BWR - Boiling Water Reactor 
CCF- Common Cause Failure 
CCDP- Conditional Core Damage Probability 
CDF- Core Damage Frequency 
CDFM- Conservative Deterministic Failure Margin Method 
CEUS- Central and Eastern United States 
DOE- U.S. Department of Energy 
ECCS - Emergency Core Cooling System 
EDG - Emergency Diesel Generator 
EPRI- Electric Power Research Institute 
GIP- Generic Implementation Procedure 
HCLPF- High Confidence of Low Probability qfailure 
HVAC - Heating, Ventilation, And Air Conditior 1 
I&C - Instrumentation and Contro 
IE- Initiating Event 
IPE- Individual Plant Examinat•~ * n I • 

IPEEE- Individual P Exami ti of Exter i E nts Cc Acident 
ISLOCA - Interf '9 ems L CoolaAccident 
LERF- Large Ea Rele e Fre •e 
LOCA - Loss Of C lant ciden 
MMi- Modified Me Ili I nsity 
LOSP- Loss Of Of te P er 
NRC - United States ar Regulatory Commission 
OBE Operating B D Earthquake 
PCS - Power Conversion System 
pga - Peak Ground Acceleration 
PMF- Probable Maximum Flood 
PRA - Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
PSHA - Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis 
PWR - Pressurized Water Reactor 
QA - Quality Assurance 
RCS - Reactor Coolant System 
RLE- Review Level Earthquake 
RPV- Reactor Pressure Vessel 
SAR - Safety Analysis Report 
SEL - Seismic Equipment List 
SMA - Seismic Margin Assessment 
SPLD - Success Path Logic Diagram 
SPRA - Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
SSC - Structure, System, or Component 
SSE- Safe Shutdown Earthquake 
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SSEL - Safe Shutdown Equipment List 
SSHAC- Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee 
SSI-,Soil Structure Interaction 
UHS- Uniform Hazard Response Spectrum 

2.2 Definitions of Terms 

accident consequences - the extent of plant damage or the radiologic lease and 

health effects to the public or the economic costs of a core damage d-"t 

accident sequence- a combination of events, beginning n in tia event, that 

challenges safety systems and resulting in an undesire ns uence ch as core 

damage or large early release). An accident sequence c ntain ma unique 

variations of events (cut sets) that are similar.  

accident sequence analysis - the process to i ermine t combinations of initiating 

events, safety functions, and syst failures a. dccesse at may lead to core 

damage or large early release 

aleatory uncertaint- he unc' i inheren in a n-deterministic (stochastic, 

random) phenom , eatory ainty i flected by modeling the phenomenon 

in terms of a pro ilisti odel i Iso must treat epistemic uncertainty.) In 

principle, aleatory certa'ry can t b educed by the accumulation of more data or 

additional informati . (S etim ailed "randomness").  

at power - those pla o rating states characterized by the reactor being critical and 

producing power, wit tomatic actuation of critical safety systems not blocked and 

with essential suppor systems aligned in their normal power operation configuration 

basic event - an event in a fault tree model that requires no further development, 

because the appropriate limit of resolution has been reached 

CDFM method - refers to the Conservative Deterministic Failure Margin (CDFM) 

method as described in EPRI NP-6041 (EPRI, 1991) wherein the seismic margin of the 

component is calculated using a set of deterministic rules that are more realistic than 

the design procedures 

common cause failure (CCF) - a failure of two or more components during a short 

period of time as a result of a shared cause 

component - an item in a nuclear power plant, such as a vessel, pump, valve, or a 

circuit breaker 

composite variability- The composite variability includes the randomness variability 
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and the uncertainty. The logarithmic standard deviation of composite variability, Pc, is 

expressed as (13R 2 + p3U2)112.  

containment analysis -the process to evaluate the failure thresholds or leakage rates 

of the containment 

containment failure - loss of integrity of the containment pressure boundary that 

results in unacceptable leakage to the environment 

core damage - uncovery and heatup of the reactor core to the poin h h prolonged 

oxidation and severe fuel damage is anticipated representing the o se f gap release 

of radionuclides 

core damage frequency (CDF) - frequency of core dam e er unit of i e 

deaggregation - determination of the function contributi of each m itude

distance pair to the total seismic hazard. To a plish th a set of magnitude and 

distance bins are selected and th nnual pro••ty of exc ding selected ground 

motion parameters from each git ide-distai ir is c uted and divided by the 

to ta l p ro b a b ility .
d - i 

dependency- r t exte an iten d upon which its function depends 

distribution syst - pi i g, rac ay, uct, or tubing that carries or conducts fluids, 
electricity, or signal rom e poi o another 

dominant contribu - component, a system, an accident class, or an accident 

sequence that has a or impact on the CDF or on the LERF 

epistemic uncertainty- the uncertainty attributable to incomplete knowledge about a 

phenomenon that affects our ability to model it. Epistemic uncertainty is reflected in a 

range of viable models, the level of model detail, multiple expert interpretations, and 

statistical confidence. In principle, epistemic uncertainty can be reduced by the 

accumulation of additional information. (Also called "modeling uncertainty").  

event tree - a quantifiable, logical network that begins with an initiating event or 

condition and progresses through a series of branches that represent expected system 

or operator performance that either succeeds or fails and arrives at either a successful 

or failed end state 

external event - an initiating event originating outside a nuclear power plant that, in 

combination with safety system failures, operator errors, or both, may lead to core 

damage or large early release. Events such as earthquakes, tornadoes, and floods 

from sources outside the plant and fires from sources inside or outside the plant are 

considered external events (see also internal event). By convention, loss of offsite 
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power and internal fires are considered to be "internal events." 

failure mechanism- a physical explanation of why a failure has occurred. It can be 

characterized in many different ways, for example by the type of agent causing the 

failure (e.g., chemical mechanical, physical, thermal, human error) or by the physical 

process (e.g., vibration, corrosion.) 

failure mode - a specific functional manifestation of a failure, i.e., the means by which 

an observer can determine that a failure has occurred (e.g., fails to star ils to run, 

leaks).  

failure probability - the expected number of failures per de nd e pr sed as the 

ratio of the number of failures to the number of type of ns equeste (demands) 

failure rate - expected number of failures per Init of time ssed as t ratio of the 

number of failures to a selected unit of time 

fault tree - a deductive logic diagrj that depift ow a pa i ular undesired event can 

occur as a logical combinatior r undesi .nts 

fractile hazard curves- a set rd curve, use o reflect the uncertainties 

associated with e seis i ard. A mon family of hazard curves used in 

describing the resý s of SHA' c s of ractiles of the probability distributions of 

estimated seismic zard a fu ion :the level of ground motion parameter.  

fragility- Fragility sy t m, structure or component is the conditional probability of 

its failure at a given z input level. The input could be earthquake motion, wind 

speed, or flood level. e fragility model used in seismic PRA is known as a double 

lognormal model wit three parameters, Am, PR and Pu which are respectively, the 

median acceleration capacity, logarithmic standard deviation of randomness in capacity 

and logarithmic standard deviation of the uncertainty in the median capacity.  

ground acceleration - acceleration at the ground surface produced by seismic waves, 

typically expressed in units of g, the acceleration of gravity at the earth's surface 

hazard- the physical effects of a natural phenomenon such as flooding, tornado, or 

earthquake that can pose potential danger (for example, the physical effects such as 

ground shaking, faulting, landsliding, and liquefaction that underlie an earthquake's 
potential danger) 

hazard (as used in probabilistic hazard assessment) - represents the estimate of 

expected frequency of exceedance (over some specified time interval) of various levels 

of some characteristic measure of a natural phenomenon (for example, peak ground 

acceleration to characterize ground shaking from earthquakes). The time period of 

interest is often taken as one year, in which case the estimate is called the annual 
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frequency of exceedance.  

HCLPF capacity- refers to the High Confidence of Low Probability of Failure capacity, 
which is a measure of seismic margin. In seismic PRA, this is defined as the 
earthquake motion level at which there is a high (about 95%) confidence of a low (at 
most 5%) probability of failure. Using the lognormal fragility model, the HCLPF capacity 
is expressed as Am exp [-1.65 (13 R + 13u)I. When the logarithmic standard deviation of 
composite variability Pc is used, the HCLPF capacity could be approximated as the 
ground motion level at which the composite probability of failure is at m 1%. In this 

case, HCLPF capacity is expressed as Am exp [-2.33 13]. In determ ic ismic 
margin assessments, the HCLPF capacity is calculated using the method.  

high winds -- tornadoes, hurricanes (or cyclones or ty ns s they a known 
outside the US), extra-tropical (thunderstorm) winds, and he wind phe mena 
depending on the site location 

initiating event - any event either internal or e nal to th lant that perturbs the 
steady state operation of the planJ4 operating teby initi ng an abnormal event 
such as transient or LOCA wi ,. )plant. Ini event gger sequences of 
events that challenge plant con r I a safety ste otentially leading to core 
damage or large earl lease.  

intensity - a me re o t e obs effects of an earthquake at a particular place.  
Commonly used s les to ecify ten y are the Modified Mercalli Intensity, Rossi
Forel, MSK, and J scal 

interfacing system .A (ISLOCA) - a LOCA when a breach occurs in a system 
that interfaces with t CS, where isolation between the breached system and the 
RCS fails. An ISLO A is usually characterized by the over-pressurization of a low 
pressure system when subjected to RCS pressure and can result in containment 
bypass.  

internal event - an event originating within a nuclear power plant that, in combination 
with safety system failures, operator errors, or both, can effect the operability of plant 
systems and may lead to core damage or large early release. By convention, loss of 
offsite power is considered to be an internal event, and internal fire is considered to be 
an external event.  

large early release - the rapid, unscrubbed release of airborne fission products from 
the containment to the environment occurring before the effective implementation of off
site emergency response and protective actions 

large early release frequency (LERF) - frequency of a large early release per unit of 
time 
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Level 1 analysis - identification and quantification of the sequences of events leading 

to the onset of core damage 

Level 2 analysis - evaluation of containment response to severe accident challenges 

and quantification of the mechanisms, amounts, and probabilities of subsequent 
radioactive material releases from the containment 

magnitude - a measure of the size of an earthquake. It is related to the energy 

released in the form of seismic waves. Magnitude means the numerical.lue on a 

standardized scale such as but not limited to Moment Magnitude, S eVave 

Magnitude, Body Wave Magnitude, or Richter Magnitude scale.  

may- used to state an option to be implemented at the rs iscretio 

peak ground acceleration - maximum value f accelerat played o an 
accelerogram; the largest ground acceleration roduced an arthqu at a site 

plant- a general term used to refe to a nucle er facil (for example, plant could 

be used to refer to a single unr ti-unit sit) 

point estimate - esti te of a a ter in th r a single number 

probabilistic s sse ent a qua itative and quantitative assessment of 

the risk associate ith p t ope ion d maintenance that is measured in terms of 

frequency of occur ce o isk m s, such as core damage or a radioactive material 

release and its effe t on e heath of the public (also referred to as a probabilistic 
safety assessment, A 

PRA configuration control plan - the process and document used by the owner of the 

PRA to define the PRA technical elements that are to be periodically updated and to 

document the methods and strategies for maintenance of those PRA technical 
elements 

probability of exceedance (as used in seismic hazard analysis) - the probability that 

a specified level of ground motion for at least one earthquake will be exceeded at a site 

or in a region during a specified exposure time 

randomness (as used in seismic-fragility analysis) - the variability in seismic 

capacity arising from the randomness of the earthquake characteristics for the same 

acceleration and to the structural response parameters that relate to these 
characteristics 

response spectrum - a curve calculated from an earthquake accelerogram that gives 

the value of peak response in terms of acceleration, velocity, or displacement of a 

damped linear oscillator (with a given damping ratio) as a function of its period (or 
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frequency) 

review level earthquake (RLE) - an earthquake larger than the plant SSE and is 
chosen in SMA for initial screening purposes. Typically, the RLE is defined in terms of 
a ground motion spectrum. [Note: A majority of plants in the Eastern and Midwestern 
United States have conducted SMA reviews for an RLE of 0.3g pga anchored to a 
median NUREG/CR-0098 spectrum (Newmark and Hall, 1978).] 

safe shutdown equipment list (SSEL) - The list of all SSCs that requir valuation in 
the seismic-fragilities task of an SMA (seismic margin assessment). ie that this list 
can be different from the SEL ("Seismic Equipment List") used in a S A (seismic 
probabilistic risk assessment.) 

safety function - function that must be performed to conSrl t e source f energy in 
the plant and radiation hazards 

safety-related - structures, systems, and coml:hents that e relied upon to remain 
functional during and following desqin basis evil to assure (1) the integrity of the 
reactor coolant pressure boun ) the cap l, to shu wn the reactor and 
maintain it in a safe shut down nd i n; or (3-e bility to prevent or mitigate the 
consequences of accidnts whi c Id result po ial offsite exposures comparable 
to the applicable s esta d by the gulatory authority 

safety systems - se s tems t a designed to prevent or mitigate a design-basis 
accident 

screening analysis Jan alysis that eliminates items from further consideration 
based on their neglii contribution to the frequency of a significant accident or its 
consequences 

screening criteria - the values and conditions used to screen results to determine 
whether an item is a negligible contributor to the frequency of an accident sequence or 
its consequences 

seismic equipment list (SEL) - the list of all SSCs that require evaluation in the 
seismic-f ragilities task of an SPRA (seismic probabilistic risk assessment). Note that 
this list can be different from the SSEL ("Safe Shutdown Equipment List") used in an 
SMA (seismic margin assessment).  

seismic margin - Seismic margin is expressed in terms of the earthquake motion level 
that compromises plant safety, specifically leading to severe core damage. The margin 
concept can also be extended to any particular structure, function, system, equipment 
item, or component for which "compromising safety" means sufficient loss of safety 
function to contribute to core damage either independently or in combination with other 
failures.  
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seismic margin assessment - the process or activity to estimate the seismic margin 
of the plant and to identify any seismic vulnerabilities in the plant.  

seismic source - a general term referring to both seismogenic sources and capable 
tectonic sources. A seismogenic source is a portion of the earth assumed to have a 
uniform earthquake potential (same expected maximum earthquake and recurrence 
frequency), distinct from the seismicity of the surrounding regions. A capable tectonic 
source is a tectonic structure that can generate both vibratory ground m n and 
tectonic surface deformation such as faulting or folding at or near th s surface.  
In a PSHA, all seismic sources in the site region with a potential to o0t bute to the 
frequency of ground motions (i.e., the hazard) are consi ere 

seismic spatial interaction - an interaction that could c se n equip nt item to fail 
to perform its intended safety function. It is th physical i e tion of a ucture, pipe, 
distribution system, or other equipment item wi a nearby *t m f safety ipment 
caused by relative motions from an earthquake 'he inter ions of concern are (1) 
proximity effects, (2) structural failure and fallin g d (3) fle ility of attached lines and 
cables. [2 

severe accident- an accident t ually inv es ensive core damage and fission 
product release i actor , contai ent, or the environment 

shall-used tosta ama atory qui ent 

should- used to st t a r ommendation 

success path (as u in Seismic Margin Assessments; see Section 3.5) - a set of 
components that ca be used to bring the plant to a stable hot or cold condition and 
maintain this condition for at least 72 hours 

support system - a system that provides a support function (e.g., electric power, 
control power, or cooling) for one or more other systems 

spectral acceleration - pseudo-absolute response spectral acceleration, given as a 
function of period or frequency and damping ratio (typically 5%). It is equal to the peak 
relative displacement of a linear oscillator of frequency f attached to the ground, times 

the quantity (2d)2. It is expressed in g or cm/s 2 .  

system failure - termination of the ability of a system to perform any one of its 
designed functions. Note: Failure of a line/train within a system may occur in such a 
way that the system retains its ability to perform all its required functions; in this case, 
the system has not failed.  

systems analysis - that portion of the external-events PRA analysis that applies to 
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evaluating the impact of external events within the plant PRA model. In this context, the 

term "systems analysis" encompasses the tasks related to identification of the SSCs to 

be included in the analysis, event sequence modeling, analysis of the failure of 

individual system functions within the sequences, and the integration and quantification 

of the overall PRA model.  

uncertainty - a representation (usually numerical) of the state of knowledge about 

data, a model, or process, usually associated with random variability of a parameter, 

lack of knowledge about data, a model, or process, or imprecision inothqAodel or 

process _,CA

uncertainty (as used in seismic-fragility analysis) - the 
seismic capacity arising from imperfect knowledge abot 
parameters used to calculate the median capacity

uniform hazard response spectrum - a plot 
example, spectral acceleration or spectral vel¢ 
exceedance at different frequencies

verify - to determine that a pa 
rules and requirements of this 
records

equa

e median 
model 

>er (for 
lihood of

for'med in accordance with the 
ing the action or by reviewing

walkdown - inspe *on of I cal argos iýa',nuclear power plant where structures, 
systems, and com ent re ph*ally located in order to ensure accuracy of 

procedures and dra ngs, quipfrent location, operating status, and environmental 

effects or system int c effects on the equipment which could occur during 

accident conditions. seismic-PRA and seismic-margin-assessment reviews, the 

walkdown is explicitl used to confirm preliminary screening and to collect additional 

information for fragility or margin calculations.  
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SECTION 3 ---- PRA TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

3.1 Scope 

This Section provides requirements for each of the elements that comprise an external 

events PRA. As discussed previously (see Section 1.3), "The PRA scope covered by 

this Standard is limited to analyzing accident sequences initiated by external events that 

might occur while a nuclear power plant is at nominal full power. It is furor limited to 

requirements for (i) a full Level 1 analysis of the core-damage frequ DF) and (ii) 

a limited Level 2 analysis sufficient to evaluate the large early rele e r quency 
(LE RE)." 

3.2 Fidelity: Plant vs. PRA 

It is important that the PRA reasonably reflect actual a uilt, as-operated nuclear 

power plant being analyzed. Several mechani re use achieve this fidelity 
between plant and analysis. mechan 3 called' nt familiarization." 
During this phase, plant inform on' collecte n amined. This involves (i) 
information sources, including i informati n, o ational information, maintenance 
information, and e-e-eng inf on, and plant walkdowns, both inside and 

outside the plan . ater, f he P i difie it remains important to assure that 

fidelity is preserve and ce fu er nt-familiarization work is necessary.  

Throughout both thi -tan rd a d the ASME internal-events, full-power PRA standard 

(ASME, 2000) with ic is standard is coordinated, requirements can be found 

whose objective is to ure fidelity between plant and analysis. Because external 

events PRAs depen critically on plant walkdowns, both inside and outside the plant, to 

ascertain the physical configurations of important SSCs and the environments they are 

exposed to, this standard places special emphasis on walkdowns, through 
requirements in the relevant sections dealing with SSC fragilities due to earthquakes 
(see Sections 3.4.3 and 3.5 below), the sections dealing with other external events (see 

Sections 3.6 through 3.9), and the section dealing with peer review (Section 5).  

3.3 Technical Requirements - General 

For each technical element that comprises an external events PRA, this Standard 
includes both High Level Requirements and Supporting Requirements.  

The High Level Requirements are a set of requirements that encompass beneath them 

all of the Supporting Requirements. The High Level Requirements are general in their 

language, in recognition of the diversity of approaches that have been used to develop 
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the existing industry PRAs and the need to allow for technological innovations in the 

future. Highly prescriptive High Level Requirements are judged undesirable, and 

perhaps even unworkable. These High Level Requirements are intended to be used by 

both the PRA analyst team and the peer-review team (see Section 5, "PRA Peer 
Review.") 

The High Level Requirements and the Supporting Requirements, taken together, are 

formulated in a way that is intended to support the applications being considered.  
Specifically, a PRA can meet the High Level Requirements and Supporti 
Requirements at various levels-of-detail and various scopes, that ne 'oI extend 
beyond what is adequate to support the intended application.
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3.4 Seismic PRA -Technical Requirements 

The technical requirements for seismic PRA have been developed based on a wealth of 

experience over the past twenty years, including a very large number of full-scope 
seismic PRAs for nuclear power plants, and a large number of methodology guidance 

documents and methodology reviews. Appendix A contains a short introduction and 

review of the seismic-PRA methodology. Other useful references include (NRC, 1983), 

(Brookhaven, 1985), (Cummings, 1986), (Bohn and Lambright, 1988), (Reed and 

Kennedy, 1994), and (Budnitz, 1998). The earliest important guidance o seismic PRA 

methods is described in (SSMRP, 1981), (Shieh et al., 1985), and (C gs, 1986).  

The proceedings of an international conference sponsored by the c r Energy 

Agency in Tokyo (OECD-NEA, 1999) contain a number of odo gi • advances.  

The principal guidance on seismic-hazard analysis is in ni et al., 97) and 

(Reiter, 1990). The major elements of a seismic PRA ar ei ic haza analysis, 
systems analysis including quantification, and fIragility eva n. The te nical 
requirements for each of these are given in th Ilowing.  

Seismic PRA is an integrated activit requiring l interac i ns among specialists 

from different fields (for examp mic haz drlysis, s ms analysis, and 
fragility evaluation). Although t m odologY r mic RA and the supporting 

data have evolved and advance ov the pas twe ears, the analysis still requires 

judgment and ext ti n bey served a. Therefore, the analyst is strongly 

urged to review ishe eismi eport" and to compare his/her plant-specific 
seismic PRA to th ublis d stu i s omilar reactor types and system designs. This 

will promote consis ncy ong si r PRAs and risk informed applications, and will 

also promote reaso ble s in t e numerical results and risk insights. The peer 

review is also direct in rt toward this same objective.  

3.4.1 SEISMIC PRA: TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC 

HAZARD ANALYSIS 

3.4.1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Requirements for the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) address two 

situations. The first situation deals with cases where no prior study exists and the site 

specific PSHA must be generated anew. In the second situation, the PSHA analyst 

may have the option to use an existing study to form the basis for a site-specific 
assessment. For example, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and Electrical 

Power Research Institute regional hazard studies (NRC, 1993 and EPRI, 1989) for east 

of the Rocky Mountains can be used to develop site-specific PSHA for most of the 
CEUS sites.  

As discussed in the high-level requirement HLR-HA-H below, these stidues and many 

hazard studies conducted for plant-specific PRAs are considered to meet the overall 
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requirements of this Standard, subject to any updating as necessary.  

The primary objective of the PSHA for most sites is to estimate the probability or 

frequency of exceeding different levels of vibratory ground motion, and the 

requirements described in this standard address this objective in detail. If site 

conditions make it necessary to include other seismic hazards, such as fault 

displacement, landsliding, soil liquefaction, soil settlement, and earthquake-induced 

flooding, the objective is similar -- to estimate the probability or frequency of either 

hazard occurrence as a function of its size, intensity, and/or hazard c uences.  

The "level" (complexity and efforts related to use of expert judgmer e, ert elicitation, 
integration, etc.) of hazard analysis depends on two prima / nsic ra i ns: (1) 

intended use of the SPRA; and (2) the complexity of sei e vironme •. The 
NRC/EPRI/DOE Senior Seismic Hazard Analy sis Commfiie's so-called\, SHAC" 
report (Budnitz et.al., 1997) lists the following f ctors " ~whic a t the ch e of level for 

the hazard analysis. \\

*The significance of the isu otefnlre ofteP A 

The issue's technical comp d level u ainty.  

* The amount o i I cont ut issue in the technical community.  

*Important non- hnc onsi aions such as budgetary, regulatory, scheduling, 

or other concer 
Based on considerdans the above and other factors, the SSHAC report has 

identified and provid idance for four levels of hazard analysis.  

The detailed description of these four levels is contained in the SSHAC report (Budnitz 

et.al., 1997). While basic constituent elements of a PSHA are the same in all 
applications, the SSHAC levels are roughly in order of increasing resources and 

"sophistication. It is important, ultimately, to show that the PSHA characterization is 

"robust for the intended application and accounts for the uncertainties.  

3.4.1.2 HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS - PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD 

ANALYSIS 
"The ANS 2.29 and 2.27 standards (ANS, 1997 and ANS, 2000), both currently in draft 

"form, will be governing documents which will provide detailed requirements and 

guidance to perform the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. The intent of this 

standard is to reflect these requirements at a higher level and put them in the context of 
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an SPRA and intended applications of the SPRA.  

There are ten High Level Requirements for Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis, as 

follows: 

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT A -- SCOPE 

(HLR-HA-A): The frequency of earthquakes at the site SHALL be based on a site

specific probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) (existing or new) that reflects the 

composite distribution of the informed technical community. The level of alysis 

SHALL be determined based on the intended application and on sit c ic 
complexity.  

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIR B - DA 
COLLECTION 
(HLR-HA-B): To provide inputs to the PSHA, I compreh up-to-da data base 

including: regional geological, seismological, a geophys ta; local e 

topography; and surficial geologic and geotech 1 I site pr rties, SHALL be 

compiled. A catalogue of historica instrumen h, d pale ismicity SHALL also be co mpiled .L 
W LC 

S E I S M I C H A Z A R D A N AL Y S I S L V L E I I N E S I 

S O U R C E S A N D s on• C H A )R* CE R IZ A • N 

(HLR-HA-C): To couni r the q c of occurrence of earthquakes in the site 

region, the PSHA ALL nside c ible sources of potentially damaging 

earthquakes. Both t e alory at pistemic uncertainties SHALL be considered in 

characterizing the s mic ources.  

SEISMIC HAZARD YSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT D - GROUND MOTION 

CHARACTERIZAT16N 
(HLR-HA-D): The PSHA SHALL account for all credible mechanisms influencing 

estimates of vibratory ground motion that can occur at a site given the occurrence of an 

earthquake of a certain magnitude at a certain location. Both the aleatory and 

epistemic uncertainties SHALL be considered in characterizing the ground motion 

propagation.  

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT E - LOCAL SITE 

EFFECTS 
(HLR-HA-E): The PSHA SHALL account for the effects of local site response.  

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT F - AGGREGATION 

AND QUANTIFICATION 
(HLR-HA-F): Uncertainties in each step of the hazard analysis SHALL be propagated 

and displayed in the final quantification of hazard estimates for the site. The results 

SHALL include fractile hazard curves, median and mean hazard curves, and uniform 

hazard response spectra (UHS). For certain applications, the PSHA SHALL include 
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seismic source deaggregation and magnitude-distance deaggregation.  

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT G - SPECTRAL SHAPE 
(HLR-HA-G): For further use in the SPRA, the spectral shape SHALL be based on a 
site-specific evaluation taking into account the contributions of deaggregated 
magnitude-distance results of the PSHA. Broad-band, smooth spectral shapes, such 

as those presented in NUREG/CR-0098 (Newmark and Hall, 1978) (for lower
seismicity sites such as most of those east of the U.S. Rocky Mountains) may also be 

used taking into account the site conditions. The use of UHS may also b ppropriate if it reflects the site-specific shape.i( I: p r rit 

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMEM H H-"ILS, •F EXISTING 

STUDIES 14 
(HRH-H): When use is made of an existing study foir H• purposeit SHALL be 

confirmed that the basic data and interpretatio is are still i light of rrent 
information, the study meets the requirements tlined in r ugh G a e, and the 
study is suitable for the intended application.  

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS ,IGLEVEL 0 MENT I - OTHER SEISMIC 
HAZARDS 

(HLR-HA-l): A s .nalys LL be iformed to assess whether, in addition 

to the vibratory gr nd on,o r mic hazards, such as fault displacement, 
landslide, soil liqu f tion r soil ttle nt need to be included in the SPRA for 

specific application f so, e SP HALL address the effect of these hazards 

through assessmen f pr ability or frequency of either hazard occurrence and/or 
hazard consequenc 

SEISMIC HAZARD NALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT J- DOCUMENTATION 
(HLR-HA-J): The PSHA SHALL be documented in a manner that facilitates applying 
the PRA and updating it, and that enables peer review.  
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3.4.1.3 SUPPORTING TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS -- PROBABILISTIC
SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS

The Supporting Technical Requirements for "Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis" 
follow:

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT*A
SCOPE 

(HLR-HA-A): The frequency of earthquakes at the site SH L b b ed on a site

specific probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSH• fexi ting or w) that 
reflects the composite distribution of the informed te ni al comm ity. The 

level of analysis SHALL be determined basd on the i ed appli i n and on 
site-specific complexity.  

NOTE: The need for determining the compos' distribution i11i > ed in (Bu itz et al., 1997.)

REQUIREMENT.-• 'MENTARY 

(REQ. HA-Al) The NOT - 1): The guilce and process given in (Budnitz et.al., 1997) and 

S ALLb aseT n in (AN ,1 addressK the above requirement, and either of these MAY be A usedb an able methodology. Existing LLNL (NRC, 1993) and EPRI 
consist of collection d (EPRI, 9) h ard studies and many hazard studies conducted for plant

evaluation of availab specific s also meet this overall requirement, subject to updating as 

information and data; neces (See Requirement HLR-HA-H below.) 

evaluation of the 
uncertainties in each 
element of the PSHA; a 
defined process and 
documentation to make the 
PSHA traceable and 
transparent.  

(REQ. HA-A2) The spectral NOTE (HA-A2): While the use of peak ground acceleration as a parameter to 

accelerations, or the characterize both hazard and fragility has been a common practice in the past 
and is acceptable, the use of spectral accelerations is preferable.  average spectral 

acceleration over a selected 
band of frequencies, SHALL 
be used as the parameter to 
characterize both hazard 
and fragilities. The 
selection of frequencies to 
determine spectral 
accelerations or average 
spectral acceleration 
SHALL capture the
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frequencies of those SSCs 
that are of interest and are 
dominant contributors to the 
PRA results and insights.  
The use of peak ground 
acceleration is also 
acceptable.

(REQ. HA-A3) The PSHA 
results, whether they are 
characterized by spectral 
accelerations, peak ground 
accelerations or both, 
SHALL extend to high 
enough values (consistent 
with the physical data and 
interpretations) so that the 
final numerical results, such 
as core damage frequency, 
reflect accurate estimates of 
risk, and delineation and 
ranking of seismic-initiated 
sequences are not affe

(REQ. HA-A4) A lo r 
bound magnitude S LL b 
specified for use in t 
hazard analysis such at 
earthquakes of magni e 
less than this value ar 
expected to cause 
significant damage to the 
engineered structures or 
equipment.

_________________________________________________I

NOTE (HA-A3): It is necessary to make sure that the hazard estimation is 

carried out to large enough values (consistent with the phy I data and 

interpretations) so that when convolved with the plant nent level 

fragility, the resulting failure frequencies are robust '.tes, and do not 

change if the acceleration range is extended. A se itiv study can be 

conducted to define the upper bound valu

I I \

NOTE -4he,Th value of the lower bound magnitude used in analyzing the 
site-sp c ic haK.• is based on engineering considerations (EPRI, 1988).  

Based evaluation of earthquake experience data, earthquakes with 

magnit s less than 5.0 are not expected to cause damage to safety-related 

structures, systems, and components. A lower bound magnitude value of 5.0 

was used for both LLNL and EPRI studies. Note that this lower bound only 

applies to the magnitude range considered in the final hazard quantification, 

not to the characterization and determination of seismicity parameters for the 

sources. The choice of magnitude scale is left at the discretion of the analyst, 
but whichever magnitude scale is used should be documented.

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT B:
DATA COLLECTION

(HLR-HA-B): To provide inputs to the PSHA, a comprehensive up-to-date data 

base including: regional geological, seismological, and geophysical data; local 

site topography; and surficial geologic and geotechnical site properties SHALL 

be compiled. A catalogue of historical, instrumental, and paleoseismicity SHALL 

also be compiled.

REQUIREMENT

I (REQ. HA-B1) The PSHA NOTE HA-B1: It is important that a comprehensive database is shared and
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SHALL develop or be based used by all experts in developing the interpretations. The availability of the 

on a comprehensive data base also facilitates the review process. (NRC, 1997a) and (EPRI, 1986) 
give acceptable guidance on the scope and types of data required for use in 

geological, seismological, the seismic source characterization, ground motion modeling, and local site 

and geophysical database response evaluations to meet this requirement.  

that reflects the current 

state-of-the-knowledge, and 
that is used by 

experts/analysts to develop 

interpretations and inputs to 
the PSHA.  

(REQ. HA-B2) The size of NOTE HA-B2: (NRC, 1997a) defines four levels of.ye ations ith the 

the region to be degree of their detail based on distance fro the sit h aueo the 
in e tgt ed aei n d t he scop Q uaternary tectonic regim e, the ge o ol 0(plexity o site and region, 

investigated and the scope the existence of potential seismic so c s, the'nature of s ces, the potential 

of investigations SHALL be for surface deformation, etc.. This gui ace an be used t etermine scope 

adequate to characterize all and size of region for investigations. g ance in (NR 1997b) may be 

credible seismic sources used to meet this requir ent.  

that may contribute to the 

frequency of occurrence of 
vibratory ground motion at a 
site, considering regional 

attenuation of ground 
motions and local site 

effects. If the exi * 

PSHA studies are t e 

used in the SPRA, t 

investigations SHAL e of 

sufficient scope to 

determine whether th r 
are new data or 

interpretations that ar ot 
adequately incorporated in 
the existing data bases and 

analysis.  

(REQ. HA-B3) As a part of NOTE HA-B3: In general, the catalog typically includes events of size MMI 

data collection, a catalog of Intensity (or equivalent) greater than or equal to IV and magnitude greater than 

or equal to 3.0 that have occurred within a radius of 320 km of a site (NRC, 
historically reported, 1997b). For the earthquakes listed, the catalog typically contains information 

geologically identified, and such as event date and time, epicentral location, earthquake magnitudes 

instrumentally recorded (measured and calculated), magnitude uncertainty, uncertainty in the event 

earthquakes SHALL be location, epicentral intensity, intensity uncertainty, hypocentral depth, 

compiled. ANS 2.29 (1997) references, and data sources.  

and ANS 2.27 (ANS, 2000) 

requirements or equivalent 
SHOULD be met.
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SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT C:
SEISMIC SOURCES AND SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION

(HLR-HA-C): To account for the frequency of occurrence of earthquakes in the 

site region, the PSHA SHALL consider all credible sources of potentially 
damaging earthquakes. Both the aleatory and epistemic uncertainties SHALL be 

considered in characterizing the seismic sources.

REQUIREMENT COMMENTARY 

(REQ. HA-Cl) The PSHA NOTE HA-C1: A useful reference is 797a) 

SHALL consider all potential 
sources of earthquakes that 
affect the probabilistic 
hazard at the site.  
Identification and 
characterization of seismic 
sources SHALL be based 

on regional and site 

geological and geophysical 

data, historical and 

(REQ. HA-C2) The eirt NOTE HA-C: Guidance given in (Budnitz etal., 1997) is one acceptable way 

elicitation process to to meet this requirement.  

characterize the seiso o t c 

sources SHALL be 
compatible with the level of 

analysis discussed in Req.  
HA-A4, and SHALL follow a 
structured approach.  

(REQ. HA-C3) The seismic NOTE HA-C3: While in some applications, the explicit display of the 

sources are characterized uncertainties or the distinction between aleatory or epistemic uncertainties 
(see Definition Section and Appendix A to this standard for brief explanations of 

by: source location and these terms) in the final results may not be necessary, it is essential in the 
geometriy, maximum PSHA to characterize the uncertainties properly, so as to make the process 

earthquake magnitude,' and transparent and results interpretable. Uncertainties in the hazard estimates 
eartquak reurrece. dominate the uncertainties in the final SPRA results, and it is therefore 

Teaearthqu ake reurrenic . mportant to understand the sources and nature of these uncertainties in 
The leaory nd pistmic making application decisions. (Budnitz et.al., 1997) gives detailed discussion 

uncertainties in these and acceptable guidance on a process to be used for determination and 

characterizations SHALL be quantification of uncertainties to meet this requirement. A National Research 

addressed in accordance Council Committee has reviewed (Budnitz et al., 1997) and that review is in an 

with the level of analysis Appendix to (Budnitz et al., 1997.) 

identified for REQ. HA-A4.
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(REQ. HA-C4) If an 
existing PSHA study is 
used, any seismic sources 
that were previously 
unknown or uncharacterized 
SHALL be shown to be not 
significant or SHALL be 
included in the update of 
the hazard estimates.

NOTE HA-C4: (NRC, 1997a) gives detailed guidance on how to assess the 

significance of new information including new interpretations, and this is one 

acceptable method. Specific case studies were also conducted by the industry 

during NRC's revision to the 10CFR Part 100 siting rules. These studies are 

referred to in (NRC, 1997a).

(HLR-HA-D): The PSHA SI 
estimates of vibratory grot 
occurrence of an earthqua 
aleatory and epistemic un 
ground motion propagatic 

REQUIREMENT,---.

(REQ. HA-Di) The SHA 
SHALL account for I 
credible mechanism 
governing estimates f 
vibratory ground moti th 
can occur at a site, an , 
SHALL take into acco nt 
regional and site-specific 
geological, geophysical, and 
geotechnical data and 
historical and instrumental 
seismicity data (including 
strong motion data).  

(REQ. HA-D2) The expert 
elicitation process to 
characterize the ground 
motion SHALL be 
compatible with the level of 
analysis discussed in Req.  
I-A-A4 •nd SHALL follow a

HALL account for 11 credibl hanism,'njluencing 
und motion that occur a isite given t 

ike of a certain m itude at rtain location. Both the 

cert s SHALl b onside 4 in characterizing the 

• C•MMENTARY 

NOTE •-D' iL•mportant to note that in the guideline documents (Budnitz 

et.al., 1,7 N'€, 1997a, and ANS, 1997), the probabilistic seismic hazard 

estirnat ls~ first performed for the real or assumed rock conditions in the 

free-fie . For the non-rock sites, the site-specific estimates are ,performed 

taking into account the local site conditions and properties including aleatory 

and epistemic uncertainties as discussed under HLR-HA-E.

NOTE-HA-D2: The structured approach given in (Budnitz et.al., 1997) is one 

acceptable way to meet this requirement.

structured approach.  

(REQ. HA-D3) The aleatory NOTE HA-D3: The characterization of ground motion includes: the equation 

and epistemic uncertainties (attenuation relationship) that predicts the median level of ground motion 
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in the ground motion parameter of engineering interest (spectral acceleration, displacements, pga, 

characterization SHALL be etc.) as a function of magnitude and distance; an estimate of the aleatory 

variability in ground motion which quantifies the unexplained scatter in ground 

addressed in accordance motion and the event-to-event variability of earthquakes of the same 

with the level of analysis magnitude; and epistemic uncertainty in the ground motion model. As 

identified for REQ. HA-A4. discussed in HA-D3, it is necessary to properly characterize uncertainties in the 

hazard estimates. (Budnitz et.al., 1997) gives guidance on an acceptable 

process to be used for determination and quantification of uncertainties.

(REQ. HA-D4) If an 
existing PSHA study is 
used, any ground motion 
models or new information 
that were previously unused 
or unknown SHALL be 
shown to be not significant 
or SHALL be included in the 
update of the hazard 
estimates.

(HLR-HA-E): Thi

REQUIREMI

(REQ. HA-El) The A 
SHALL account for th 
effects of site topogra 
surficial geologic dep s, 
and site geotechnical 
properties on ground 
motions at the site.  

(REQ. HA-E2) Both the 
aleatory and epistemic 
uncertainties SHALL be 
considered in the local site 
response analysis.

NOTE HA-D4: (NRC, 1997a) gives detailed guidance on how to assess the 

significance of the new information including new interpretations.

effects of local site response.  

COMMENTARY

NOTE KA-El: The purpose of a local site response analysis is to quantify the 

influence of surficial geologic conditions on site ground motions. Two 

approaches are generally used to account for surficial conditions at a site as 

part of the estimation of ground motion. The first is to utilize ground motion 

attenuation relationships appropriate for the site conditions, i. e., relationships 

that have been developed for the type of subsurface conditions that exist at a 

site. The second is to develop site-specific transfer functions that can be used 

to modify the rock ground motions for the site characteristic (ANS, 1997, NRC, 

1997b). The existing PSHA studies should be shown to account for the local 

site effects or should be updated.  

NOTE HA-E2: Consistent with the source characterization and ground motion 

estimates, it is essential that the uncertainties are properly characterized and 

propagated in this step.
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SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT F:

AGGREGATION AND QUANTIFICATION

(HLR-HA-F): Uncertainties in each step of the hazard analysis SHALL be 

propagated and displayed in the final quantification of hazard estimates for the 

site. The results SHALL include fractile hazard curves, median and mean hazard 

curves, and uniform hazard response spectra (UHS). For certain applications, the 

PSHA SHALL include seismic source deaggregation and magnitud "_istance 

deaggregation. 0 \

REQUIREMENT COMMEI RY 

(REQ. HA-Fl) The final NOTE HA-F1: The seismic hazard qu nific ion involves h combination of 

seismic source and ground motion inp s\to mpute the fr ency of 
quantifctin thexceedance of ground rr tions at a site i. e seismic haa). Thus, the 

hazard SHALL include and principal result of the p is a set of s ic iazard curv that quantify the 

display propagation of both aleatory and epistemic u aeainties in th ite hazard. This is typically 

aleatory and epistemic presented in terms of a t ractile seis hazard curves, defined at 
uncertainties. spec ctile levels,; d mean haz r Two acceptable approaches 

h ee ed to prop stemic rtainties: logic tree enumeration 

and nte rlo simulat ' (E 1989 and Bernreuter et.al., 1989).  

(REQ. HA-F2) The NOT -: Sensitivitudies and intermediate results provide important 

SHALL include a niat inform to o eviewerZ bout how some of the key assumptions affect the 
SHALL final re ts t * omplex seismic-hazard process. Examples of useful 

sensitivity studies a sensiti stu include an evaluation of alternate schemes used to assign 

intermediate results weights o e individual expert models, and an evaluation of the way different 

identify factors that a expert ake different assignments of the regional seismicity to different 

important to the site h ard zonation maps.  
and that make the ana i 

traceable and reviewa 

(REQ. HA-F3) The NOTE HA-F3: (ANS, 1997) is the basis for this requirement. The magnitude

following results SHALL be distance deaggregation and seismic source deaggregation (McGuire, 1995) are 
useful when the application of the SPRA depends on the quantitative results 

developed as a part of the and full understanding of sources of uncertainties is essential. These aspects 

quantification process, become important when relative comparisons are to be made among risks 

compatible with needs for resulting from different initiators. The magnitude-distance deaggregation helps 

the level of analysis in identifying the earthquake events (magnitude and distance) which dominate 

the hazard. This in turn, allows the analyst to properly characterize the nature 
determined in HLR-HA-A: of ground motion for use in the response and fragility analyses.  

0 Fractile hazard Fractile curves are generally plotted for the 5, 15, 50, 85, and 95 percentiles.  

curves for each The UHS provides hazard information (probability of exceedance) for spectral 
ground motion acceleration at several discrete frequencies.  

parameter 
considered in the 
PSHA; 

o Median and mean 

hazard curves for 

peak ground
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acceleration 
andspectral 
accelerations; 

o Fractile and mean 
UHS; 

o Magnitude-distance 
deaggregation for 
the median and 
mean hazard; 

o Seismic source 
deaggregation; 

o Mean magnitude 
and distance.

'A

(HLR-HA-G): For further use in 
a site-specific evaluation ta 

magnitude-distance results oI 
such as those presqeed inn N 
seismicity sites most 
also be used ta int ccou 
appropriate if it r ects ee site 

REQUIREMEN

(REQ. HA-G1) The 
response spectral shape 
used in the SPRA SHALL 
be based on site-specific 
evaluations performed for 
the PSHA, and, at a 
minimum, SHALL reflect or 
bound the characteristics of 
spectral shapes associated 
with the mean magnitude 
and distance pairs 
determined in the PSHA for 
the important ground motion
levels.  

Futeie 

rd 
ci 

n wt 
o tp 

r iso 
rhb 

td

e SPRA, t e ectral ape SHALL BE based on 
accou( tjttecontri Ions of deaggregated 

SHA. Eoad bnd, smooth spectral shapes, 

/CR-009 (N ark and Hall, 1978) (for lower

se eas~f the U.S. Rocky Mountains) may 

t •i e conditions. The use of UHS may also be 

Lecc shape.  

COMMENTARY

NOTE HA-G1: The issue of which spectral shape should be used in the 

screening of structures, systems, and components (SSCs) and in quantification 

of SPRA results requires careful consideration. For screening purposes, the 

spectral shape used should have amplification factors such that the demand 

resulting from the use of this shape is higher than that based on the design 

spectra. This will preclude premature screening of components and will avoid 

anomalies such as the screened components (e.g., surrogate elements) being 

the dominant risk contributing components. Additional discussion on this issue 

can be found in (Kennedy, 1999). In the quantification of fragilities and of final 

risk results, it is important to use as realistic a shape as possible, and 

specifically a shape which reflects dominant magnitude-distance events taking 

into account the site-specific conditions. Other semi-site specific shapes, such 

as those given in NUREG-0098, have been used in the past and are 

considered adequate for this purpose. The UHS may also be appropriate for 

this purpose if they reflect the spectral shape of dominating events.
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SPRA HAZARD ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT H: 

USE OF EXISTING STUDIES 

(HLR-HA-H): When use is made of an existing study for PSHA purposes, it SHALL 

be confirmed that the basic data and interpretations are still valid in light of 

current information, the study meets the requirements outlined in A through G 

above, and the study is suitable for the intended application.

[There are no Supporting Requirements here.]
NOTE HA-H: When using 
and/or EPRI (EPRI, )19) I 
study done to a cq• bhi 
this requirem ii not to rE 
exercise or calcIA tionr, ur 
interpretations a; t tJ• uc 
in~nded applicat't

(HLR-HA-I): A scr anal a HALL bhertf-rmed to assess whether, in 

addition to the ato roun i\nit9\on, otA r seismic hazards, such as fault 

displacement, la slide oil Ii , ef•In, or soil settlement need to be included 

in the SPRA for s cific plica~i1. If so, the SPRA SHALL address the effect of 

these hazards thr gh a essnnt of probability or frequency of either hazard 

occurrence and/or za consequences.  

[There are no Suppo g Requirements here.]

SPRA HAZARD ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT J: 

DOCUMENTATION 

(HLR-HA-J): The PSHA SHALL be documented in a manner that facilitates 

applying the PRA and updating it, and that enables peer review.  

REQUIREMENT COMMENTARY 

(REQ. HA-J1) The documentation SHALL meet the general documentation requirements in 

Section 7.  
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(REQ. HA-J2) The documentation SHALL, in general, meet the guidelines of (NRC, 1997a) for 
PSHA, including a description of the specific methods used for source characterization and 
ground-motion characterization, and of the scientific interpretations that are the basis for the 
inputs and results. If an existing PSHA is used, its documentation SHOULD be checked to 
assure that it is adequate to meet the spirit of the requirement here.
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3.4.2 SEISMIC PRA TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

3.4.2.1 INTRODUCTION 

It is assumed in the systems-analysis requirements contained herein that the seismic

PRA analysis team possesses a full-scope internal-events full-power Level 1 and Level

2-LERF PRA, developed either prior to or concurrently with the seismic PRA. It is 

further assumed that this internal-events PRA is then used as the basis fK the seismic

PRA systems analysis. If these assumptions are not valid, then suc Ad must be 

developed before the seismic-PRA systems-analysis work can pro e 

It is also assumed that the technical basis for the intern e s full-po r PRA is the 

ASME PRA standard (ASME, 2000).  

Systems analysis for seismic PRA generally cc sists of b a ing so arthquake

related basic events to the internal-events syst ýs model, d also "trimming" some 

aspects of that model that do not a ply or can reened t on a sound basis.  

Examples of trimming include ajing the P he mo covering recovery from 

loss of offsite power, which is u all ot feasi a a large earthquake; eliminating 

event trees that start with very ik events nrel to earthquakes; and screening 

out of Iow-probabV nseismi 1 res and man-error events. Thus the seismic

PRA systems m l is g rally b tially simpler than the corresponding model for 

internal events, ev tho it als co s some added complexity related to 

earthquake-cause ilure 

In special circumsta es is acceptable to develop an ad-hoc systems model tailored 

especially to the seis RA situation being modeled, instead of starting with the 

internal-events mod and adapting it. If this approach is used, it is especially important 

that the resulting model be consistent with the internal-events systems model regarding 

plant response and the cause-effect relationships of the failures. Further, it is then 

especially important that a peer review be undertaken that concentrates on these 

aspects. Whichever approach is used, either adapting the internal-events systems 

model or building an ad-hoc systems model, it is important that the systems model 

includes all important failures, including both failures caused by the earthquake and 

non-seismic failures and human errors.  

3.4.2.2 HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS -- SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

There are six High Level Requirements for Systems Analysis, as follows: 

SYSTEMS-ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT A -- COMPLETENESS 

(HLR-SA-A): The seismic-PRA systems models SHALL include all important seismic

caused initiating events that can lead to core damage or large early release, and 
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SHALL include all other important failures that can contribute significantly to CDF or 

LERF, including seismic-induced SSC failures, non-seismic-induced unavailabilities, 
and human errors.  

SYSTEMS-ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT B -- ADAPTATIONS BASED ON

THE INTERNAL-EVENTS PRA SYSTEMS MODEL

(HLR-SA-B): The seismic-PRA systems model SHALL be adapted to incorporate 

seismic-analysis aspects that are different from corresponding aspects found in the full

power, internal-events PRA systems model.  

SYSTEMS-ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT C -- PLAN't" I'T 

(HLR-SA-C): The seismic-PRA systems models SHALL refit the s- ilt and as

operated plant being analyzed.  
SYSTEMS-ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT OýMI EaQ MENT

LIST 
(HLR-SA-D): The list of SSCs selected for sei 
SSCs that participate in accident se uences ir 
model.  

SYSTEMS-ANALYSIS-HIGH-.L . REQUIR

c-f ragyit nasis SHALL include all 
I dd inthe, is ic-PRA systems 

ME E -- INTEGRATION AND

QUAN1 ! ATIONez (HLR-SA-E): T naly 'stoqu and LERF frequencies SHALL appropriately 

INTEGRATE the s mic zard, s rmic fragilities, and the systems-analysis 
aspects.  

SYSTEMS-ANALY H-LEVEL REQUIREMENT F -- DOCUMENTATION 

(HLR-SA-F): The se ic-PRA analysis be documented in a manner that facilitates 

applying the PRA and updating it, and that enables peer review.  

3.4.2.3 SUPPORTING TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS - SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

The Supporting Technical Requirements for "SPRA Systems Analysis" follow.
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SYSTEMS-ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT A: 
COMPLETENESS 

(HLR-SA-A): The seismic-PRA systems models SHALL include all important 

seismic-caused initiating events that can lead to core damage or large early 

release, and SHALL include all other important failures that can contribute 

significantly to CDF or LERF, including seismic-induced SSC failures, non

seismic-induced unavailabilities, and human errors.

'r
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REQUIREMENT COMMENTARY

(REQ. SA-Al) The systems 
analysis SHALL assure that 
all important earthquake
caused initiating events are 
included in the seismic-PRA 
systems model.  

(REQ. SA-A2) In the 
initiating-event selecti 
process, a hierarc HAL 
be developed to ass r that 
every earthquake gre r 
than a certain defined e 
produces a plant shut n 
within the systems mo 

(REQ. SA-A3) The systems 
analysis SHALL assure that 
the PRA systems models 
reflect all important

NOTE SA-Al: It is very important that site-specific failure events, usually 

earthquake-caused structural, mechanical, and electrical failures, be 

thoroughly investigated. The usual list of seismic-caused initiating events 

considered in seismic PRAs includes, for example, (i) failure of the RPV or of 

another very large component such as a steam generator, a recirculation 

pump, or the pressurizer; (ii) LOCAs of various sizes and in all relevant 

locations; and (iii) transients, of which loss of offsite power (LOSP) is usually 

the most important. There are two general types of transients that should be 

considered, those in which the power conversion system (Pp ) or heat

transport system has failed as a direct consequence of t " hquake (for 

example, following LOSP), and those in which the P itily available.  

Other types of transient initiating events ince, for xa p e, losses of key 

support systems such as service water ower.  

Also, multiple-unit impacts and depen cie should be c idered, as 

appropriate, including recovery resourc th could be aff dd by a large earthquake. 
\ / r 

Attention to both the cor( to age-frequedy (CDF) endpoint and the large
early-release-f requency . 'g ed ont •f he PRA analysis is necessary to 
mee t q irement. ...  

NOT A- : It is gene Ily a r ement at all nuclear reactor stations that 

any e h ke larger th a c ain size -- usually defined as the operating

basis q ke - will r . ire the plant to shut down (terminate the chain 

reactio n ve towafd a safe, stable shutdown state) to reduce energies 

that ma• aus LAs and to enable inspection for possible earthquake

caused age. The purpose of the IE hierarchy is to assure that, given an 

arthqu hat exceeds this threshold, the sum total of all of the initiating

event c nditional probabilities adds to unity (100%). If this means that a 

manual-shutdown sequence must be added to account for those 

circumstances when no automatic post-earthquake shutdown will occur, then 

such manual actions must be added to the systems model. Usually, this 

involves adding these manual-shutdown sequences to the group of transients 

in which the PCS is initially available.  

The order of the hierarchy is usually defined so that, if one earthquake-caused 

IE occurs, the occurrence of other IlEs down the hierarchy is of no significance 

in terms of the systems model. Thus, for example, if the earthquake causes a 

large LOCA, there is no concern in the systems model for the simultaneous 

occurrence of a small LOCA. Implicit in the IE hierarchy is the notion that 

basic failure events which define an IE cannot occur in the accident 

sequences corresponding to IEs lower in the hierarchy, so as to avoid 

duplication within the sequence modeling. For example, a failure of the 

reactivity-control function (control rod failure) usually is modeled so that it can 

occur as a basic event in sequences in which a large-LOCA is modeled as the 

IE, but not vice-versa -- when seismic-caused control-rod failure is modeled as 

the IE, large-LOCAs are not included there. If the seismically-caused-IE 

hierarchy is constructed logically, the various types of sequences will 

automatically conform to this hierarchy.  

NOTE SA-A3: The event trees and fault trees from the internal-events full

power PRA model are generally used as the basis for the seismic event trees.  

This is done both to capture the thinking that has gone into their development, 

and to assist in allowing comparisons between the internal-events PRA and 

the seismic PRA to be made on a common basis. [As mentioned in the text in 

Section 3.4.2.1, considerable screening out and "trimming" of the internal-
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earthquake-caused failures 
and all important non
seismic-induced 
unavailabilities and human 
errors.

_________________________________________________________________I
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events PRA systems model is also common where appropriate. The lumping 
of certain groups of individual components into so-called "supercomponents" 
in the systems model is also a valid approximation in many situations.] 

In special circumstances, it is acceptable to develop an ad-hoc systems model 

tailored especially to the seismic-PRA situation being modeled, instead of 
starting with the internal-events model and adapting it. If this approach is 

used, it is especially important that the resulting model be consistent with the 

internal-events systems model regarding plant response and the cause-effect 
relationships of the failures. Further, it is then especially important that a peer 
review be undertaken that concentrates on these aspects.  

Earthquakes can cause failures that are not explicitly re ted in the 

internal-events models, primarily (but not exclusivel e to d mage to 

structures and other passive items such as distribut n s ems (electrical 
raceways, piping runs, ductwork, instrumenbing, tc.), vssels, large tanks, 

and all supports and anchorage and s ractions, t t can then affect 

safety functions. The principal chall' in meeting this r qlirement is 
assuring that these passive-failure evekt ar included. 0 r categories of 

seismic-induced failures that are typican o odeled in th ternal-events 
PRA are seismic-induce elay-chatter Vn0, ted events ( EQ. SA-B5 

below), and seismic-cau!,e damage tha n block perso access to 
safety equipment or cont I thereby inhi i:ing manual operability actions, in 

either the control room o a o er location I at might otherwise be credited 

(see .A-B37 below:.  

The 'ncipI way in whi( e i• ic-PRA trees differ from those used in 

inter a -ev s PRA ana sis, b s adding in the passive SSCs, is the need 
to co• Idf he physical I catio s and proximity of SSCs. This need exists 
both b s seconda ures such as spatial interactions must be 
consid r d t aspec is usually taken into account in the seismic 

walkdo - cause response correlations can be important and are 
related o-location of similar items. After the seismic-capacity-engineering 

ork ha en accomplished, the systems analysis needs to introduce 
respon e correlations into the models where appropriate.  

Introducing these aspects into the systems analysis can be done in any of 

several different ways: basic events can be added directly to the fault trees 
and the "gates" appropriately modified; or an event (such as liquefaction or 

building failure) that globally affects an entire safety function or accident 
sequence can be added directly to the Boolean expression; or linked event 
trees can be used along with a "seismic pre-tree" with associated conditional 
split fractions in the plant-response part of the model; or the (stronger) fragility 
definition of an SSC can be redefined in terms of the (weaker) fragility of 

another SSC whose failure can cause the undesired failure of the stronger 
SSC.  

Sometimes, the knowledge that a given SSC is very rugged to resist 

earthquakes can save the systems analysis team the work of developing a 
model that includes that SSC's failure. This may be true, for example, of 

certain structures, pressure-retaining components, or piping and duct runs.  
Thus a round of iteration with the seismic-capacity-engineering aspect of the 
seismic PRA can be useful when the systems-analysis work is underway.  

The SSCs to be considered in this aspect include both SSCs that can act as 
(or contribute to) seismic initiating events, and SSCs that appear as nodes in 

event trees or as basic events in fault trees.  

Attention to both the core-damage-frequency (CDF) endpoint and the large

early-release-frequency (LERF) endpoint of the PRA analysis is necessary to 
meet this requirement.
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SYSTEMS-ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT B: 

ADAPTATIONS BASED ON THE INTERNAL-EVENTS 
PRA SYSTEMS MODEL 

(HLR-SA-B): The seismic-PRA systems model SHALL be adapted to incorporate 

seismic-analysis aspects that are different from corresponding aspects found in 

the full-power, internal-events PRA systems model.

NOTE: While the most common procedure for developing the seismic-PRA systems model 

internal-events systems model and adapt it by adding and trimming, in special circumstan• 

to develop an ad-hoc seismic-PRA systems model tailored especially to the situation bein• 

approach is used, it is especially important that the resulting model be consiste t4 the i 

model regarding plant response and the cause-effect relationships of the fa' rther, 

important that a peer review be undertaken that concentrates on these aspe SeI Secti 

NOTE at REQ. SA-A3 for further commentary. \

NOTE 
incoplp W~h -eý 
of the 
that thi

REQUIREMENT 

(REQ. SA-B31) In each of 
the following aspects of the 

seismic-PRA systems
analysis work, the 

corresponding requi 
in the ASME intera vents 
full-power PRA stan d 
(ASME, 2000) SHAL e 
satisfied, except wher ey 
are not applicable, or re 
this Standard includes 
additional requirement 
defined basis SHALL be 
developed to support the 
claimed non-applicability of 
any exceptions. The 
aspects governed by this 
requirement are: 

(1) Initiating-event analysis 
(2) Accident-sequence 
analysis 
(3) Success-criteria analysis 
(4) Systems analysis 
(5) Data analysis 
(6) Human-reliability 
analysis 
(7) Use of expert judgment.

ASMI adard are effectively 
S asp , however, do not apply in detail.  

PRA analyst team needs to be cognizant 
nific ASME requirement, so as to assure 
the exception is taken.

(REQ. SA-B2) In the HRA NOTE SA-B2: In many seismic PRAs, the human error probabilities are 

increased for some post-earthquake actions, compared to the probabilities 
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(human reliability analysis) 
aspect, the analysis SHALL 
consider that additional 
post-earthquake stresses 
can increase the likelihood 
of human errors or 
inattention, compared to the 
likelihood assigned in the 
internal-events HRA when 
the same activities are 
undertaken in non
earthquake accident 
sequences. If increases in 
error probabilities are not 
used, the basis for this 
decision SHALL be justified.

assigned in analogous internal-events-initiated sequences. The rationale is 

usually that strong seismic motions can adversely affect human performance 

shortly after a very large earthquake. However, the basis for determining these 

increases is not well developed in the seismic-PRA literature, and several 

different seismic-HRA models are in use. (Of course, this factor has reduced 

importance to the extent that most modern nuclear-power plants have designs 

and procedures that do not require operator intervention for the first half-hour or 

more after a postulated earthquake.) This aspect can represent an important 

source of uncertainty in the numerical results of a seismic PRA.

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(REQ. SA-B3) The analysis 
SHALL be performed so 
that any screening of SSCs 
appropriately accounts for 
seismic-caused 
dependencies and 
correlations.

.1.

(REQ. SA-B4) The analysis 
SHALL be performed so 
that any screening of 
human-error basic events 
and non-seismic-failure 
basic events does not 
significantly affect the PRA's 
results.

NOTE SA-B3: It is vital ft 
among seismic-caused fa 
but because the earthqua 
incon o'on, special.  
seii PR See (REQ.  
deper\dlnci ss and correlE 
(REQ.\S -7 where app 
these i s. s Some pap

t he analysis )•ture the importh'nt correlations 
)fOf course\1 is is generally true in all PRAs, 

affect all Sý s at the same time with the same 
re st be takep_0?this subject when performing a 

here tWriequirement to deal with 

ons i t *ntegration/quantification is covered, and 
priat sitivity analyses are required to explore 
s at the OECD/NEA Workshop in Tokyo 

tfuseful discussion and guidance on this issue.

)ne rea )able\aeroach to take is to assume 100% response correlation as 
4n initial •s•nption. If the issue of correlation then seems to make a 

ifferenq 6 the overall results or insights, one can do a sensitivity analysis by 

Sssuming zero response correlation, to ascertain how important the correlation 

might be. If there is a major difference, the analyst must then attempt to 

determine just what the best assumption really is for treating the correlation.  

The screening-out step must be done conservatively, because once an SSC is 

screened out it is "lost" from the rest of the analysis. Before SSCs are 

screened out on what is an otherwise-well-defined basis, it is important to 

check that possible correlations do not invalidate the screening-out step. This 

requirement is intended to capture this practice. An acceptable method for this 

screening is found in (Bohn and Lambright, 1988), which provides more detail 
for an approach similar to that described above.  

REQ. SA-El, SA-E6, and SA-E7 have additional requirements and commentary 
about dependencies and correlations.

NOTE SA-B4: To make the systems-analysis models more manageable, it is 

common practice to screen out some of the non-seismic failures and human 

errors from the model if their contribution to the results is demonstrably very 

small. One acceptable approach to accomplish this screening is given in 

NUREG/CR-5679 (Budnitz, Moore, and Julius, 1992).
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(REQ. SA-B5) In the 
systems analysis, the 
effects of the chatter of 
relays and similar devices 
SHALL be considered.

NOTE SA-B5: The analysis of relay and contactor chatter has become a 
standardized part of seismic PRA, and several reports and guidance 
documents exist (Budnitz, Lambert, and Hill, 1987; Hardy and Ravindra, 1990; 
MPR, 1990; Merz, 1991). After the list of relays and contactors that are 
involved in key safety functions has been developed, it is usually more efficient 
to screen out those with very high seismic capacities, or whose chatter will not 

affect the proper execution of a safety function, before including the others in 

the systems model. Typically, only a small subset of the relays and contactors 
survive these screening-out steps. (Hardy and Ravindra, 1990) provides an 
acceptable methodology for performing this aspect of the analysis.

One acceptable method for meeting this requirement is to d9tWonstrate that a 

relay evaluation has fully followed the NRC's IPEEE gui RC, 1991; 
NRC, 1991a), applicable to the specific plant and sit i,7

(REQ. SA-B6) In the NOTE SA-B6: At intermediate earthquake Is, ma'y St s whose 
earthquake-caused failure is important J at higher S' Is will not fail, or 

will fail with only modest probability. odeling of the n •\failure (that is, 
each basic event that the "success") of such SSCs is an impo t a ect of the s s ems model, and 

represents a seismically- excluding these "success' states can lea o oneous PRA •rsults.  

caused failure SHALL 
include the complementary 
"success" state where 
applicable to a particular 

(REQ. SA-B7) The sy. NTE mTs r tion i bmost effectively gathere ghe 

analysis SHALc er walkdo h us beld ctured to search for access issues. Coordination 
an swith theh mn eliabilitSnalysis aspect of the PRA is important. If access 

the possibility that a ge roblem re i n d, the systems model needs to be modified, so as to 

earthquake can caus ssign th weak r) seismic fragility of the failure causing the access problem 

damage that blocks t each ( r mably stronger) SSC to which access in thereby impaired. In 

personnel access to s f ty aking ese evaluations, it MAY be assumed that portable lighting is available 
nd that breathing devices are available for confined spaces, if in fact the plant 

equipment or controls, configuration includes them.  

thereby inhibiting oper~a 
actions that might oth Ise 
be credited.  

(REQ. SA-B8) The systems NOTE SA-B8: The restoration of safety functions can be inhibited by any of 

analysis SHALL consider several types of causes; these include damage or failure, access problems, 
confusion, loss of supporting staff to other post-earthquake-recovery functions, 

the likelihood that system and so on. Careful consideration of these must be given before recoveries are 

recoveries modeled in the credited in the initial period after a large earthquake. This is especially true for 

internal-events PRA may be earthquake-caused loss of offsite power, given that the damage could be to 

more complex or even not switchyard components or to the offsite grid towers, which are generally difficult 

to fix quickly. While this Standard does not require the analyst to assume an 
possible after a large unrecoverable loss of offsite power after a large earthquake, the general 

earthquake, and SHALL practice in seismic PRAs has been to make such an assumption.  

adjust the recovery models 
accordingly.  

(REQ. SA-B9) The systems NOTE SA-B9: It is almost never feasible in a seismic-PRA walkdown to 

analysis SHALL consider evaluate every small impulse line connected to the primary circuit, whose 
failure in an earthquake could cause a so-called "small-small LOCA" (a leak 

including an earthquake- with an area from one to a few square-centimeters) in the primary circuit.  

caused "small-small LOCA" Furthermore, breaks in one or a very few such lines cannot otherwise be 

as an additional fault within precluded, given the large number of such lines and their unusual
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each sequence in the configurations in many cases. Therefore, it is a common (although not a 

seismic-PRA model. universal) practice in seismic PRAs to include such a small-small LOCA as an 
additional assumed fault in every accident sequence, in addition to whatever 
other failures are modeled.  

This has the effect of making "success" (that is, reaching a safe stable state) in 
those sequences dependent on the availability of at least enough make-up 
water to the primary system to replace the inventory loss at high pressure from 
such a break.  

This requirement is intended to assure that adding such a small-small-LOCA 
basic event to each relevant accident sequence is considere * and is done 
unless a justification for omitting such can be supportd 

(REQ. SA-B10) The SPRA NOTE SA-B10: Normally, if the walkdown team iden ies a otential seismic
"walkd-wn SHALL include induced-fire issue or seismic-induced-floodi ssue, e i e should be 

wa~~r, uu ~~reviewed carefully by the power-pln s n •a'eter dsisdo eie 

the potential for seismic- basis or remedied if appropriate. Ext e experience witlismic PRAs at 

induced fires and flooding U.S. nuclear plants indicates that only r •y is he PRA ana is team faced 
following the guidance given with the task of quantifyin ý a CDF or LE fo ese types osenarios using a 

in NUREG-1407. full seismic-fire-PRA anal *s, but if so th n i nalysis mu Tantify the 
hazard, the fragilities, an( t systems-an I sis aspect as iriny other aspect 
of the SPRA. The walkdo at supports t s aspect should be linked with the 

walkdown that examines i i spatial int r ctions. (See both the High Level 
Requirrr nand the Sup orti Requirem n nder HLR-FR-E.) NUREG
14__ _nRC ) 911 conta table g ance on how to do this evaluation.

~L 4FIDELITY 

(HLR-SA-C): Thessn smi RA ems models SHALL reflect the as-built and as

operated plant beinr an ed.  
\~.UUI A Uý/

REQUIREMEN1V
UUIVIM�I'4 I Mfl

(REQ. SA-C1) To assure that the systems-analysis models reflect the as-built, as-operated 

plant, any important conservatisms or other distortions introduced SHALL be justified by 

demonstrating that they do not significantly alter the seismic-PRA's validity for applications.

SYSTEMS-ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT D: 

SEISMIC EQUIPMENT LIST 

(HLR-SA-D): The list of SSCs selected for seismic-fragility analysis SHALL 

include all SSCs that participate in accident sequences included in the seismic

PRA systems model.  
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REQUIREMENT
1-

(REQ. SA-D1) The PRA 
systems model SHALL be 
used as the basis for 
developing the SEL 
("Seismic Equipment List"), 
which is the list of all SSCs 
to be considered by the 
subsequent seismic-fragility 
engineering task.

REQUIREMEN

(REQ.SA-E1) In the\\ 
quantification of CDF d 
LERE, the integration 
aspect SHALL be perfo eý 
using an established 
methodology.

-U MP I ~l

NOTE SA-DI: The SEL is the basic starting point for the work of the seismic
fragility task. As such, its development is usually a product of interactive 

thinking among the systems-analysis and seismic-fragility-evaluation members 

of the PRA team. Its development is also heavily dependent upon the scope 

and quality of the seismic-walkdown activity, the requirements for which are 

covered elsewhere in this standard. (See both the High Level Requirement and 

the Supporting Requirements under HLR-FR-E.) The starting point for 

constructing the SEL is the internal-events PRA model, to which must be added 

a number of SSCs with earthquake-specific issues. Attention o both the core
damage-frequency (CDF) endpoint and the large-early-re, frequency 

(LERF) endpoint is necessary to meet this requireme N 

It is advisable to compare the SEL for reason lenes wit omparable SEL 

lists compiled for seismic PRAs at oth nuclear po r plants.

l�

IIOTE S - 1 : T)e integration step is where the various earlier and supporting 

:arts of t}-•ismic PRA are brought together and integrated to produce and 
uantify ¶fe final results, in terms of CDF and LERF, and in terms of identifying 

he "important contributors."

Seismic-PRA practitioners possess different tools to accomplish this integration 
and quantification. Analysts usually use an iterative process, in which an 

interim and approximate quantification is done, after which certain parts of the 

overall systems model are screened out on the basis that they do not contribute 

importantly to the results. The quantification is then finalized. Seismic 

screening of an SSC can be done on the basis that its seismic capacity is very 

strong, so that it does not contribute importantly to any seismic-induced 

accident sequences, above some defined cutoff level. Screening of a non

seismic failure or of a human-error basic event in the model can be done on the 

basis that its contribution to any seismic-induced accident sequences is below 

a defined cutoff. Whatever the basis for the screening (see the Supporting 

Requirements below on this subject), that basis must be defined, and the 

selection of a cutoff should be done very carefully.  

While details vary, the typical systems-analysis approach is to add seismic

related basic events (or sometimes entire new "branches") to the internal

events fault tree models that are adapted from the internal-events-PRA Level 1 

and Level 2-LERF analysis. Considerable screening out or "trimming" of the 

event trees and fault trees is also a common practice. The quantification then 

typically consists of a series of hazard-specific quantifications: the model is 

quantified several times for a range of different hazard intervals, and these 

quantifications are then summed. In this approach, for each hazard interval 

and for each SSC/basic event, the hazard, response, and fragility analyses are 

integrated to produce a "probability of seismic-induced failure" -- actually a 

distribution of the analyst's state-of-knowledge of that probability, taking into
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SYSTEMS-ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQ"I ENT E: 

INTEGRATION AND QUANTIFICAT1 

(HLR-SA-E): The analysis to q fy core-da e freq u y (CDF) and large

early-release frequency (LE SAL appri t ly int rate the seismic hazard, 

the seismic fragilities, and the • ms-anal sis •s cts.

CUUIVIMIN I AMY

(REQ.SA-E1) In the \• 
quantification of CDF •d 

LERF, the integration 
\•\ 

aspect 
SHALL 

be perfo•,.d•i 
i 

using 
an established 

methodology.

(ý-, L UNIl MN= IA I'nT
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ti 
t 

( 
f 

t 

I 

t 

(REQ. SA-E2) In 

quantifying CDF and LERF 

frequencies, the 

quantification SHALL I 

performed on a cu -by
cut-set or accidenti \

sequence-by-accider -

sequence basis (or fo 
defined groups of thes as 
well as on a 
comprehensive/integ rat 
basis.  

(REQ. SA-E3) In the 
quantification, the 
integration over the seismic 
hazard SHALL extend to a 

sufficiently large hazard 
range to capture the 
principal contributions to the 
overall results. The 
integration SHALL utilize 
hazard intervals that are fine 

enough to avoid distorting 
the results.  

(REQ. SA-E4) The analysis 
SHALL use the 

quantification process to 
assure that any screening of

¶equireme t o assure that key information 
cut set) retained, rather than simply "lost" 

It .,evalues for CDF and LERF. Of course, it 
dAnt sequences when they are so similar 

nnot be distinguished very well; such grouping 
is defined.

NOTE SA-E3: The postulated earthquakes that can affect any given site range 

over a wide range of "size," from more frequent smaller earthquakes to very 

infrequent larger ones. The intent of the first requirement here is to assure that 

the quantification does not "cut off" at an earthquake size so low that important 

contributions to CDF or LERF are not captured. (Here "important" is to be 

interpreted in light of the existing uncertainties in the analysis, and thus needs 

to be defined for each specific analysis; no general rules exist.) The intent of 

the second requirement is to assure that the earthquake-hazard "bins" used in 

the integration process are also selected to assure that important insights are 

not lost or distorted - again, this needs to be evaluated for each specific 

analysis; no general rules can be given. This is an issue that deserves special 

attention from the peer-review team.  

NOTE SA-E4: SSC screening - the elimination from the model of SSCs -- is 

done throughout the process of performing any PRA. A defined set of criteria 

must be developed and used to assure that this screening does not eliminate 

elements of the model that should have been retained. The intent of this 

requirement is to assure that the quantification process is used to check that
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iccount the uncertainties in hazard, response, and fragility. This probability is 

hen inserted into the relevant fault tree, which is solved. Typically, each fault 

ree is solved separately, and then these are integrated into the relevant event 

ree(s) to produce a set of accident-sequence-specific values for core damage 

requency" conditional on the hazard interval being evaluated. (Other methods 

ire also in use in which the integration over the hazard is not done on a fault

ree-specific basis, but rather at the event-tree level; logically the outcome 
should be the same.) 

rhe one issue that requires great care is the treatment of seismic-related 

dependencies/correlations among the seismic failures: in particular (i) the 

inking of the various basic events to capture their correlate lures, and (ii) 

he screening out of SSCs and other non-seismic basic n light of these 

correlations/dependencies (see the Supporting Req u ts A-B3, SA-E6, 

and SA-E7on these subjects.) The relevant seismic i'rre ons/dependencies 

arise, of course, because in a given earthqu even eve SSC in the plant is 

exposed to the exact same earthquake i tion (altho modified -

amplified, damped, frequency-shifted, -- as the earthqu e energy 

propagates from the earth below the sit t th location oftt SC at issue.).  

There are a number of different approac e i se to treat th e 

correlations/dependencie!,' and this stan a s not single o any one of 

them. Acceptable metho(s an be found (Bon and Lamlght, 1988) and 

(PG&E, 1988). N\
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SSCs does not affect the 
results, taking into account 
the various uncertainties.  

(REQ. SA-E5) The 
integration/quantification 
analysis SHALL account for 
all important dependencies 
and correlations that affect 
the results.

(REQ. SA-E6) The 
integration/quantification 
analysis SHALL account for 
the uncertainties in CDF 
and LERF results that arise 
from each of the several 
inputs (the seismic hazard, 
the seismic fragilities, and 
the systems-analysis 
aspects.) 

(REQ. SA-E7) Appropriate 
sensitivity studies SHALL be 
performed to illuminate the 
sensitivity of the CDF and 
LERF results to the 
assumptions used about 
dependencies and 
correlations.

the screening has not erroneously eliminated important SSCs. It is recognized 

that this type of work is an iterative process, in which approximate interim 

quantifications are done during which the screening decisions are checked, and 

only then is a final quantification done. There are many different approaches in 

current use among seismic-PRA analysts to accomplish this step. (Bohn and 

Lambright, 1988) contains a useful discussion on this aspect.  

NOTE SA-E5: As discussed earlier, treating earthquake-specific correlations 

and dependencies properly is vital to achieving a successful seismic-PRA. This 

requirement is intended to assure that this issue is covered.  

A discussion of this type of correlation/dependency analysis is found in (Bohn 

and Lambright, 1988). See (REQ. SA-B3) where the requir"nt to deal with 

dependencies and correlations in initial screening is coy d (REQ. SA

E7) where appropriate sensitivity analyses are requir xpl re these issues.  

NOTE SA-E6: All seismic-PRA is chara by large n erical 

uncertainties, not only in the seismic- rd aspect but in teseismic-capacity 

and systems-analysis aspects as well. m s of other at ysis areas where 

uncertainties arise in seismic PRA that a di ent from tho. encountered in 

internal-events PRA are tlI human-relia Hi lysis aspect• !t• issue of 

earthquake-caused correl tns/depende c s, relay chatte nd the recovery 
analysis.  

It is es that estimat s o t e uncertai ti in the analysis team's state-of

kn e ge ut each as evelop , and that these be carried through 

to be ýnorp r ted quantit vely the integration/quantification step.  

Exper ce s shown th to do rwise can produce "results" that may be 

not be i on in terms both verall insights and the details. Also note that 

the req i-e I to "acco or" the various uncertainties recognizes that not all 

\of them st e essaril e quantified explicitly, especially if they are small.  
See als e c nt below at NOTE SA-F3.) 

here ar merous methods in current use to accomplish this requirement, 

nging rom numerical-integration schemes to schemes that approximate the 

arious empirical distributions by well-defined analytical forms (such as log

normal forms) which are more amenable to numerical integration.  

NOTE SA-E7: A concern with seismic PRA today is that the overall state-of

knowledge about the amount of dependency/correlation among earthquake

induced SSC failures is limited. Specifically, when similar items are co-located 

(for example, adjacent), the analyst typically will assume full response 

correlation, whereas if SSCs are quite different or found in very different 

locations then the typical assumption is to assign small or zero correlation.  

Due to the broad range of variables in the types of SSCs, and the available test 

or experience data, there may not be high confidence in estimating correlation.  

Thus it is standard practice among seismic PRA analysts to perform sensitivity 

analyses to test how much difference emerges in the final PRA "results" when 

different amounts of correlation are assigned. This requirement is intended to 

capture this practice. See (REQ. SA-B3) where the requirement to deal with 

dependencies and correlations in the initial screening is covered, along with a 

discussion of sensitivity analyses; and (REQ. SA-E6), covering the 
integration/quantification aspect.  

This is an issue that deserves special attention from the peer-review team.
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SYSTEMS-ANALYSIS HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT F:
DOCUMENTATION

(HLR-SA-F): The seismic-PRA analysis SHALL be documented in a manner that 

facilitates applying the PRA and updating it, and that enables peer review.

REQUIREMENT

(REQ. SA-F1) The documentation SHALL meet the general documentatio e i•, ments in 

Section 7. 
" r me 

(REQ. SA-F2) The documentation SHALL describe the spedL a ations r, e in the 

internal-events PRA model to produce the seismic-PRA model , d Y eir motiv i n.  

(REQ. SA-F3) The NOTE SA-F3: While ma of these unce * must nece s y be 

documentation SHALL expressed in terms of nu e cal distributic of the analysis eam's state-of
knowledge about a nume I esult, not al them must be expressed in such 

describe the major numerical terms. (Also s t omment u r NOTE SA-E6. As in SA-E6,, 

contributors to the which . e words "S LL ount for", ords "SHALL describe" here 

uncertainties in each of the im arec Lgiition that n t e vario uncertainties must necessarily be 

important final results and quant ifde pjicitly, espe Ily if re small. But this requirement does ask 

insih ofor a de~cridti' n of each the i ant uncertainties.) 
insights of the systems analysis. •'"" , \•\

�\\ '\ > \1
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3.4.3 SEISMIC PRA TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SEISMIC FRAGILITY 

ANALYSIS 

The seismic fragility of a structure, system or component is defined as the conditional 

probability of its failure at a given value of seismic motion parameter (e.g., peak ground 

acceleration, peak spectral acceleration at different frequencies, or floor spectral 

acceleration at the equipment frequency). The methodology for evaluating seismic 

fragilities of SSC is documented in the PRA Procedures Guide (NRC, 1 ) and is 

more specifically described for application to nuclear power plants in h dy and 

Ravindra, 1984) and (Reed and Kennedy,1994). Appendix A provi brief 

description of how seismic fragility curves are developed fo ry S eismic 

fragilities used in a seismic PRA should be realistic and t ecific b ed on actual 

conditions of the SSCs in the plant, as confirmed through d ailed wal own of the 

plant. Seismic fragility evaluation has been co ducted fo ve40 nucle r ower plants 

in the United States and other countries. Bas on the ex ie ce and i hts gained 

in these studies, certain methodological impro\ ents and smplifications have been 

proposed in (Kennedy, 1999).  

Note that in performing a seis P, the sei ic r ility evaluation is performed 

before the integration and quant c n that a the jects of HLR-SA-E. Thus the 

order of the Requ herei ferent t the order in which the analysis work must be perforrr• I' en•' 

3.4.3.1 HIGH IEVE )REQ• EMENTS - SEISMIC FRAGILITY EVALUATION 

There are seven Hi Le I Requirements under Seismic Fragility Evaluation, as 

follows: 

SEISMIC FRAGILITY EVALUATION HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT A -- REALISM 

(HLR-FR-A): The seismic fragility evaluation SHALL be performed to estimate plant

specific, realistic seismic fragilities of structures, systems and components whose 

failure may contribute to core damage and/or large early release.  

SEISMIC FRAGILITY EVALUATION HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT B -- SCREENING 

(HLR-FR-B): If screening of high-seismic-capacity components is performed, the basis 

for the screening SHALL be fully described.  

SEISMIC FRAGILITY EVALUATION HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT C -- RESPONSE 

(HLR-FR-C): The seismic fragility evaluation SHALL be based on realistic seismic 

response that the SSCs experience at their failure levels. Depending on the site 

conditions and response analysis methods used in the plant design, realistic seismic 

response MAY be obtained by an appropriate combination of scaling, new analysis and 

new structural models.  
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SEISMIC FRAGILITY EVALUATION HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT D - FAILURE 

MODES (HLR-FR-D): The seismic fragility evaluation SHALL be performed for critical 

failure modes of structures, systems and components such as structural failure modes 

and functional failure modes identified through the review of plant design documents, 
supplemented as needed by earthquake experience data, fragility test data, generic 

qualification test data, and a walkdown.  

SEISMIC FRAGILITY EVALUATION HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT E -- WALKDOWN 

(HLR-FR-E): The seismic fragility evaluation SHALL incorporate the fin gs of a 

detailed walkdown of the plant focusing on the anchorage, lateral se c upport, and 

potential systems interactions.  

SEISMIC FRAGILITY EVALUATION HIGH LEVEL REGRE ENT F ATA 

SOURCES (HLR-FR-F): The calculation of seismic fragit p rameters ch as 

median capacity and variabilities SHALL be b ed on p/ia t cific data plemented 

as needed by earthquake experience data, frag 'ty test da an generi alification 

test data. Use of such generic data SHALL b tified.  

SEISMIC FRAGILITY EVALU.l l IGH LE /\ EQUI ENT G-

DOCUMENTATION (HLR-FR-(• • seismi rag y.evaluation SHALL be 

documented in a ma r that fa .ites applyi g thaePRA and updating it, and that enables peer rev ' ! .....  
3.4.3.2 SUPI•' TEC ICA. REQUIREMENTS - SEISMIC FRAGILITY 

EVALUATION 

The Supporting Tec ic equirements for SPRA Seismic Fragility Evaluation follow.  

SEISMIC FRAGILITY EVALUATION HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT A: 

REALISM 

(HLR-FR-A): The seismic fragility evaluation SHALL be performed to estimate plant

specific, realistic seismic fragilities of structures, systems and components whose failure 

may contribute to core damage and/or large early release.
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REQUIREMENT COMMENTARY 

(REQ. FR-Al) Seismic NOTE FR-Al: Seismic fragilities are needed for all those structures, systems and 

fragilities SHALL be components (SSC) identified by the systems analysis that are modeled in the event trees 

and fault trees. Failure of one or more of these may contribute to core damage and/or large 

developed for all those early release. Requirements for developing this list of SSC are given under the systems 

structures, systems and analysis section (see REQ. SA-D1).  

components identified by
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the systems analysis (see 
REQ SA-Di).

(REQ. FR-A2) Seismic 
fragilities SHALL be based 
on plant-specific data and 
SHALL be realistic 
(median with 
uncertainties). Generic 
data (e.g., fragility test 
data, generic seismic 
qualification test data and 
earthquake experience 
data) MAY be used for 
screening of certain SSC.  
However, any use of such 
generic data SHALL be 
demonstrated to be 
conservative.

NOTE FR-A2: The objective of a seismic PRA is to obtain a realistic seismic risk profile for 

the plant using plant specific and site-specific data. It has been demonstrated in several 

seismic PRAs that the risk estimates and insights on seismic vulnerabilities are very plant 

specific, even varying between supposedly identical units at a multi-unit plant. In order to 

minimize the effort on non-significant items and to focus the resources on the more critical 

aspects of the seismic PRA, certain-high-seismic capacity components are screened out 

using generic data (e.g., fragility test data, generic seismic qualification test data and 

earthquake experience data). It is important to be conservative in the u of such generic 
data.

(HLR-FR-B): If screeninc 
the screening SHALL be 

REQUIREMENT

(REQ. FR-B1) If screening 
of high-seismic-capacity 
components is performed, 
the basis for screening and 
supporting documents 
SHALL be fully described.  
For example, guidance given 
in EPRI NP-6041 and 
NUREG/CR-4334 MAY be 
used to screen out 
components with high 
seismic capacity. However, 
the screening level SHALL 
be chosen high enough that 
the contribution to CDF and 
LERF from the screened-out 
components is demonstrably 
not significant.

omponents is performed, the basis for

cribed.  

COMMENTARY

NOTE FR-B1: When screening of high seismic capacity components is performed, the 

basis for screening and supporting documents are to be fully described. Guidance given 

in EPRI NP-6041 (EPRI, 1991) and NUREG/CR-4334 (Budnitz et al., 1985) may be used 

to screen out high seismic capacity components after satisfying the caveats. Note that the 

screening guidance in these documents has been developed generally for US-vendored 

equipment and based on US seismic design practice. Care should be used in applying 

the screening criteria for other situations. The use of generic fragility information is 

acceptable for screening if the specific SSC can be shown to fall within the envelope of the 

generic fragility caveats.  

The screening level chosen should be based on the seismic hazard at the site and the 

plant seismic design basis, and should be high enough that the contribution to CDF and 

LERF from the screened out components is not significant. For a discussion of possible 

approaches to the selection of the screening level, the reader is referred to (Reed and 

Kennedy, 1994) and (Kennedy, 1999).
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(REQ. FR-B2) The applicability of the screening criteria given in EPRI NP-6041 (EPRI, 1991) and 

NUREG/CR-4334 (Budnitz et al., 1985) SHALL be assessed and documented for the specific plant and 

specific equipment. Note that the screening criteria do not apply to nuclear power plants in high seismic 

regions such as coastal California.  

SEISMIC FRAGILITY EVALUATION HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT C: 

RESPONSE 

(HLR-FR-C): The seismic fragility evaluation SHALL be base realisti eismic 

response that the SSCs experience at their failure levels. en ing on t site 

conditions and response analysis methods used in the plan es n, reali seismic 

response MAY be obtained by an appropriate com ination of ng, new lysis and 

new structural models.  

REQUIREMENT C MENT 

(REQ. FR-Cl) Seismic NOTE FR-Cl U /CR-0098 (Ne and Hall, 1978). NUREG-1407 (NRC, 

responses that the la) recomi n the use of 1 000- r return period median spectral shapes 

vc ed in (B u r et al., 19E long with variability estimates, if site-specific spectral 

components experience a sha are not ai b,. Howe r, such UHS SHOULD be used cautiously making sure 

their failure levels SHALL b that t e spectra s ap i sfficiently rich in low frequencies. See NOTE HA-G1 for further 

estimated on a realistic basi discu i n on th opic.  

using site-specific 
earthquake response 
spectra in three orthogonal 
directions, anchored to a 
ground motion parameter 
such as peak ground 
acceleration or average 
spectral acceleration. If site
specific spectra are not 
available, the use of generic 
spectral shapes such as 
NUREG/CR-0098 median 
spectrum SHALL be 
justified.  

(REQ. FR-C2) If probabilistic response analysis is performed to obtain realistic structural loads and floor 

response spectra, the number of simulations done (e.g., Monte Carlo simulation and Latin Hypercube 

Sampling) SHALL be large enough to obtain stable median and 85% non-exceedance responses. The 

response analysis SHALL appropriately take into account the entire spectrum of input ground motion 

levels displayed in the seismic hazard curves.  

REQ. FR-C3) If scalinp of I NOTE FR-C3: The scaling procedures given in (EPRI, 1991) may be used.  
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existing design response 
analysis is used, it SHALL 
be justified based on the 
adequacy of structural 
models, foundation 
characteristics, and similarity 
of input ground motion.

(REQ. FR-C4) For soil sites, or when the design response analysis moaels are judgeu dUt LU De •,Ia.LS'.G 
and state-of-the-art, or when the design input ground motion is significantly different fj \the site-specific 

input motion, new analysis SHALL be performed to obtain realistic structural load flo r response 

spectra. _ _ _ _ _

(REQ. FR-C5) If median
centered response analysis 
is performed, the median 
response (i.e., structural 
loads and floor response 
spectra) and variability in the 
response SHALL be 
estimated using established 
methods.

(REQ. FR-C6) When soil 
structure interaction (SSI) 
analysis is conducted, it 
SHALL be median centered 
using median properties, at 
soil strain levels 
corresponding to the input 
ground motions that 
dominate the seismically 
induced core damage 
frequency. The 
uncertainties in the SSI 
analysis SHALL be 
considered by varying the 
low strain soil shear modulus 
between the median value 
times (1+C,) and the median 
value divided by (1 +C,), 
where C, is a factor that 
accounts for uncertainties in 
the SSI analysis and soil 
properties. If adequate soil 
investigation data are 
available, the mean and 
standard deviation of the low 
strain shear modulus SHALL

of this requirement can be found in (ASCE,
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be established for every soil 
layer. The value of C, 
SHALL then be established 
so that it will cover the mean 
plus or minus one standard 
deviation for every layer.  
The minimum value of C, 
SHALL be 0.5. When 
insufficient data are 
available to address 
uncertainties in soil 
properties, Cv SHALL be 
taken as no less than 1.0.

f

(HLR-FR-D): The seismic fragility i 
modes of structures, systems and 
functional failure mode i ied 
supplemented as nee- by hc 
qualification test data, aýý a wýld

REQUIREMENT

(REQ. FR-D1) Realistic 
failure modes of structures 
and equipment that interfere 
with the operability of 
equipment during or after 
the earthquake SHALL be 
identified through review of 
the plant design documents 
and the walkdown.  

(REQ. FR-D2) All relevant 
failure modes of structures 
(e.g., sliding, overturning, 
yielding, and excessive drift), 
equipment (e.g., anchorage 
failure, impact with adjacent 
equipment or structures, 
bracing failure, and 
functional failure) and soil 
(i.e., liquefaction, slope

•ýerforined for critical failure 
i aýOuctural failure modes and 

•w of plant design documents, 
data, fragility test data, generic

COMMENTARY 

FR-D1: Note that certain structural failures (for example, partial or complete 

llapse) MAY not be of much interest in the seismic PRA; the lower failure modes such 

as drift and yielding MAY be more relevant for the functionality of attached equipment.

NOTE FR-D2: Published references and past seismic PRAs MAY be used as guidance.  

Examples include (Reed and Kennedy, 1994); (EPRI, 1991); (PG&E, 1988).
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instability, excessive 
differential settlement) 
SHALL be considered, and 
fragilities for critical failure 
modes SHALL be 
evaluated.  

SEISMIC FRAGILITY EVALUATION HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT E: 

WALKDOWN 

(HLR-FR-E): The seismic fragility evaluation SHALL incorpore findi s of a detailed 

walkdown of the plant focusing on the anchorage, lateral mic support nd potential 

systems interactions.  

REQUIREMENT tOMMEN Y 

(REQ. FR-El) A detailed NOTE FR-El: eismic walkc w i an import•,ctivity in the seismic PRA. It 

walkdown of the plant should be in u icient detail o umente a sufficiently complete fashion so 

SHALLbe concted .that the subs ue reening or gilit aluation is transparent.  
SHALL be conducted \\}; 

focusing on equipment 
anchorage, lateral seismic 
support and potential 
systems interactions. The 
purposes of such a 
walkdown are to find as
designed, as-built, and as
operated seismic 
weaknesses in the plant and 
to ensure that the seismic 
fragilities are realistic and 
plant-specific.  

(REQ. FR-E2) The walkdown SHALL be conducted following the guidance consistent with that given in 

(EPRI, 1991) and (Budnitz et al., 1985). The walkdown procedures, walkdown team composition, 

walkdown observations and conclusions SHALL be documented.  

(REQ. FR-E3) If components are screened out during or following the walkdown, anchorage calculations 

or some other basis justifying such a screening SHALL be documented.  

(REQ. FR-E4) The walkdown SHALL focus on the potential for seismic induced fire and flooding 

following the guidance consistent with that given in NUREG-1407 (NRC, 1991 a).  

(REQ. FR-E5) The NOTE FR-E5: A "lI/I issue" refers to situations where a non-seismically qualified 

walkdown SHALL examine component could fall on and damage a seismically qualified component.  

potential sources of 
interaction (e.g., 1/I issues, 
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impact between cabinets, 
flooding and spray) and 
consequences of such 
interactions on equipment 
contained in the systems 
model.

SEISMIC FRAGILITY EVALUATION HIGH LI

DATA SOURCES

(HLR-FR-F): The calculation of seismic fragility parametc 

variabilities SHALL be based on plant specific data suppl 

earthquake experience data, fragility test data and ýeneri 

such generic data SHALL be justified.

REQUIREMENT

(REQ. FR-Fl) Component 
seismic fragility parameters 
such as median capacity, 
and variabilities (logarithmi 
standard deviations 
reflecting randomness and 
uncertainty) SHALL be 
based on plant specific data 
supplemented as 
appropriate by earthquake 
experience data, fragility test 
data and generic 
qualification test data.  

(REQ. FR-F2) All SSCs that 
appear in the dominant 
accident cutsets SHALL 
have site-specific fragility 
parameters which are 
derived based on plant
specific information, such as 
anchoring and installation of 
the component or structure 
and plant-specific material 
test data. Exception: The 
use of generic fragility for 
any SSC SHALL be justified 
as being realistic for the

I

NOTE FR-Fl ypi ly, the seis ic fra 'ti f a component is characterized by a double 

Io normal mo w e paramet s are ian capacity, IPR and P3u. PR is the logarithmic 

rd devi i the capacit nd represents the variability due to the randomness of 

"the a hquakec a ristics f e same acceleration and to the structural response 

para ers whiih rel e ese characteristics. pu is the logarithmic standard deviation 

of the tdian c city represents the uncertainties in models and model parameters.  

For s e applic ti s, it MAY be sufficient to develop a mean fragility curve 

chara rized b .ognormal probability distribution with parameters of Am and fc where l3c 

2 RI u2 1u) is the logarithmic standard deviation of composite variability. An approach 

ug ed in (Kennedy, 1999) is to first calculate the High Confidence of Low Probability 

0 ure (HCLPF) capacity based on the Conservative Deterministic Failure Margin 

FM) method. This HCLPF capacity is taken as the 1% conditional-probability-of

failure value and a generic l3c is estimated for typical SSC. Using these, the median 

capacity and hence the mean fragility curve are approximated. For further discussion on 

the uses and limitations of these approximations, refer to (Reed and Kennedy, 1994) and 
(Kennedy, 1999).  

NOTE FR-F2: The objective of the fragility analysis is to derive fragility parameters that 

are as realistic as possible. They SHOULD reflect the as-built conditions of the equipment 

and should use plant-specific information. Use of conservative fragilities would distort the 

contribution of the seismic events to CDF and LERF. Note that the use of conservative 

fragilities may underestimate the frequencies of some accident sequences involving 
"success' terms. Therefore, generic fragilities, if used, SHOULD NOT BE overly 

conservative and SHOULD BE realistic for the specific SSC.
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plant.

(REQ. FR-F3) Seismic 
fragilities SHALL be 
developed for relays 
identified to be essential and 
which are included in the 
systems analysis model (see 
REQ. SA-B5).  

(REQ. FR-F4) Seismic 
fragilities SHALL be 
developed for SSCs that are 
identified in the systems 
model as playing a role in 
the LERF part of the SPRA 
analysis. (See REQ. SA-Al 
and REQ. SA-A3.)

-I

SEISMIC FRAGILITY

NOTE FR-F3: Guidance on evaluation of relay chatter effects is given in (EPRI, 1991), 

(NRC, 1991a), and (Hardy and Ravindra, 1991).

NOTE FR-F4: Generally the concern is the seismically-indu ny failure of 
containment functions. NUREG-1407 (NRC, 1991a)describ t e functions as 

containment integrity, containment isolation, preventw of by ass f nctions, and some 

specific systems depending on the containment (e.g., ignit r suppression pools, 
or ice baskets).

EV"ION HI( L REQUIREMENT G:

D"ENTA~4 N 

(HLR-FR-G): The seismic agilit valua i SHALL be documented in a manner that facilitates 

applying the PRA and upd t g it, nd tha enables peer review.

REQUIREMENT COMMENTARY

(REQ. FR-G1) The documentation SHALL meet the general documentation requirements in Section 7.

(REQ. FR-G2) The documentation SHALL describe the methodologies used to quantify the seismic 

fragilities of SSCs, together with key assumptions.  

(REQ. FR-G3) The documentation SHALL provide a detailed list of SSC fragility values that includes the 

method of seismic qualification, the dominant failure mode(s), source of information, and the location of 

the component. The fragility parameter values (i.e., median acceleration capacity, PR and Pu) and the 

technical bases for them SHALL be provided for each analyzed SSC.

(REQ. FR-G4) The 
documentation SHALL cover 
the different aspects of 
seismic fragility analysis, 
such as the seismic 
response analysis, the 
screening steps, the 
walkdown, the review of

NOTE FR-G4: The documentation requirements given in NUREG-1 407 (NRC, 1991a) 

and followed in the Diablo Canyon Long Term Seismic Program (PG&E, 1988) and (Bohn 

and Lambright, 1988) studies MAY be used as guidance.
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design documents, the 
identification of critical failure 
modes for each SSC, and 
the calculation of fragility 
parameter values for each 
SSC modeled.
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3.5 Seismic Margin Assessment - Technical Requirements 

In the mid-1 980s, two different methodologies for the seismic margin assessment of 

nuclear power plants were developed. These are the so-called "NRC method" (Budnitz 

et al, 1985; Prassinos, Ravindra, and Savy, 1986) and the so-called "EPRI method" 

(EPRI, 1991). The Requirements herein are explicitly directed toward an analysis using 

the EPRI method, which employs success-path-type systems-analysis methods.  

If a seismic-margin assessment uses the NRC method, which employs fpelIt-space-type 

systems-analysis methods similar to those used in seismic PRA, the ome of the 

Requirements in this Section 3.5 are applicable. Specifically, all of e igh Level 

Requirements (and Supporting Requirements) apply except R-S - nd HLR-SM-G.  

Instead, the Requirements in Section 3.4.2, covering th st s-anal *s part of 

seismic PRA, must to be used. An NRC-method SMA m ts this Stand d by meeting 

the above combination of Requirements.  

The technical requirements for seismic margin essmen ave been developed 

based on the SMA methodology guidance dev I d by bo EPRI (EPRI, 1991) and 

NRC (Budnitz et al., 1985; Pra s Ravindr Savy, ), plus the experience 

gained in performing several n A revie o f uclear power plants. Other 

useful references include (Kenn y al., 198&), (R and Kennedy, 1994), (NRC, 

1991), (NRC, 199 nitz, ,and Ra dra, 1992), (ERI, 1997), and 

(Kennedy, 1999" 

3.5.1 HIGH LEVE EQ REM NTS - SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT 

There are eight Highl I Requirements under Seismic Margin Assessment, as 

follows: 

SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT A -- REVIEW 

LEVEL EARTHQUAKE (HLR-SM-A): A review level earthquake characterized by a 

ground motion spectrum SHALL be selected to facilitate screening of structures, 

systems and components and performance of seismic margin calculations.  

SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT B -- SUCCESS 

PATHS (HLR-SM-B): A minimum of two diverse success paths SHALL be developed 

consisting of structures and equipment that can be used to bring the plant to a safe 

stable state and maintain this condition for at least 72 hours following an earthquake 

larger than the RLE.  

SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT C -- RESPONSES 

(HLR-SM-C): Seismic responses calculated for the Review Level Earthquake SHALL 

be median centered, SHALL be based on current state-of-the-art methods of structural 

modeling, and SHALL include the effects of soil-structure-interaction where applicable.  
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SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT D -- SCREENING 
(HLR-SM-D): The screening of components and subsequent seismic margin 
calculations SHALL incorporate the findings of a detailed walkdown of the plant 

focusing on the anchorage, lateral seismic support and potential spatial interactions 

SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT E -- FAILURE 
MODES (HLR-SM-E): Seismic margin calculations SHALL be performed for critical 

failure modes of structures, systems and components such as structural filure modes 

and functional failure modes identified through the review of plant d d•cuments, 

including analysis and test reports supplemented by earthquake e er ce data, 

fragility test data, generic qualification test data, and by a w r.ow 

SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT HIGH LEVEL REQUI ENT F C CULATIONS 

(HLR-SM-F): The calculation of seismic margi s (or so-c I CLPF c kcities) 

SHALL be based on plant specific-data supple ented by rth uake ex ience data, 

fragility test data and generic qualification test 6. Use o uch generic data SHALL 
be justified.  

SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSM"NT GH LEV IREMENT G --SUCCESS 
PATH MARGINS (HL.R-SM-G): plant sei mic irgin SHALL be reported based 
on the margins .c. for th espat • 

SEISMIC MARGII =SSE MEiNHI HLEVEL REQUIREMENT H -

DOCUMENTATION HLRWM-H).:) e Seismic Margin Assessment SHALL be 

documented in a m ner at facilitates applying the PRA and updating it, and that 
enables peer review 

3.5.2 SUPPOR 'ING TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS - SEISMIC MARGIN 
ASSESSMENT 

The Supporting Technical Requirements for Seismic Margin Assessment follow: 

SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT A 
REVIEW LEVEL EARTHQUAKE 

(HLR-SM-A): A review level earthquake characterized by a ground motion spectrum 

SHALL be selected to facilitate screening of structures, systems and components and 

performance of seismic margin calculations.  

REQUIREMENT ICOMMENTARY 
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(REQ. SM-Al) A Review Level 
Earthquake (RLE) SHALL be 
selected as an earthquake larger 
than the Safe Shutdown Earthquake 
(SSE) for the plant.  

(REQ. SM-A2) The Review Level 
Earthquake SHALL be 
characterized by a ground motion 
spectrum appropriate for the site 
conditions.

NOTE SM-Al: The seismic margins methodology is designed to demonstrate 

sufficient margin over the SSE to ensure plant safety and to find any "weak 

links" that might limit the plant capability to safely withstand a seismic event 

larger than the SSE. The review level earthquake is used to screen 

components based on generic seismic capacity. Screening is done in an SMA 

to optimize the resources needed and to focus attention on more critical and 

potentially seismically weak components. (EPRI, 1991) contains useful 

guidance on the selection of the RLE. The seismic margin method typically 

utilizes two review or screening levels geared to peak ground accelerations of 

0.3g and 0.5g. Based on the guidance given in NUREG-1407 (NRC, 1991a), 

most plants in the Central and Eastern United States have selected 0.3g peak 

ground acceleration as the RLE for their SMAs. For some *tes where the 

seismic hazard is judged to be low (i.e., less than 104 r at SSE), a 

reduced-scope margin assessment relying mainly a ek has been 
considered acceptable. NUREG-1407 further stat,• th ~n.RILE of05g 

should be used for sites in the Western U td Sta s ec• pt for the California 

coastal sites, for which the seismic-m thodology' n~ot acceptable.  

NOTE SM-A2: Based on the guidanc~ ~ IREG-1407 (•~C, 1991 a), 

seismic margin assessMents hae ben\ using the 5 admped 

NUREG/CR-0098 (Ne ark and Hall, ) edian rock oil spectrum 

anchored at 0.3g or 0.5 1 depending o t e RLE for the s e). Alternative 

approaches for selectin h RI R spect are described in (EPRI, 1991).  

The shajve of the RLE o motion sp um is needed to develop seismic 

respo&_f structurea ne uipment f r calculation of seismic margins.

(HLR-SM-B): A minimlurýf tw~ ivers success paths SHALL be developed consisting of 

structures and equipme ýthatJ an bý used to bring the plant to a safe stable state and 

maintain this condition fo It'I st 72 hours following an earthquake larger than the RLE.  

REQUIREMENT I COMMENTARY

(REQ. SM-B1) A primary success 

path and an alternative success 
path SHALL be selected; one of the 
paths SHALL be capable of 
mitigating a small LOCA. Success 
paths SHALL include systems 
whose function is to prevent severe 
core damage and their support 
systems.

NOTE SM-B1: A set of components that can be used to bring the plant to a 

stable hot or cold condition and maintain this condition for at least 72 hours is 

known as a "success path." Based on the selected success paths, a SSEL 

(Safe Shutdown Equipment List) is then developed for subsequent screening, 

walkdown, and margin evaluation.  

It is advisable to compare the SSEL for reasonableness with comparable SSEL 

lists compiled for seismic margin assessments at other similar nuclear power 

plants.
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(REQ. SM-B2) Success paths NOTE SM-B2: It is desirable that, to the maximum extent possible, the 

SHALL be those for which there is a alternative path involves operational sequences, systems, distribution systems 
(i.e., piping, raceways, duct and tubing), and components different from those 

high likelihood of an adequate used in the primary path. (EPRI, 1991) contains useful guidance on the 

seismic margin, SHALL be selection of success paths, on the use of Success Path Logic Diagrams in their 

compatible with plant operating selection, and on how "acceptable operational reliability" is defined for the SMA 

procedures, and SHALL have review.  

acceptable operational reliability.  

(REQ. SM-B3) Offsite power NOTE-SM-B3: Earthquake experience has shown that offsite power is almost 
always lost after any earthquake larger than the SSE. B eose of the potential 

damage to the electric grid and the region surroundir ,-nt It is judged 
and to be unrecoverable during the that the offsite power may not be recovered for up ours. Therefore the 

72-hour period of interest following selected success paths should be able to provide re ling and decay heat 

the RLE. removal for at least 72 hours following th rthqu e, i out recourse to 
offsite power. Although no credit for .e wer is tak *n the SMA, one 
also must be aware of possible ad effects if offsite er remains 
available or is restored. In the intern ven PRA, the an I st assumes that 
there would be a succe sful scram giv t oss of offsit wer. The 
probability of mechanic i binding of co tr r s is deeme Il, hence there is 
no need to examine if ti eeactor prote i n system will f ction. However, in 
the case of SMA, the ai t should ver if the reactor protection system 
works and if the control o-uld drop gi the potential for seismic induced 
def ti of the reac r i nals and f iII of the control rod drive 

ani Further, t e conver n system (e.g., the main condenser) 
SH LD assumed not V ble for heat sink function and any 
equ e owered by on-vit is also considered unavailable.  

(REQ. SM-B4) The SM ALL NOT A deta d walkdown within the containment, to verify that all 

analyze at least seismically ititiate small tru I %ion or impulse lines can withstand the RLE and that there 
are no tenti spatial interactions resulting in their failure to add up to an area 

transient events and small of 25 iameter, would lead to excessive radiation exposure of the 

seismically induced primary olant walkd n team. Therefore, it is considered prudent and expedient to concede 

leakage events (referred to a that a small LOCA will occur after an RLE, and to include the required 

"small LOCA"). mitigation systems in the success path (see REQ. SA-B9).  

(REQ. SM-B5) If one element in NOTE SM-B5: If one train of a system is judged to be seismically rugged 

the Success Path Logic Diagram (exclusive of a train-specific spatial interaction failure), then all trains of that 

system are considered rugged. (EPRI, 1991) states further that this 
(SPLD) represents a multi-train assumption is valid if the train-wise layout is similar, although train-specific 

system, safety function success systems interaction problems may invalidate this assumption.  

SHALL be measured at the system 
level, not at the train level.  

(REQ. SM-B6) Non-seismic failure NOTE SM-B6: Non-seismic-caused component system unavailability is not 

modes and human actions identified explicitly addressed in a SMA. This should be reasonable for systems that 

have 
multiple 

and 
redundant 

trains 

but 
should 

be 
treated 

with 
caution 

for 

on the success paths SHALL have single-train with recognized high unavailability. The screening criteria cited in 

low enough probabilities so as not the NRC's IPEEE guidance,NUREG/CR-5679 (Budnitz, Moore, and Julius, 

to affect the seismic margin 1992), addressing both single-train and multi-train systems, MAY be used as 

evaluation, guidance.
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(REQ. SM-B7) The potential effects 
of seismically induced relay and 
contactor chatter SHALL be 
evaluated as well as the operator 
actions that may be required to 
recover from any such effects.

(REQ. SM-B8) Systems, structures

NOTE SM-B7: Guidance on evaluation of relay chatter effects is given in 

(EPRI, 1991), NUREG-1407 (NRC, 1991a) and (Hardy and Ravindra, 1991).

NOTE SM-I3: NUHIEU-11 4u/ INUl,, 199 i1.) iUdeuIt eLse u,

andcmonm CnTIOIeIe ~ut:U LU VIVVII" 

early containment failure following 
core damage SHALL be examined 
as part of the SMA.  

SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT HIGH LEVEL Q IREMEN
RESPONSE

(HLR-SM-C): Seismic responses calculated for t 

median centered, SHALL be base" current 

modeling and SHALL include the e if soil-ste

REQUIREMENT I

\eview el Earthquake SHALL be 

s of-the methods of structural 
-nter ion where applicable.  

COMMENTARY

(REQ. SM-Cl) Seismic re one Iculat fo eview Level Earthquake SHALL be median 

centered, SHALL be based curr state- -the-art methods of structural modeling, and SHALL 

include the effects of soil-str ture-i eracti where applicable.  

(REQ. SM-C2) Depending o e e conditions and response analysis methods used in the plant 

design, realistic seismic respo s MAY be obtained by a judicious combination of scaling, new 

analysis and new structural odels.

(REQ. SM-C3) For soil sites or 
when the design response analysis 
models are judged not to be realistic 
and state-of-the-art, or when the 
design input ground motion is 
significantly different from the site
specific input motion, new analysis 
SHALL be performed to obtain 
realistic structural loads and floor 
response spectra.

NOTE SM-C3: Further details about the basis for this requirement can be 
found in (ASCE, 1998).
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(REQ. SM-C4) Soil structure interaction analysis SHALL be median centered using median properties 
at soil strain levels corresponding to the RLE input ground motion. At least three SSI analyses SHALL 
be conducted to investigate the effects on response due to uncertainty in soil properties. One analysis 
SHALL be at the median low strain soil shear modulus and additional analyses at the median value 
times (1+C,) and the median value divided by (1+C,), where Cv is a factor that accounts for 
uncertainties in the SSI analysis and soil properties. If adequate soil investigation data are available, 
the mean and standard deviation of the low strain shear modulus SHALL be established for every soil 
layer. The value of Cv SHALL then be established so that it will cover the mean plus or minus one 
standard deviation for every layer. The minimum value of C, SHALL be 0.5. When insufficient data are 

available to address uncertainty in soil properties, C, SHALL be taken as no less thapj43.

SCREENING

(HLR-SM-D): The screening of components and , 
calculations SHALL incorporate the findings of a 
focusing on the anchorage, lateral seismic suppc

REQUII

(REQ. SM-D1) If SSCs on 
capacity exceeding the RW

ARY

9,•is of their generic high seismic 
_L be confirmed through a walkdown.

(REQ. SM-D2) A detailed O• kdow ýf the 1 .nt S'14ALL be conducted focusing on equipment 
anchorage, lateral seismic s port Od potZ 11 systems spatial interactions. The purposes of such a 

walkdown are to find as-desied, -built, and as-operated seismic weaknesses in the plant and to 

ensure that the seismic marg a realistic and plant-specific.

(REQ. SM-D3) The walkdown SHALL be conducted consistent with the guidance given in (EPRI, 1991) 
and (Budnitz et al., 1985).

(REQ. SM-D4) If components are 
screened out during or following the 
walkdown, anchorage evaluation 
justifying such a screening SHALL 
be provided.

4-
(REQ. SM-D5) The walkdown 
SHALL focus on the potential for 
seismic induced fire and flooding 
following the guidance given in 
NUREG-1407 (NRC, 1991a).

NOTE SM-D4: Normally an anchorage calculation is required to support the 
screening. In some cases, the analyst MAY use judgment in deciding the 
adequacy of anchorage. Such judgments SHOULD be documented. For 
details and scope of anchorage evaluation, the reader is referred to (EPRI, 
1991) and (Czarnecki, 1991).

NOTE SM-D5: Normally, if the walkdown team identifies a potential seismic
induced fire issue or a seismic-induced-flooding issue, it should be reviewed by 
the plant personnel, and is either dismissed on a defined basis or remedied if 
necessary. Only rarely is the SMA analysis team faced with the task of 
quantifying a seismic margin for seismic induced fire and/or flooding issues.  
However, if this is needed, the assessment must quantify the relevant HCLPF 
capacities and integrate these with the systems-analysis aspect as in any other 
aspect of SMA.
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(REQ. SM-D6) The walkdown NOTE SM-D6: A "11/I issue" refers to the condition wherein a non-seismically 

SHALL examine potential sources qualified item could fall on and damage a seismically qualified equipment.  

of spatial interaction (e.g., Il/I 
issues, impact between cabinets, 
flooding and spray) and 
consequences of such interactions 
on SSCs contained in the SSEL, 
and SHALL incorporate them into 
the analysis as appropriate.

Pý A

SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT HIGH LE 
FAILURE MODES

(HLR-SM-E): Seismic margin calculations SHALL be 

of structures, systems and components such as ru 

failure modes identified through the review of pat d 

analysis and test reports supplemented by earth 

data, generic qualification test data, by a wall

REQUIREMENT 

(REQ. SM-El) Realistici 
that interfere with the oper" 
through review of plant deE

(REQ. SM-E2) All relevant firej 
modes of structures (e.g., slid 
overturning, yielding, and exc ve 
drift), equipment (e.g., anchorage 
failure, impact with adjacent 
equipment or structures, bracing 
failure, and functional failure) and 
soil (i.e., liquefaction, slope 
instability, excessive differential 
settlement) SHALL be considered, 
and HCLPF capacities for critical 
failure modes evaluated.

in strkl,6ures, distribution systems and components 
ppor after the earthquake SHALL be identified 
ialkdown.

NOTE SM-E2: The concept of HCLPF capacity as an indicator of seismic 

margin was introduced in (Budnitz et al., 1985). Examples of calculations of 

HCLPF capacities for a selected set of SSCs can be found in (Kennedy et al., 

1989). Detailed and more prescriptive guidance on methods for calculating 

HCLPF capacities of SSCs under different critical failure modes can be found 

in (EPRI,1991) and (Reed and Kennedy. 1994). Past seismic SMA reviews 

and seismic PRAs MAY also be used as guidance.
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SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT F 
CALCULATIONS 

(HLR-SM-F): The calculation of seismic margins (or so-called HCLPF capacities) SHALL 

be based on plant-specific data supplemented by earthquake experience data, fragility 

test data and generic qualification test data. Use of such generic data SHALL be 
justified.  

REQUIREMENT COMMENTARYrn 

(REQ SM-Fl) Component seismic HCLPF capacities SHALL be based lant bpe ,iic data 
supplemented as needed by earthquake experience data, fragility t ata 'nd genei qualification 
test data.

(REQ. SM-F2) All components and structures that are sc ned in SH ave HCLP capacities 
derived based on plant-specific information, such as site-e tific seism ýnput, anchoring and 

installation of the component or structure, spatial interactin d plant-so cific material test data.  

(REQ. SM-F3) Seismic HCLPF S - 3: Genera Ipe ao)cern is he seismically induced early failure of 

capacities SHALL be developed for con a nm functions. 41_URE - 7 (NRC, 1991a) describes these functions 
as c t J ent integritl conta ment isolation, prevention of bypass functions, 

SSCs that are identified int . and ecific systps depending on the containment design (e.g., 

systems model as playin Tole i ignite s ession Kols, or ice baskets).  

the LERF part of the Seis . PRA 
analysis (see REQ. SA-Al).  

SEISMIC MA ASSESSMENT HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT G 
SUCCESS PATH MARGINS 

(HLR-SM-G): The plant seismic margin SHALL be reported based on the margins 

calculated for the success paths.  

REQUIREMENT ICOMMENTARY 

(REQ. SM-G1) Plant seismic margin SHALL be reported based on the margins calculated for the SSCs 

on the success paths.  

(REQ. SM-G2) Plant seismic margin SHALL be reported for the plant after all SMA-related seismic 

upgrades have been done.  
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SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT H
DOCUMENTATION

(HLR-SM-H): The Seismic Margin Assessment SHALL be documented in a manner that 

facilitates applying the PRA and updating it, and that enables peer review.

REQUIREMENT COMMENTARY

(REQ. SM-H1) The documentation SHALL meet the general documentation

(REQ. SM-H2) The documentation SHALL describe the methodologif 
margins or HCLPF capacities of SSCs, together with key assumpti9ý

(REQ. SM-H3) The documentation SHALL provide a dete 
the method of seismic qualification, the dominant failure ry 
location of each SSC. The parameter values defining the 
any other parameter values such as the median accelerat 
technical bases for them, SHALL be proý each aný

(REQ. SM-H4) If SSCs on the SSEL are reed out c 
capacity exceeding the RLE I Q. S the ba

(REQ. SM-H5) Different a cts o 
the SMA such as the select T of 
the RLE, the development o \I 
success paths and SSEL, th \/, 
seismic response analysis, thl\,// 
screening, the walkdown, the fw 
of design documents, the 
identification of critical failure modes 
for each SSC, and the calculation of 
HCLPF capacities for each 
screened-in SSC SHALL be 
documented.

Ied list of S •n'.rgin value h•at includes 
e es(s), the ur of infor on, and the ss'mic marg \(i.e., the HCOLPF capacity and 

mcpacity arthe beta values), and the 
y SSC.

the b•. of their generic high seismic 
s for such screening SHALL be documented.

NOTE•M-"T documentation requirements given in (NRC, 1991a) and 
(EPR1,91) IAY be used as guidance.
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3.6 PRA for "Other" External Events - Requirements for Screening and 

Conservative Analysis 

3.6.1 INTRODUCTION - SCOPE 

The term "other external event" refers to external events other than earth uakes.  

The term "screening out" is used here for the process whereby an al event is 

excluded from further consideration in the PRA analysis.  

For the purposes of this section, which deals with scree o t of one r more entire 

categories of external events, the term "external event" in t e ingular is ed for a 

single and entire category of similar events; ar the categ i intended Include all 
"sizes" of such events within the category, so t if an "ex nal event" i screened out, 

the implication is that the entire category is cor red scre ed out.  

For example, the external ev 'ex mely col, er" i udes all extreme-cold 
conditions, no matter how extreiT r •how infr uen);, e external event "nearby 

surface-transportatje a idents' uCdes all c~•Lh a'ccidents arising from nearby 

surface transporode •e ext •vent" ".rcraft impact" includes crashes of all 

aircraft, of all size ;nd s n. \• 

This set of requiren ~ ts i• once "ed with screening-out. Even though as written it 

contemplates the sc eni j-out of an entire "external event" category, it is not intended 

to restrict the analystf 'screening out a sub-category, if the screening can be done 

on a defined basis a•if the differentiation of the sub-category from the rest of the 

broad category is clear. For example, suppose that for a given site the only important 

risk potential from "aircraft impact" arises from military jet overflights. Suppose that 

large commercial jets can be screened out on the basis of a very low annual frequency, 

and that small cropduster planes can be screened out on the basis of not being able to 

cause enough damage. It is completely acceptable to sub-divide the external event 

"aircraft impact" into sub-categories, to screen the large jets and cropdusters on a 

defined basis, and then to subject only the military-jet subcategory to detailed PRA 

analysis using the requirements in Section 3.7.  

3.6.2 UNDERLYING RATIONALE FOR SUCESSIVE SCREENING 

There is a three-part underlying rationale for the requirements in this section: 

(i) All potential external events (both natural hazards and man-made events) that may 

affect the facility must be considered, and each of them must be either screened out on a 

defined basis (following the requirements in this Section) or subjected to analysis using a 
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detailed PRA (following the requirements in Sections 3.7 to 3.9).  

(ii) A set of screening criteria is provided, which provide a defensible basis for screening 
out an event.  

(iii) If an external event cannot be screened out using these screening criteria, then a 
demonstrably conservative or bounding analysis, when used together with quantitative 
screening criteria, can also provide a defensible basis for screening out the event, without 
the need for detailed analysis. (Herein, the phrases "bounding analysis" a 

"demonstrably conservative analysis" are used interchangeably.) 

The burden of demonstrating that a given bounding analysis i demr ns bly 
conservative" falls on the analyst; different circumstances re uire diff r nt 
approaches. The general notion is that the conservatism i e onstrate i part by 
accounting for all uncertainties, approximations or simplifi lo that migt invalidate the 
demonstration if not accounted for appropriately. 

is 
-e 

There are three fundamental screening criteria : dded in e requirements here, as 

follows: An event can be scree either (i: if eets th teria in the NRC's 1975 

Standard Review Plan (NRC, 5) r a later r iob , r (ii) if it can be shown using a 

demonstrably conservative anals t the mE n v of the design-basis hazard used 

in the plant design Pan a 0 5/year, *d that the conditional core-damage 

probability is leshn 1 0', given eeurrentfe of the design-basis hazard; or (iii) if it 

can be shown usinn de _ strab co ative analysis that the CDF (core damage 
frequency) is less tiý n 10 er ye r.  

Note that there is an plh assumption that if an external event is screened out using 

one or another of theysening criteria herein, then neither the CDF nor the LERF arising 

due to that event is concern. This assumption is made even though no explicit 

consideration is given in the screening to LERF issues.  

An external event that cannot be screened out using any of these criteria must be 

subjected to the detailed-analysis requirements in Sections 3.7 to 3.9.  

3.6.3 HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENTS 

HLR-OTH-A All potential external events (i.e., all natural hazards and man-made 

events) that may affect the site SHALL be considered, and SHALL be subjected to 

either screening, bounding analysis (demonstrably conservative analysis), or 

detailed analysis.  

It should be understood that the remaining High Level Requirements below are applicable 

when an external event is selected for screening rather than for detailed analysis. At any 

time during the screening process, a decision can be made to bypass that process and 
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go directly to the detailed-analysis requirements in Sections 3.7 to 3.9. Appendix B 
contains a list of external events to be considered, and using this list is one acceptable 
approach to meeting this requirement. (See REQ. OTH-Al below).  

HLR-OTH-B Preliminary screening, if used, SHALL be performed using a defined 
set of screening criteria.  

HLR-OTH-C A bounding (demonstrably conservative) analysis, if used for 
screening, SHALL be performed using defined quantitative screen iteria.  

(If an external event cannot be screened out using either the qualita tie *teria under 
HLR-OTH-B or the quantitative criteria under HLR-OTH-C, th it S L e subjected to 
detailed analysis under Sections 3.7 - 3.9).  

HLR-OTH-D: The basis for the screening ou of an ext vent SH L be 
confirmed through a walkdown of the plant d its surr n dngs.  

HLR-OTH-E: The screening out an extern Il ent SH L be documented in a 
manner that facilitates applyi ePRA anc ing it d that enables peer 
review. \\1I 

3.6.4 SUPPORTI T NICA E REMENTS
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(HLR-OTH-A): All potential external events (i.e., all natural hazards and man-made 

events) that may affect the site SHALL be considered, and SHALL be subjected to 

either screening, bounding analysis (demonstrably conservative analysis), or detailed 

analysis.
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REQUIREMENT COMMENTARY 

(REQ. OTH-Al) The list of external events SHALL as a minimum include those that are 
enumerated in the PRA Procedures Guide, NUREG/CR-2300 (NRC, 1983) and NUREG-1407 

(NRC, 1991a) and examined in past studies such as the NUREG-1 150 analyses (Lambright et al, 

1990). Appendix B contains the list adapted from NUREG/CR-2300, and the use of this list is one 

acceptable way to meet this requirement.

(REQ. OTH-A2) The list considered 
in (REQ. OTH-Al) SHALL be 
supplemented with any site-specific 
and plant-unique external events.

HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT B

(HLR-OTH-B): Preliminary 
set of screening criteria.

(REQ. OTH-Bi) lpI•t 
Screening: Meetinq 
following five scree-n 
SHALL be an accept 
screening out an exti

Criterion 1: The event i ,equal or 
lesser damage potenti~rthan the 
events for which the plant has been 
designed. This requires an evaluation 
of plant design bases in order to 
estimate the resistance of plant 
structures and systems to a particular 
external event.  

Criterion 2: The event has a 
significantly lower mean frequency of 
occurrence than another event, taking 
into account the uncertainties in the 
estimates of both frequencies, and the 
event could not result in worse 
consequences than the 
consequences from the other event.  

Criterion 3: The event cannot occur 
close enough to the plant to affect it.  

Copyright 2000 American Nuclear Society

NOTE OTH-A2: The purpose of this requirement is to assure that an 
unusual type of event is not inadvertently omi simply because it does 
not fit neatly into any of the list of events •o considered and 
listed in the standard references in RE -Al. Examples are 
possible detritus or zebra mussels gro h in te river affecting the intake 
(although they may be consi•, to ha e b included in the category 
"biological events"), or p , se ssoreline-slu effects (although they 
may be considered to h een included une "elandslidefl or 
"seiche.")

ARY SCREENING

using a defined

iOTE OTHý 0BI: These criteria are based on those found in the PRA 

Pkcedure Guide (NRC, 1983). The use of these criteria minimizes the 
li Ii od of omitting any significant risk contributors while at the same 
timim reducing the amount of detailed analysis required. In its guidance 

%for the IPEEE procedures and submittals (NRC, 1991 and 1991a), the 
NRC staff applied these criteria for the population of operating nuclear 
power plants in the US, and concluded that only earthquakes, high 
winds, floods, transportation accidents, and nearby-facility accidents 
requiredevaluation in the IPEEE. However, the NRC staff required that 
each licensee confirm that no plant-unique external events with the 
potential to cause severe-accidents were being excluded from the 
IPEEE.  

In NUREG-1407 (NRC, 1991 a), a progressive screening approach is 
recommended for evaluating high winds, floods, transportation 
accidents, and nearby facility accidents in the IPEEE. This IPEEE 
guidance required all licensees to review the information obtained on the 
plant design bases and any identified significant changes since the 
operating license for conformance with the 1975 Standard Review Plan 
criteria. It also required a confirmatory walkdown.
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This criterion must be applied taking 
into account the range of magnitudes 
of the event for the recurrence 
frequencies of interest.  

Criterion 4: The event is included in 
the definition of another event.  

Criterion 5: The event is slow in 
developing and it can be 
demonstrated that there is sufficient 
time to eliminate the source of the 
threat or to provide an adequate 
response.

(REQ. OTH-B2) Second Preliminary 
Screening: Meeting the following 
screening criterion SHALL be an 
acceptable basis for screening out an 
external event. The criterion is that 
the design basis for the event mtt> 
the criteria in the NRC's 1975 
Standard Review Plan (NBC, 1975

(REQ. OTH-B3) AppI tio•. f the 
screening criteria for a\g,, external screenre 
event SHALL be bas on a review of 
information on the plant's design 
hazard and the plant's NRC licensing 
basis relevant to that event.

(REQ. OTH-B4) Any significant 
changes since the NRC operating 
license was issued SHALL be 
reviewed. In particular, the review 
SHALL consider: 

(1) military and industrial facilities 
within 8 km of the site, 
(2) onsite storage or other activities 
involving hazardous materials, 
(3) nearby transportation, and 
(4) any other developments that could 
affect the original design conditions.

-J

0TE OTH-B12: If an exte I e nt meets th iteria in the NRC's 
Standard R iew Plan (NR , )), the contrit to core damage 
requency is I ged to be le 's thaa 10.6 per yorbased on various 
onsideratic For certain rnal events, the SRP requires the 

election ofI sign basis nt at annual frequencies of occurrence 
etween 10 a 06 (e.g., e i n basis explosions on transportation 
outes near followin gulatory Guide 1.91 and turbine 
nissile prot n e Regula ory Guide 1.112). For some other events, 
=onservativ maxim izes or intensities are specified (e.g., Design 

3asis Floodog per egulatory Guide 1.59). In a study on wind risk, 
Iavindra ar afday (1990) showed that the mean core damage 

(uency Wplants meeting the 1975 SRP criteria is less than 10 per 
yý. Based on a review of these and other supporting documents, the 
'JFstaff recommended this screening criterion in NUREG-1407 (NRC, 
1991 a).

NOTE OTH-B3: In the siting and plant-design stage, most site-specific 
natural and man-made external events will have been addressed and 
included in the design basis, unless they were screened out using the 
licensing criteria described in the NRC Standard Review Plan and 
Regulatory Guides.

NOTE OTH-B4: This short list (1, 2, and 3) is specifically identified 
because it represents the most common areas where a significant 
change might have occurred since the issuance of the operating license.
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HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT C - DEMONSTRABLY CONSERVATIVE ANALYSIS 

(HLR-OTH-C): A bounding (demonstrably conservative) analysis, if used for 

screening, SHALL be performed using defined quantitative screening criteria.  

NOTE HLR-OTH-C: Herein, the phrases "bounding analysis" and "demonstrably conservative analysis" are used 

interchangeably.  
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(REQ. OTH-Cl) If, by using a 
bounding (demonstrably conservative) 
analysis, any one of the following 
three screening criteria is met, this 
SHALL constitute an acceptable basis 
for screening out an external event.  

Criterion A: The current design-basis 
hazard cannot cause a core-damage 
accident.  

Criterion B: The current design basis 
hazard has a mean frequency less 
than 10s per year, and the mean 
value of the conditional core damage 
probability (CCDP) is assessed to be 
less than 101.  

Criterion C: The core-damage 
frequency (CDF), calculated using 
bounding (demonstrably conse ie) 
analysis, has a mean frequency le 
than 10.6 per year. .

(REQ. OTH-C2) E atioý f the 
mean frequency ane oth 
parameters of the de n ba i hazar 
SHALL be based on t te-of e-art 
hazard modeling and en ata 
(e.g., annual maximu speeds 
at the site, aircraft acti y in the 
vicinity, or precipitation data), or 
SHALL be bounding (demonstrably 
conservative) for the purposes of the 
demonstrably conservative analysis.  
The uncertainties in modeling and 
data SHALL be considered in the 
hazard evaluation.

32: The spirit of a bounding (demonstrably conservative) or 
analysis is such that it is acceptable to use demonstrably 
modeling and data for the hazard evaluation here.

(REQ. OTH-C3) Estimation of the mean CCDP SHALL utilize a systems model of the plant that 

meets the Category II systems-analysis requirements in the ASME internal-events PRA Standard 

insofar as they apply (ASME, 2000). For the purposes of the demonstrably conservative analysis, a 

demonstrably conservative approach to the systems model SHALL be acceptable.

(REQ. OTH-C4) The conservative NOTE OTH-C4: Calculation of this CDF may be done using different 

estimation of the mean core damage demonstrably conservative assumptions, as explained by the following 
example. Example: Typically, nuclear power plants are sited such that 

frequency (CDF) developed here the accidental impact of plant structures by aircraft is highly unlikely. As 

SHALL be based on models and data part of the external event PRA, the risk from aircraft accidents may be 

that are either realistic or assessed at different levels. The mean annual frequency of aircraft
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NOTE OTH-Cl: The bounding (demonstrably conservative) analysis is 
intended to provide a conservative calculation showing, if true, either 

that the hazard would not result in core damage or that the core damage 

frequency (CDF) is acceptably low. Some or all of the key elements of 

the external-event risk analysis could be used to reach and support this 

conclusion: hazard analysis, fragility analysis, or systems analysis 

(plant-systems analysis, human reliability analysis, accident-sequence 
analysis, etc.).  

In some cases, Criterion B can allow an efficient way to verify that the 

original design basis hazard is low and that the CDF is also acceptably 

low. Using Criterion B requires a refined mode" of the hazard and an 

approximate evaluation of CCDP. The an der Criterion B is a 

subset of the more extensive demonstr nselative analysis of CDF 
under Criterion C.
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demonstrably conservative.

(REQ. OTH-C4) If none of the screening criteria i l~is entire S •tio 3.6 can I;Kmet for a given 

external event, then additional analysis SHALL be i, L rtaken. e Sections 3.7 to 3.9 of this 

Standard.) 

HIGH LEV Q U1RR E NTI I WALKIDOWN 

(HLR-OTH-D): bas for th ning out of an external event SHALL be 

confirmed throu a wa own th ant and its surroundings.  

(REQ. OTH-D1) The sisf the NOTE OTH-DI: The general external-events-screening walkdown 
screeng Out of an e srn ,vent SHOULD concentrate, although not exclusively, on outdoor facilities that 
screening, out of a"n ,",_ e ent could be affected by high winds and flooding, onsite storage of hazardous 
SHALL be confirmed t r h a materials, and offsite developments such as increased usage of or new 

walkdown of the plant Vnd its airports/airways, highways and gas pipelines.  
surroundings.

(REQ. OTH-D2) If the screening-out of any specific external event uepeunu ui, u,o epe., C p .an 

layout, then the walkdown SHALL confirm that layout. For most external events, this typically 

means a walkdown that evaluates the site layout outside the plant buildings as well as inside.

HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT E -- DOCUMENTATION 

(HLR-OTH-E): The screening out of an external event SHALL be documented in a 

manner that facilitates applying the PRA and updating it, and that enables peer review.  

(REQ. OTH-E1) The documentation SHALL meet the general documentation requirements in 

Section 7.  

(REQ. OTH-E2) For each external event that is screened out, the approach used for the screening 
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I impact during takeoff, landing, or in flight may be determined. If this 

hazard frequency is very low (e.g., 10- per year), then the aircraft 

impact as an external event may be eliminated from further study. This 

approach assumes that the aircraft impact results in damage of the 

structure leading to core damage or large early release (this assumption 

is likely to be highly conservative). If the frequency of aircraft impacting 

the plant structures is estimated to be larger, the fragility of the 

structures may be evaluated to make a refined estimate of the frequency 

of core damage. Further refinements could include (1) elimination of 

certain structural failures as not resulting in core damage (e.g., damage 

of diesel generator building may not result in core damage if offsite 

electrical power is available); and (2) performin plant systems and 

accident sequence analysis to calculate th amage frequency.  
This example shows that for some extl• ent , it may be sufficient 

to perform only the hazard analysis; fo0o thers, the hazard 

analysis and a simple fragility lysis ay e needed; in rare cases, a 

plant-systems and accideý 't nce analys s ay be necessary.  

Other examples of bou (demonstrably c ervative) analysis can 
be found in (Ravindra andt nnctp, 1985, 198 a , (Kimura and Budnitz, 
1987). and (Lambright et a , 99J;.
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(preliminary screening or demonstrably conservative analysis) and the screening criteria used 

SHALL be documented.  

(REQ. OTH-E3) The documentation SHALL include any engineering or other analysis performed to 

support the screening-out of an external event.

V
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3.7 PRA for "Other" External Events - Technical Requirements for Analysis 

3.7.1 SCOPE, APPLICABILITY, TERMINOLOGY, PEER REVIEW 

Scope: The term "other external event" refers to external events other than earthquakes.  

Applicability: This section applies to "other" external events that cannot b creened out 

(that is, cannot be excluded from further consideration in the PRA an sing the 

processes and criteria in Section 3.6, "PRA for 'Other' External Eve - equirements 

for Screening and Conservative Analysis." The Requirement thi se on can be 

used for the analysis of any "other" external event. Alte yve the R irements in 

Section 3.8 ("High Winds PRA") or Section 3.9 ("External loo ing PRA' an be used 

for those external events. If either Section 3.8 or 3.9 is u en all of 

Requirements therein apply.  

Aircraft impact PRA: For the PRA of aircraft in i,, the Re irements herein apply.  

However, another acceptable for meet i s Stan is to follow the 

methodology in the DOE Stan d ( E, 199 , w is a methodology standard for 

aircraft-impact PRA developed t U.S. Deartm of Energy for analyzing impacts 

on various DOE f This ethodol y.may be used as an alternative way to 

satisfy in full thei t nt o igh L I uirenfients HLR-ANA-A ("Hazard Analysis") and 

HLR-ANA-B ("Fra filty Ev I ation er and of their Supporting Requirements. It 

would still be nece ry t eet t e equirements under HLR-ANA-C ("Systems 

Analysis and Quant f atio ) and LR-ANA-D ("Documentation") herein.  
Terminoloq - exter -ent in the sin ular: For the purposes of this section, which 

deals with analysis ofan entire category of external event, the term "external event" in the 

singular is used for a single and entire category of similar events; and the category is 

intended to include all "sizes" of such events within the category. For example, the 

external event "extremely cold weather" includes all extreme-cold conditions, no matter 

how extreme or how infrequent; the external event "nearby surface-transportation 

accidents" includes all such accidents arising from nearby surface transport modes; the 

external event "aircraft impact" includes crashes of all aircraft, of all sizes; and so on.  

This set of requirements is concerned with detailed PRA analysis of an external event 

category. Even though as written it contemplates the analysis of an entire "external 

event" category, it is not intended to restrict the analyst from analyzing a sub-category, if 

the differentiation of the sub-category from the only important of the broad category is 

clear. For example, suppose that for a given site the real risk potential from "aircraft 

impact" arises from military jet overflights. Suppose that large commercial jets can be 

screened out using Section 3.6 on the basis of a very low annual frequency, and that 

small cropduster planes can be screened out using Section 3.6 on the basis of not being 

able to cause enough damage. It is completely acceptable to sub-divide the external 
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event "aircraft impact" into sub-categories, to screen the large jets and cropdusters using 

judgment and approximate analysis, and then to subject only the military-jet subcategory 

to detailed PRA analysis using the requirements here.  

Importance of Peer Review: It should be noted that detailed analysis of external events 

other than earthquakes (and occasionally high winds and external flooding) is not 

common for US nuclear power plants, because screening analyses and demonstrably 

conservative analyses, using the approaches in Section 3.6, have usually shown that the 

contributions to CDF are insignificant. Therefore, the collective experien f the analysis 

community is limited. Because of this limited experience, the analyst ay need to 

improvise its approach for any external event requiring detailed anal is f Ilowing the 

overall methodology requirements in this Section. Given the ve, n ensive peer 

review is very important if an analysis under this Section i daken.  

LERF (Large Early Release Frequency): In app lying the a ys covere i this Section 

3.7, it is necessary to be attentive to both core-( mage freq and LE . In this 

regard, the discussion about LERF in Section 1 .,is applic le, and should be taken 

into account. Also, the analyst is ured to be e,, D 'ally atte i e to effects of the external 

event that might compromise c ent integ i• d there ossibly contribute to 

LERF-type accident sequences.  

3.7.2 UNDERL G R ONA THE NALYSIS REQUIREMENTS 

Screenin Realisti naly i and servative Anal sis: Presumably, if an external 

event cannot be scr ned t based on the criteria in Section 3.6, it is because it fails to 

meet those criteria --\r a ast, the external event cannot be shown to meet those 

criteria using the scre g-out methods or demonstrably-conservative analysis methods 

of Section 3.6. The ndamental screening-out criteria in Section 3.6 are as follows 

(quoting from Section 3.6.2): "An event can be screened out either (i) if it meets the 

criteria in the NRC's 1975 Standard Review Plan (NRC, 1975), or (ii) if it can be shown 

using a demonstrably conservative analysis that the mean value of the design-basis 

hazard used in the plant design is less than about 105/year, and that the conditional core

damage probability is less than 10-1, given the occurrence of the design-basis hazard; or 

(iii) if it can be shown using a demonstrably conservative analysis that the CDF (core 

damage frequency) is less than 106 per year." 

It is recognized that for some external events, although it may be difficult or impossible to 

demonstrate that any of these criteria is met using screening or demonstrably 

conservative analysis, nevertheless the risk posed by the entire event category is quite 

small, as measured by the event's contribution to CDF and LERF. Given this possibility, 

although the detailed analysis contemplated in this Section is intended to be a realistic 

analysis, it is quite acceptable to introduce conservatisms in any given step, provided that 

at the end the overall contributions to CDF and LERF are demonstrably small. If, 

however, either of these contributions turns out to be "important" - presumably, important 
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compared to other CDF and/or LERF contributions from other initiators - then the PRA 

analyst team is obliged to re-visit the analysis here to make it as realistic as feasible.  

Rationale and Structure of the Requirements Here: There is a three-part structure to the 

PRA of any extemal event, and hence to the requirements here: (i) hazard analysis; (ii) 

fragility evaluation; and (iii) systems analysis and quantification.  

General Guidance: The PRA Procedures Guide (NRC, 1983) and the PSA Procedures 

Guide (Brookhaven, 1985) both contain detailed discussions that provide gneral 

guidance on how to approach the PRA analysis of an external event. f the 

"Commentary' herein is adapted from these guides.  

3.7.3 HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENTS 

HLR-ANA-A - HAZARD ANALYSIS: The anal is of the h r (the freo cy of 

occurrence of different intensities of the extemr ent) SHA be based on a site

specific probabilistic evaluation reflecting recen alable da and site-specific 

information. The analysis can d on eith r *sorical d or a phenomenological 

model, or a mixture of the two. e dels us I or .uency and intensity calculations 

SHOULD NOT be unduly influe e y recent sho rm trends in the frequencies.  

HLR-ANA-B - GILl EVA N: T e fragility of an SSC (the conditional 

probability of its fa re as\a functi of intensity of the external event hazard) 
SHALL be evaluat usin •lant-s •,ific, SSC-specific information and an accepted 

engineering metho r e uatin the postulated failure.  

HLR-ANA-C - SYSI ANALYSIS AND QUANTIFICATION: The systems model 

SHALL include all irportant initiating events caused by the effects of the external event 

that can lead to core damage or large early release. The model SHALL be adapted 

from the internal-events, full-power PRA systems model to incorporate those aspects 

that are different, due to the external event's effects, from the corresponding aspects of 

the full-power, internal-events model.  

HLR-ANA-D - DOCUMENTATION: The detailed PRA analysis of the external event 

SHALL be documented in a manner that facilitates applying the PRA and updating it, and 

that enables peer review.  
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3.7.4 SUPPORTING TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT A -- HAZARD ANALYSIS

(HLR-ANA-A): The analysis of the hazard (the frequency of occurrence of different 

intensities of the external event) SHALL be based on a site-specific probabilistic 

evaluation reflecting recent available data and site-specific informat . The analysis 

can be based on either historical data or a phenomenological m , od a mixture of 

the two. The models used for frequency and intensity calculati n HOULD NOT be 

unduly influenced by recent, short-term trends in th e f4 jenc s.

REQUIREMENT

REQ. ANA-Al) The hazard analysis 
SHALL be site-specific and plant
specific to the extent necessary for 
the purposes of the analysis.

(REQ.-ANA-A2) The h 
for the external even 
accepted method 'ny 
databases. Uncert ti 
models and parame 
be properly accounte 
propagated in order t 
of hazard curves from 
hazard curve can be d'

(REQ.-ANA-A3) If expert elicitation 
or another use-of-experts process is 
used in developing the hazard, it 
SHALL be done in accordance with 
established guidelines.

�\�LNIAHT

: Although a s e-s ecific and F rt•-specific hazard 
ý ys desirable, 't 's often acceptable to develop a hazard 

b\sis (for exa le, a regional or even generic basis), 
* Lncertaintie i t-roduced are acceptable for the

t I OT E AN A -k2: I n ý e• r a l , t h e h a z a r d p o s e d b y a n y e x t e r n a l e v e n t c a n 
only be des ibed a' multitude of variables related to the "size" of the 

'event- Ofte ome of these variables are probabilistically dependent on 

obhr varia es. However, for simplicity the hazard function is generally 

dab"j~ed, albeit imperfectly, in terms of a limited number of variables -

typp 60l1y, one. For example, although a proper characterization of the 

'hazard from a potential chemical explosion from a nearly railroad train 
carrying chemicals should include blast distance, duration, 
instantaneous pressure duration, shape of the pressure pulse as a 

function of frequency, chemical form of the explosive, and so on, the 

hazard would likely be characterized by only one or two of these 

parameters in any actual analysis. The other variables that would be 

needed for a "complete" description of the hazard would typically be 

considered in the response analysis and fragility evaluation, or may 

represent an irreducible variability in the hazard, or some of each.  

The output of the hazard analysis is a so-called "hazard curve' -

actually, a family of hazard curves accounting for uncertainties -- of 

exceedence frequency vs. hazard intensity.  

The PRA Procedures Guide (NRC, 1983) has a useful discussion of the 

general considerations involved in hazard analysis.

NOTE ANA-A3: The discussion in Section 3.4.1.1 (in the section that 
introduces the hazard requirements for seismic PRA), and the 

corresponding Supporting Technical Requirements and Commentary in 

Section 3.4.1.3 at REQ. HA-A4, HA-C2, and HA-D2, contain useful guidance on this subject. Also, the ASME PRA Standard (ASME, 2000) 

contains requirements on this subject. Adapting these to the situation of 

the "other" external event analyzed here is acceptable.
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HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT B -- FRAGILITY EVALUATION 

(HLR-ANA-B): The fragility or vulnerability of an SSC (the conditional probability of its 
-. ....- __-- t. L ...... l ,,,L\ M ASI I . 6 -%,fihan ei

failure as a function of the intensity of the external event [azardu) or, q,,q,,=, .  
using plant-specific, SSC-specific information and an accepted engineering method 

for evaluating the postulated failure.

(REQ. ANA-B1) The fragility estimates 
SHALL be site-specific and plant
specific to the extent necessary for 
the purposes of the analysis.  

(REQ. ANA-B2) Fragilities of SSCs 
SHALL be evaluated using an 
accepted methodology and plant
specific data. The findings of a plant 
walkdown SHALL be considered in 
this evaluation.  

(REQ. ANA-B3) Th agilit alysis 
SHALL appropriately flect t 
uncertainties in the un rlyin 
information and the m Is ed.

NOTE ANA-BI1: Although a site-specif ic and ,:,t-specif ic analysis of 

the fragilities of SSCs is always desirableu n acceptable to 

develop fragiity estimates on sofe oths (f r example, based on 

generic information), provided the cef nties introducem are 

acceptable for the applica n teoref• te • t 

NOTE ANA-B2: The Pra or vulnerability of SSC is estimated from 
the actual capacity of the S for• giealrode. Thus a failure

mode identif -ation is a cruc lct of this wor .\Another crucial aspect 

is an engine .ng evaluation o ~the effect of •,xtemal event is 

transmitted •e SSC -- wh t •rce or effect le sd to the specified failure 

mode. To e •ehe PRA analyis tractable, the fragility should be 

expressed a u ction of the me variable - related to the "size" of the 

external eve -- the hazar es are functions of. This allows the 

onvolution ard cu and fragility curves during the 

uantificatio step t one in a mathematically straightforward way.  

The PRA Pr edures Guide (NRC, 1983) has a useful discussion of the 

neral cor, erations involved in fragility evaluation.  

N ANA-B3: The analysis of the fragility or vulnerability of an SSC 

"ust account for the various uncertainties in both underlying data and 

models. The Requirements and Commentary on this subject given in 

Section 3.4.2 (on seismic PRA fragility analysis) contain useful guidance 

on this subject. Adapting these to the situation of the "other" external 

event analyzed here is acceptable.

HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT C -- SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND QUANTIFICATION 

(HLR-ANA-C): The systems model SHALL include all important initiating events 

caused by the effects of the external event that can lead to core damage or large 

early release. The model SHALL be adapted from the internal-events, full-power PRA 

systems model to incorporate those aspects that are different, due to the external 

event's effects, from the corresponding aspects of the full-power, internal-events 

model.  

NOTE: In special circumstances, it is acceptable to develop an ad-hoc systems model tailored especially to the external 

event being analyzed, instead of starting with the internal-events systems model and adapting it. If this approach is used, 

it is especially important that a peer review be undertaken that concentrates on this aspect.  

(REQ. ANA-Cl) Accident sequences NOTE ANA-Ci: The PRA systems-analysis model for any external 

initiated by the external event SHALL event is almost always based on the internal-events full-power PRA 

systems model, to which are added basic failure events derived from the 

be assessed to estimate CDF and information developed in the specific external event's fragility analysis.  

LER: contribution. The analVsis Considerable screening out and trimming of the internal-events systems 
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SHALL consider the appropriate 
hazard curves and the fragilities of 
structures and equipment.

(REQ. ANA-C2) The integration
quantification SHALL account for all 
dependencies and correlations, 
SHALL account for the uncertaintiE 
each of the inputs.

NOTE ANA
external haz 
understand 
~ccount for 1

The usefuln*s of the "final results" of the PRA for the 
re dependen~op performing enough assessment to 
e c lndencies,4•colations, and uncertainties, and to 
Siativel~•i they are important.

¢I H-LEL RbMIENT D -- DOCUMENTATION

(HLR-ANA-D): T etai d PR% analysis of the external event SHALL be documented 
in a manner that fa i ita applying the PRA and updating it, and that enables peer 
review.  

(REQ. ANA-DI) The documentation SHALL meet the general documentation requirements in 

Section 7.  

(REQ. ANA-D2) The documentation SHALL include a description of the specific methods used for 

determining the hazard curves, including the technical interpretations that are the basis for the 

inputs and results.

(REQ. ANA-D3) The documentation SHALL describe the specific adaptations made to the internal

events PRA model to produce the specialized external event PRA model, and their motivation.

(REQ. ANA-D4) The documentation SHALL describe the methodologies used to quantify the 

fragilities of SSCs, together with key assumptions.  

(REQ. ANA-D5) The documentation SHALL provide a detailed list of SSC fragility values that 

includes the method of analysis, the dominant failure modes(s), the sources of information, and the 

location of each SSC.
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model is also common, where appropriate. The analysis consists of 
developing event trees and fault trees in which the initiating event can 

be either the external event itself or a transient or LOCA induced by the 

event. Various accident sequences that lead to core damage or large 

early release are identified, and their conditional probabilities of 

occurrence calculated. The frequency of core damage or large early 

release is obtained by a convolution of these conditional probabilities 
over the relevant range of hazard intensities.  

The procedure for determining the accident sequences is similar to that 

used in seismic-PRA systems analysis, and following the Requirements 

therein represents one acceptable approach, "r they are adapted to 

apply to the PRA situation represented by cific external event.  

(See the Requirements and Comment ' by ecti cn 3.4.2, and the 

discussion about seismic PRA method n endix A). Other factors to 

be considered include non-ex al-eve ft-re d unavailabilities or 

failures of equipment; ope ors; uniqu pects of common 

causes, correlations, an penclencies; any rning time available to 

take mitigating steps; the io0sibi ty of recove ctions by operators 

and replacement by substitds accomplish needed function; and 

the likelihoo of common-c uu ilures.

i
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(REQ. ANA-D6) The documentation SHALL discuss the basis for the screening-out of any generic 

high-capacity SSCs.  
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3.8 High-Winds PRA - Technical Requirements 

3.8.1 INTRODUCTION 

It should be noted that detailed PRA analysis of high winds has been carried out for very 

few US nuclear power plants, because the hazard and plant analysis carried out during 

the design stage provide a basis for the screening analyses and demonstrably 

conservative analyses using the approaches in Section 3.6. These appro es have 

usually shown that the contribution to CDF is insignificant. Therefore co ctive 

experience with PRA analysis is limited. Because of this limited exp e the analyst 

team may need to improvise its approach to high-winds PR lysi fol ing the overall 

methodology requirements in this Section. A peer revie i ve importa if an analysis 

under this Section is undertaken.  

The technical requirements for high-winds PRAre similar it adaptati s, to those 

for seismic PRA. The major elements are wini zard an sis, wind fragility analysis, 

and systems analysis including q tification. analyst iliar with seismic PRA 

but unfamiliar with high winds thods sl efer b to the seismic-PRA 

Requirements and Commenta Se ion 3.4) , d t pendix A ("Seismic PRA 

There are several pes f igh- d s that need to be considered, depending on 

the site. These in I de 1) t rnad in and other tornado effects, 2) tropical cyclone 

winds (cyclones, h r ican nd tY ons), and 3) extra tropical straight winds 

(thunderstorms, sq I lin , weather fronts, etc.). It is assumed here that the analyst 

team has employed re ing methods (see Section 3.6) to eliminate from 

consideration those i wind events that are not important at the site under study, so 

that the requiremen s in this section will be used to analyze only those high-wind 

phenomena that have not been screened out.  

It is further assumed here that the high-winds-PRA analysis team possesses an 

internal-events full-power Level 1 and Level-2-LERF PRA, developed either prior to or 

concurrently with the high-winds PRA; that this internal-events PRA is used as the basis 

for the high-winds-PRA systems model; and that the technical basis for the internal

events full-power PRA is the ASME PRA standard (ASME, 2000).  

References that are useful in developing a high-winds PRA include (NRC, 1983), 

(Brookhaven, 1985), (Consolidated Edison Company et al., 1983), (Ravindra et al., 

1987), (Cramond, Ericson, and Sanders, 1987), and (Reed and Ferrell, 1987). The 

relevant references for wind-hazard analysis are provided in the Commentary below 

adjacent to the relevant wind-hazard Technical Requirements.  
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3.8.2 HIGH-WINDS-PRA TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

The high-winds-PRA technical requirements consist of four High-Level Requirements, 

under which are organized the several Supporting Technical Requirements, as follows:

HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT A: HAZARD

(HLR-WIND-A): The frequency of high winds at the site SHALL be ed on a site

specific probabilistic wind hazard analysis (existing or new) th I Its recent 

available regional and site-specific information.  

NOTE: The models used for frequency and intensity calculations SHOUL• Tb unduly infl e ced by recent, short-term 

trends in the frequencies of high-wind events. They SHOULD incorporate-a I 0ast he worst we t er conditions experienced 

historically at the site.

REQUIREMENT • MNIENTARYI 

(REQ.-WIND-A1) Tornado wind NOTE WINE I Alcceptableh \ odologies are given by (Twisdale, 

hazard analysis SHALL use an unn, andg r, 1981) Reinhold and Ellingwood, 1982).  
hazard analyi S L ue .. . xamples o na o azard analysis for nuclear facilities using these 

accepted methodology and up-to- te ethodolog s can e und in (Ravindra and Bannon, 1985), (Twisdale 

databases on tornado orrences and Hardy, 385), d (Ramsdell and Andrews, 1986).  

intensities, etc. U i in th 

models and param t r val SHAL nado wi hazard analysis SHOULD include the following elements: 

be properly account for a fully Va tion of tornado intensity with occurrence frequency. (The frequency 

propagated in order obtai famil -ý of tornado occurrence decreases rapidly with increased Intensity.) 

of hazard curves fro hich mea 

hazard curve can be ive Correlation of tornado width and length of damage area; longer tornadoes 

are usually wider.  

Correlation of tornado area and intensity; stronger tornadoes are usually 

larger than weaker tornadoes.  

Variation in tornado intensity along the damage path length; tornado 
intensity varies throughout its life cycle.  

Variation of tornado intensity across the tornado path width.  

Variation of tornado differential pressure across the tornado path width.  

(REQ. WIND-A2) Risks from NOTE WIND-A2: In the U.S., hurricanes predominantly affect the Gulf of 

hurricanes SHALL be evaluated using Mexico and the Atlantic coastline. Hurricanes rapidly decay during their 
movement over land due to friction from terrain. Hence, it is sufficient to 

an accepted hurricane hazard consider their impact only up to a few hundred kilometers or so from the 

analysis methodology and up-to-date coastline and a hurricane risk analysis is not required further inland.  

databases on hurricane occurrences, However, wind hazard frequencies for a site can be generated from direct 

intensities, etc. Uncertainties in the wind measurements at the site (Liu, 1991). Due to the absence of direct 

wind measurements at many sites of interest for significant time periods, 
models and parameter values SHALL numerical simulation techniques are commonly used to generate hurricane 

be properly accounted for and fully wind hazard frequencies for a site. A stochastic model of hurricane 

propagated in order to obtain a family occurrences is used and the hazard analysis considers the occurrence 

of hazard curves from which a mean rate of hurricanes for each coastal segment, distribution of central 

hazard curve can be derived, pressure, radius of maximum winds, storm decay over land, wind field
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(REQ. WIND-A3) The hazard from 
extra-tropical windstorms and other 
high straight wind phenomena SHALL 
be evaluated using recorded wind
speed data appropriate to the site.  

((RE Q.WIND- A4) R s fro ind
generated missiles ALL 
evaluated using an, a epte igh
win m i ss le h R ly si 

metodlog. pecif i ats of 

weather exposed structures, systems 

and components and the 
consequences of this damage from 
wind-borne missile impact which may 

result in core damage or large early 

release SHALL be considered in this 

evaluation.

characteristics, and coast crossing location. Available probabilistic models 

are discussed in (Twisdale and Vickery, 1995).  

Numerical simulations based on these models simulate the hurricane wind 

field using random variables that model the size, intensity, translation 

speed, direction and the location of the site with respect to the coastal line.  

The probability density functions of these variables are developed using 

hurricane data compiled by (Batts et al., 1980) and (Jarvinen et al., 1984).  

Such a simulation procedure was used in developing the hurricane wind 

hazard curves for the Indian Point site (Twisdale, et al., 1981).

NOTE WIND-A3: For inland sites in the U . hazard (i.e., annual 
probability of exceedance) at lower win ds i typically higher from 

extra-tropical straight windstorms than m nadoes or hurricanes.  

Therefore, the evaluation of ri _from ra- r pical straight windstorms is 

needed, especially if the st ctures hav ot been designed to 

withstand tornadoes. T ly, the annual m um wind speed data 

recorded at a weather stat ap ropriate to th ite are fitted by a Type I 

extreme value probability s ib on. Since th ite-specific wind speed 

data may bE vailable over a hort period e , less than 50 years), 

there is con! irable uncert i ty in the hazar , specially at higher wind 

speeds (Lui 1). It is cus ary to assume that the uncertainty in the 

hazard corm nly from th ampling error due to the small number and 

duration oft co s(See (Si u d Scanlan, 1986)). This standard 

eviation is *n accou o obtain a family of hazard curves with 

ssigned su ectiv o abilities (e.g., (Reed and Ferrell, 1987). Other 

ancertantse dhat aeq rom lack of weather station data near the site, 

serrain diffen ces, and so on SHOULD be accounted for properly in 
•lvelong •wind hazard curves.  

NIIOT E~-A4: An acceptable method for evaluating wind-borne 

m i• risk is given in (Twisdale, 1988) and (Twisdale and Vickery, 1995).  

SIt models the tornado wind field, trajectory of missiles (injection and 

transportation) and impact effects of missiles onto safety-related buildings 

and exposed equipment. A survey of the plant buildings and its 

surroundings SHOULD be made to assess the number and types of 

objects that could be picked up by a tornado and could become potential 

"missiles. Using the results of the detailed tornado missile risk analysis, 

(Reed and Ferrell, 1987) have developed missile strike probabilities per 

unit area of buildings. These MAY be used in a demonstrably conservative 
analysis. Note that tornado missile risk is judged to be acceptably small if 

the plant design meets the 1975 NRC Standard Review Plan Criteria 

(NRC, 1975). Note also that wind-generated missiles from other high-wind 

phenomena (hurricanes, etc.) can be analyzed using the tornado-missile 
method discussed here.

HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT B: FRAGILITIES

(HLR-WIND-B): A wind fragility evaluation SHALL be performed to estimate plant

specific, realistic wind fragilities for those structures, systems, and components 

whose failure may contribute to core damage and/or large early release.  

(REQ. WIND-B1) Wind fragilities of NOTE WIND-B1: Wind fragility is evaluated using the same general 

structures and components (e.g., methodology as for seismic fragilities (See the Requirements in Section 
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tanks, transformers, diesel-generator 
exhaust stack, piping and intake 
pumps) SHALL be evaluated using an 
accepted methodology and plant
specific data. The assessment 
SHALL include non-safety structures 
that could fall into/onto safety-related 
structures, thereby causing damage.  
The findings of a plant walkdown 
SHALL be considered in this 
evaluation.

3.4.3.1, "Seismic Fragility Evaluation," and the seismic-fragility discussion 

in Appendix A). Typically, the entire family of fragility curves for an SSC 

corresponding to a particular failure mode is expressed in terms of the 

median wind speed capacity, Vm, and the logarithmic standard deviations, 

P3R and Pu, representing randomness in capacity and uncertainty in median 

capacity, respectively. Such fragility parameters are estimated for the 

credible failure modes of the SSC. Failure of structures could be overall, 

such as failure of a shearwall or moment resisting frame, or local, such as 

out-of-plane wall failure or pull-off of metal siding.  

Wind pressure loading is based on the methodology contained in wind 

design standards (ASCE, 1998a). The effect of wind borne missiles on 

structures, systems and components can be fo d in (ASCE, 1980) and 

(Stevenson and Zhao, 1996).  

The development of fragility curves for ru • es is done in terms of the 

factor-of-safety, defined as th istan c city divided by the 

response associated with e n basis lo from extreme winds. The 

variability of the factor- ea ety depends on t variability of strength 

capacity and the response t sp ified loads. ind capacity is modeled 

as a product of random va a le nd is expre d in terms of wind speed.  

Besides the rength chara ts, the capaci a structure for the 

effects of wi• ressure alsd epends on a nu er of factors affecting 
wind pressu rce relation 

For exampl sh ing effects o rious structures at the site results in an 

ncrease of, i' d thro a constricted space or a decrease where it 

ay be slo don ue to obstructions. Such funneling characteristics 

escribing tl i chan 'g of winds around structures have a very 

important in ence on the wind forces. The actual forces are also 

termined he structural shapes, because wind pressure and forces 

r relate o the wind velocity by a shape factor. Another factor important 

"in h egard is the vertical distribution of wind velocity, which is a function 

of terrain roughness. Examples of the development of wind fragilities for 

structures can be found in (Consolidated Edison Company et al., 1983), 

(Ravindra et al., 1997) and (Reed and Ferrell, 1987).  

Most nuclear power plant structures have excellent wind resistance. Major 

vulnerabilities have sometimes been identified for non-seismic-Category I 

structures due to their potential for collapsing on safety-related structures 

or equipment. This includes exhaust stacks, unprotected walls, outside 

wiring and cabling, etc. Similarly, many of the older plants have safety

related equipment such as tanks and equipment located outdoors that are 

vulnerable to wind-borne missiles. They SHOULD be identified during the 
walkdown.  

In analyzing the failure of indoor equipment (within the structures), it is 

conservatively assumed that the failure of a structure causes the failure of 

all equipment dependent on or within the structure. It is possible that the 

structure may not collapse but the indoor equipment may still be damaged 

from pressure drop due to passage of a tornado. This occurs because of 

inadequate venting in the structure. There is a rapid pressure drop due to 

passage of a tornado and this results in escape of air from the building; if 

the exit is not rapid enough, it causes internal pressure. This might lead to 

failure of block walls, which could collapse onto safety-related structures.  

Indoor equipment is also susceptible to damage from missiles entering 

through louvres, vents, etc. Damage to internal structures, systems or 

components may also be caused by wind-induced pressurization through 
openings in the structure.
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HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT C: SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND QUANTIFICATION

(HLR-WIND-C): The wind-PRA systems model SHALL include all important wind

caused initiating events that can lead to core damage or large early release. The 

model SHALL be adapted from the internal-events, full-power PRA systems model to 

incorporate wind-analysis aspects that are different from the corresponding aspects in 

the full-power, internal -events PRA systems model.  

NOTE: In special circumstances, it is acceptable to develop an ad-hoc systems model tailored e'Recially to the high-wind 

phenomenon being analyzed, instead of starting with the internal-events systems model and g it. If this approach is 

used, it is especially important that a peer review be undertaken that concentrates on this t.

(REQ. WIND-Cl) Accident 
sequences initiated by high winds 
SHALL be assessed to estimate CDF 
and LERF contribution. The analysis 
SHALL consider the appropriate wind 
hazard curves and the fragilities of 
structures and equipment.  
The systems-analysis approach fo 
wind-initiated accident sequenc 
SHALL use the same general 
approach used for de ng 
seismic-initiated slnc seis ki 
PRA (see the corre ondin 
Requirements in Se n 3. .2).  
One acceptable app, ch is follow 
those seismic-PRA R uire nts, 
after adapting them to t e d-PRA 
situation.

(REQ. WIND-C2) The integration
quantification SHALL account for the 
uncertainties in each of the inputs, and 
SHALL account for all identified 
dependencies and correlations.

NOTE WIND-Cl: The wind- systelns-a Alysis model is almost 
always based on the inte ve ts full-pow~r•RA systems model, to 
which are added basic f I events derived t theinformation 
developed in the wind f rag i an lysis. Consignable screening out and 

trimming of oe internal-ev cn ,tems model I'.lso common, where 
appropriate. he analysis ist of developi ent trees and fault 

trees in whi( e initiatin e! nt can be eithe e extreme wind effect 

itself or a tr i t or LOC!A uced by the extreme winds. Various 

accident see s that lead tcore damage or large early release are 

identified ar th r ondition p1 abilities of occurrence calculated. The 

requency o age o rge early release is obtained by a 

1onvolution ver th r vant range of hazard intensities.  

The proced e for determining the accident sequences is similar to that 

3ed in sei c-PRA systems analysis, and following the Requirements 
reinO represents one acceptable approach, after they are adapted to 

a frfo the wind-PRA situation. (See the Requirements and Commentary 
,in Section 3.4.2, and the discussion about seismic PRA methods in 
Appendix A). Other factors to be considered include non-wind-related 

unavailabilities or failures of equipment, operator errors, any warning time 
available to take mitigating steps (e.g., in the case of hurricanes), the 

possibility of recovery actions by operators and replacement by substitutes 
to accomplish the needed function; and the likelihood of common-caused 
failures.  

Examples of systems analysis for high winds can be found in the Indian 
Point IPEEE report (Consolidated Edison Company et al., 1996) and the 

several so-called "TAP A-45" reports that Sandia performed for the NRC 

(Cramond, Ericson, and Sanders, 1987).

1*NOTE WIND-C2: The usefulness of the "final results" of the PRA for high 
winds are dependent on performing enough assessment to understand the 

uncertainties, dependencies, and correlations, and to account for them 
quantitatively if they are important.

HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT D: DOCUMENTATION

(HLR-WIND-D): The high-winds-PRA analysis SHALL be documented in a manner that 

facilitates applying the PRA and updating it, and that enables peer review.
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(REQ. WIND-DI) The documentation SHALL meet the general documentation requirements in 

Section 7.  

(REQ. WIND-D2) The documentation SHALL include a description of the specific methods used for 

determining the high-wind hazard curves including associated wind pressure, pressure distributions, 

missile and differential pressure effects and the scientific interpretations that are the basis for the 

inputs and results.  

(REQ. WIND-D3) The documentation SHALL describe the specific adaptations made to the internal

events PRA model to produce the high-wind-PRA model, and their motivati 

(REQ. WIND-D4) The documentation SHALL describe the methodologiel u to quantify the high

wind fragilities of SSCs, together with key assumptions. Zr__,A 

(REQ. WIND-D5) The documentation SHALL provide a detaild us of SSC fra ity values that 

includes the method of analysis, the dominant failu e modes(s), ources of i rmation, and the 

location of each SSC.  

(REQ. WIND-D6) The documentation SHALL disc se basis the screening-out of any generic 
high-capacity SSCs..  

3.9 External I odi PRA e al Requirements 

3.9.1 INTRODUC I N 

Detailed PRA analysi xternal flooding has been carried out for very few US nuclear 

power plants, becau the hazard and plant analysis carried out during the design stage 

provide a basis for the screening analyses and demonstrably conservative analyses using 

the approaches in Section 3.6. These approaches, based on a combination of using of 

the recurrence intervals for the design-basis floods and analyzing the effectiveness of 

mitigation measures to prevent core damage, have usually shown that the contribution to 

CDF is insignificant.  

The collective experience with PRA external-flooding analysis is limited. Because of this 

limited experience, and the unavailability of any detailed methodology guidance 

documents, the analyst team may need to improvise its approach to external flooding 

analysis following the overall methodology requirements in this Section. Given the above, 

an extensive peer review is very important if an analysis under this Section is undertaken.  

The technical requirements for external flooding PRA including local precipitation are 

similar, with adaptations, to those for internal-flooding PRA and seismic PRA. The 

major elements of the PRA methodology are flooding hazard analysis, flooding fragility 

analysis (involving analysis of flooding pathways and water levels), and systems 

analysis including quantification. The analyst familiar with internal-flooding PRA and/or 
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seismic PRA but unfamiliar with external flooding PRA methods should refer both to the 

section on internal-flooding PRA in the ASME internal-events-PRA standard (ASME, 

2000) and also to the seismic-PRA Requirements and Commentary herein (Section 3.4) 

and to Appendix A herein ("Seismic PRA Methodology"). Specifically, some aspects of 

external flooding PRA, especially concerning how flooding causes the failure of 

structures, systems and components, are similar to internal-flooding PRA.  

There are several types of external-flooding phenomena that need to be considered, 

depending on the site (ASCE, 1998). These include both natural pheno na (high 

river or lake water, ocean flooding such as from high tides or wind-d s orm surges, 

extreme precipitation, tsunamis, seiches, flooding from landslides, c. , and man-made 

events (principally failures of dams, levees, and dikes). It is o i' 0 t to consider 

rational probabilistic-based combinations of the above p orena.  

It is assumed here that the analyst team has employed s e g metho (see Section 

3.6) to eliminate from consideration those exte al-f loodin omena are not 

important at the site under study, and therefor t hat the re rements in this section will 

be used to analyze only those flooding pheno e that ha not been screened out.  

It is further assumed here that ernal-flo i RA an is team possesses an 

internal-events full-power Leve a Level-2- RA, eveloped either prior to or 

concurrently with the external fI di PRA; th t thi ernal-events PRA is used as the 

basis for the exter ing-P stems el; and that the technical basis for the 

internal-events f - owe RA is e ME P A standard (ASME, 2000).  

As mentioned abo exte al-flo g risks are generally not found to be important 

contributors to over risk nucl ar power plants. One major reason is that the siting 

requirements are int de o assure this outcome, and by-and-large they have been 

successful in that re NRC, 1971, 1973a, 1973b, 1976a, 1976b, 1976b, 1996).  

Another key reason that most large external floods occur only after significant 

warning time or over a long enough duration to allow the plant operating staff to take 

appropriate steps to secure the plant and its safety-related structures, systems and 

components. The PRA analysis team is therefore urged to take as much credit for 

warning time and compensatory actions as the plant's planning and procedures allow 

(see REQ. FLOOD-Cl below).  

References that are useful in developing an external flooding PRA include (NRC, 1983), 

(Brookhaven, 1985), (Kimura and Budnitz, 1987), and (Budnitz and Lambert, 1990).  

3.9.2 EXTERNAL FLOODING-PRA: TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

The external flooding-PRA technical requirements consist of four High-Level 

Requirements, under which are organized the several Supporting Technical 

Requirements, as follows: 
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HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT A: HAZARD

(HLR-FLOOD-A): The frequency of external flooding at the site SHALL be based on a 

site-specific probabilistic hazard analysis (existing or new) that reflects recent available 

site-specific information. The external-flooding hazard analysis SHALL use an 

accepted methodology and up-to-date databases. Uncertainties in " models and 

parameter values SHALL be properly accounted for and fully pr a d in order to 

obtain a family of hazard curves from which a mean hazard cu e\an be derived.

REQUIREMENT

(REQ.-FLOOD-A1) For extreme local 
precipitation, the hazard analysis 
SHALL use an accepted methodology 
and up-to-date data for the relevant 
phenomena. Both site-specific an 
regional data MAY be utilized. ý'\

(REQ.-FLOOD-A2) For extreme river 
flooding, the hazard analysis SHALL 
use an accepted methodology and up
to-date data for the relevant 
phenomena. Both site-specific and 
regional data MAY be utilized.

-Al: The u I thodologies o analyzing extreme local 
pend on mo i g f intense loc Jin over very short time 

n inutes up to ay, an hour), co pled with computer-based 
i such as o te-Carlo-type analysis, to generate the 
., I severe or snows in a longer period such as an 8

•lN• itations o se methods are principally that not 
•r~ut the c relations among extreme short-duration 

pts hvebeen made to develop correlations, either spatial 
ancee temporal over a few hours, based on the 

t one can develop an understanding of how a severe storm 
r not) in time.

S~l t'ecific historical records of precipitation may be used to predict 
,extreme precipitation effects in much the same manner that such 
statistical data are used to define wind design criteria (Liu, 1991).  

There is a general consensus that some limited extrapolation beyond the 

site-specific historical record, using data from other sites, can be justified.  
However, for the most extreme rainfalls, say those with frequencies below 

about 0.001/year, the problem is that these rare events seem to involve 

more than one extreme phenomenon in time correlation, and the 

correlations are neither understood from empirical information nor 
modeled satisfactorily. The technical basis for such a correlation model is 

not understood for most sites. See (Interagency Committee, 1986) for 

more discussion on these methods. The NRC's guidance in this area is in 
Regulatory Guide 1.59.  

NOTE FLOOD-A2: The river-flooding design basis for most nuclear power 

plants is based on the Army Corps of Engineers "Probable Maximum 
Flood" (PMF). Although the method for selecting the PMF is not directly 

linked to its annual frequency or return period, the PMF annual 

frequencies are typically in the range of from 0.01 to 0.001 per year 
(Kimura and Budnitz, 1987).  

It is difficult to develop hazard curves for much larger river floods, with 

annual frequencies much below about 0.001 per year. One prestigious 

study by a government advisory committee (Interagency Committee, 1986) 
was very pessimistic about the technical basis for such hazard curves, but 

another study (National Academy of Sciences, 1988) was more optimistic, 

believing that methods do exist for making estimates down to the range of 

0.001/year or even lower, if appropriate watershed data can be obtained.  

The fundamental problem is that, when extrapolations beyond the
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(REQ.-FLOOD-A3) For extreme 
ocean (coastal and estuary) flooding, 
the hazard analysis SHALL use an 
accepted methodology and up-to-date 
data for the relevant phenomena. Both 
site-specific and regional data MAY be 
utilized.

(REQ.-FLOOD-A4) For extreme lake 
flooding, the hazard analysis SHALL 
use an accepted methodology and 
to-date data for the relevant 
phenomena. High water levels, 
surges, and wind-wav •rts SHAL 
be considered. eq,'

historical record must be made, there is a need to understand the 
correlations between weather phenomena, which correlations are neither 

understood theoretically nor reliably known from actual data at most sites.  

See (Kimura and Budnitz, 1987) for a discussion of these issues. The 

NRC's guidance in this area is in Regulatory Guide 1.59.

NOTE FLOOD-A3: For most U.S. coastal sites, the historical record, 
going back perhaps a century or sometimes two or more, provides a 

reasonable basis for a limited extrapolation beyond the actual record. For 

example, data for a longer section of coastline can be used to strengthen 

the data base, provided that care is taken to account for the specific site 

topography, both beneath the adjacent sea s a e and on the land. The 

largest coastal floods sometimes involve e oin ident arrival of a large 

storm surge when the tides are also ve i and it is necessary to use a 

joint probability distribution to ac ount f r thi . Unfortunately, the 

correlations are not well und d for he I r est storms. This presents 

a major difficulty for ana,. tha -attempt to rapolate well beyond the 

historical record (say, beyt ab ut one orde -magnitude). Various 

extreme-value distribution yve een used (s St. Lucie PRA, 1987; 
Kimura and udnitz, 1987).7 

NOTE FLO 4: In the U.\S the issue of extreme lake flooding arises 

mostly for tir e eral nuclea wer plants located on the Great Lakes, 
where the p bI is principa e to the possible (but rare) combination 

"" f several e h as sto0 driven wave run-up, wind-generated 

aves, and un Ily high lake level. For the Great Lakes, only slightly 

ore than 1 0 year :reliable data exist. (For other lakes, the record 

may be so what nger.) Effects of extreme winds, including both wind

•riven wav d wind setup along the shore, are often much larger than 

,thevariatio s in the lake levels themselves (see Kimura and Budnitz, 

i'a Theoretical analysis of wind-wave effects is reasonably well 

gro0•nded, and can support modest extrapolations beyond the historical 

lrecord when local subsurface topographical features are accounted for.

4

(REQ.-FLOOD-A5) F ýext*ne 
tsunami flooding, the h4 Wanalysis 
SHALL use an accept-- methodology 
and up-to-date data for the relevant 
phenomena. Both site-specific and 
regional or ocean-wide data MAY be 
utilized.

NOTE FLOOD-AS: The historical data base for tsunamis extends for 
several hundred years in both the Pacific and Atlantic Ocean basins, with 

less reliable historical data going back somewhat further. Given a distant 

tsunami arriving at a specific location, it is feasible to determine how large 

the tsunami-induced flood will be, taking into account the local offshore 

subsurface topography. Usually, an engineering analysis is sufficient to 

assure that tsunami effects will not be troublesome at a specific U.S. site; 

if a probabilistic (numerical) analysis of the hazard is required, the 
uncertainties are often large.

(REQ.-FLOOD-A6) For flooding NOTE FLOOD-A6: Several generic data bases exist on U.S. dam failures, 

caused by the failure of a dam, levee, categorized by the different dam types (earthf ill dams, concrete dams, 
etc.) See (Vanmarke and Bohnenblust, 1982; McCann and Hatem, 1985).  

or dike, the hazard analysis SHALL These data bases must be used with care, depending on how closely the 

use an accepted methodology and up- specific dam fits into the data base. The mean failure rate for all U.S.  

to-date data for the failure probabilities dams is in the range between about 10-4 and 10.5 per year (Kimura and 

Budnitz, 1987). However, for some modern dams with extensive 
and effects. engineering, values below 10 5/year have been quoted (McCann and 

Boissonnade, 1988), while for older, poorly constructed dams values near 

10"3/year could be appropriate. An accurate and useful probabilistic 

analysis of any specific dam would require detailed engineering 

evaluations.  

HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT B: FRAGILITIES
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(HLR-FLOOD-B): A flooding fragility evaluation SHALL be performed to estimate plant

specific, realistic flooding fragilities for those structures, systems, and components 

whose failure may contribute to core damage and/or large early release.

(REQ. FLOOD-Bi) Flood 
fragilities of structures and 
exposed equipment (low-lying 
equipment on the site, intake 
and ultimate-heat-sink 
equipment, etc.) SHALL be 
evaluated using an accepted 
methodology and plant
specific data. The findings of 
a plant walkdown SHALL be 
considered in this evaluation.

,1;-.. \_I

NOTE FLOOD-Bi: Flood-caused failure of equipment is typically due to immersion, 

although in some instances, particularly applicable to structures, the failure may be 

due to flow-induced phenomena. The analyst needs to account for the ability to 

survive and to function of each equipment item susceptible to flooding.

Usually, it assumed that equipment submerged by t owaters and not specially 

protected will "fail," meaning that it will fail to perf safety function. Account 

needs to be taken of the fact that with sufficient mi imes, the plant staff can 

secure equipment in a safe configuratio . urthe Ithe alysis must account for 

whether the "failure" of an item of e e would lea it in a fail-sate position.  

Also, flood waters may only partial! Vbmerge an item I quipment, so the analysis 

must determine how much partial su ers n would be u icient to cause the 
"failure." in I 

Failure of structures c( Ibe overall, h as due to a f ndation failure, or local, 

such as failure of a wa r arrier leadi to leakage or major flooding through the 

wall or!arrier. Most n cl power pla tructures have excellent resistance to 

fl• ,• design. IV jor erabilitie e sometimes been identified for certain 

•(tF¶5tur s, but usually ment h sed therein is not crucial to overall plant 

sage~y. h walkdown HOU ay a major role in identifying potential problems, 

su l e ted by an e luati f structural drawings. Fragility analysis for both 
demand Y be based on standard methodology (ASCE, 1998).

H.GH-LEVE,.EQ.JEME.U \CŽ.STEMS ANALYSIS AND QUANTIFICATION

(HLR-FLOOD-C): ex rnal-ft>oding-PRA systems model SHALL include all 

important flood-ca d tiating events that can lead to core damage or large early 

release. The model L be adapted from the internal-events, full-power PRA 

systems model toi orporate flood-analysis aspects that are different from the 

corresponding aspects in the full-power, internal-events PRA systems model.  

NOTE: In special circumstances, it is acceptable to develop an ad-hoc systems model tailored especially to the particular 

flooding phenomenon being analyzed, instead of starting with the internal-events systems model and adapting it. If this 

approach is used, it is especially important that a peer review be undertaken that concentrates on this aspect.

(REQ. FLOOD-Cl) Accident 
sequences initiated by 
external flooding SHALL be 
assessed to estimate CDF 
and LERF contribution. The 
analysis SHALL consider the 
appropriate flooding hazard 
curves and the fragilities of 
structures and equipment.  
The systems-analysis 
approach for flood-initiated 
accident sequences SHALL

NOTE FLOOD-Cl: The external-flooding-PRA systems-analysis model is almost 

always based on the internal-events full-power PRA systems model, to which are 

added basic failure events derived from the information developed in the flooding 

fragility analysis. Considerable screening out and trimming of the internal-events 

systems model is also common, where appropriate. The analysis consists of 

developing event trees and fault trees in which the initiating event can be either the 

extreme flood itself or a transient or LOCA induced by the extreme flood. Various 

accident sequences that lead to core damage or large early release are identified 

and their conditional probabilities of occurrence calculated. The frequency of core 

damage or large early release is obtained by a convolution over the relevant range of 
hazard intensities.  

The procedure for determining the accident sequences is similar to that used in 

seismic-PRA systems analysis, and following the Requirements therein represents 

one acceptable approach, after they are adapted to apply to the external-flooding
PRA situation. (See the Requirements and Commentary in Section 3.4.2, and the
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use the same general 
approach used for developing 
internal-flooding initiated 
sequences (see the 
corresponding Requirements 
in the ASME standard, 
(ASME, 2000)), and/or used 
for developing seismic-initiated 
sequences in seismic PRA 
(see the corresponding 
Requirements in Section 3.4.2 
herein). One acceptable 
approach is to follow either 
those internal-flooding-PRA 
Requirements or those 
seismic-PRA Requirements, 
after adapting them to the 
external-f looding-PRA 
situation.

(REQ. FLOOD-C2) The 
integration-quantification 
SHALL account for the 
uncertainties in eac>4I 
inputs, and SHALL a ou 
all dependencies and\ 
correlations.

Ft uess of tl tfinal results" of the PRA for external 
*n pe oing enough assessment to understand the 
d cies, a 'orrelations, and to account for them quantitatively if

2

(HLR-FLOOD-D): The external-flooding-PRA analysis SHALL be documented in a 

manner that facilitates applying the PRA and updating it, and that enables peer review.  

(REQ. FLOOD-D1) The documentation SHALL meet the general documentation requirements in 

Section 7.  

(REQ. FLOOD-D2) The documentation SHALL include a description of the specific methods used for 

determining the external flooding hazard curves, including the scientific interpretations that are the 

basis for the inputs and results.  

(REQ. FLOOD-D3) The documentation SHALL describe the specific adaptations made to the internal

events PRA model to produce the external-flooding-PRA model, and their motivation.  

(REQ. FLOOD-D4) The documentation SHALL describe the methodologies used to quantify the 

flooding-caused fragilities of SSCs, together with key assumptions.  

(REQ. FLOOD-D4) The documentation SHALL provide a detailed list of SSC fragility values that 
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discussion about seismic PRA methods in Appendix A). Other factors to be 
considered include non-flooding-related unavailabilities or failures of equipment, 

operator errors, any warning time available to take mitigating steps, the possibility of 

recovery actions by operators and replacement by substitutes to accomplish the 

needed function; and the likelihood of common-caused failures. The clogging of 

intake structures and other flow paths by debris related to the flooding must also be 

considered, and a walkdown is important to assure that this issue has been 
evaluated properly.  

One key consideration is that most large external floods occur only after significant 

warning time or extended duration has allowed the plant operating staff to take 

appropriate steps to secure the plant and its key equipman. This warning time and 

the typical situation in which the plant grade is well a y credible flooding 

phenomena are the principal reasons why extern d ,c:ing 'isks are not often found 

to be important contributors to overall risks. The •IalTsl team is therefore urged to 

take as much credit for warning time and mpen tor ctions as the plant's 
planning and procedures allow. I,"
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includes the method of analysis, the dominant failure modes(s), the sources of information, and the 

location of each SSC.  

(REQ. FLOOD-D5) The documentation SHALL discuss the basis for the screening-out of any SSCs 

that is done on a basis other than the SSC being located where flooding does not occur.

K
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SECTION 4 ---- PRA CONFIGURATION CONTROL 

4.1 General Requirement 

PRA configuration control SHALL be accomplished according to the requirements 

found in Section 5 ("PRA Configuration Control") of the ASME PRA Standard (ASME, 
2000).  

SECTION 5 ---- PRA PEER REVIw 

5.1 General Requirement 

Peer review of a PRA, seismic margin assessr t (SMA), other external-events 

analysis covered under this Stand d SHALL riormed cording to the 

requirements found in Section er Review ) 'e AS RA Standard (ASME, 

2000), except where the specift e rements er' do not apply because the ASME 

Standard covers intern 1-initiati e nts PRA vher s this ANS standard covers 
fipe evire lU 

intern aI- n Itiatir a '.3 

external events P MA.  

In addition, specifi dditi al pe evi requirements for seismic PRA, seismic

margin-assessmen and RAs o her external events are found next, in Sections 

5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 re ecti ly.  

The purpose of the preview is fundamentally to provide an independent review of 

the PRA or SMA. T is means reviewing the analysis vis-t-vis the applicable 

Requirements in the Standard. The composition and qualifications of the peer review 

team are important, as is its independence; these aspects are covered in the ASME 

Standard's requirements (ASME, 2000) that are incorporated here by reference. Other 

process issues, including the need for a team leader and the need for a methodology 

for the review, are also covered in the ASME Standard.  

The fundamental task of the peer review is succinctly stated in Section 6.1 of the ASME 

Standard. This task is identical for the peer review required herein: "The peer review 

shall assess the PRA Elements contained in Section 4 to the extent necessary to 

determine if the methodology and its implementation meet the requirements of this 

Standard. The peer review need not assess all aspects of the PRA against all Section 4 

requirements; however, enough aspects of the PRA shall be reviewed for the reviewers to 

achieve consensus on the adequacy of methodologies and their implementation for each 

PRA Element." [Note that ASME's Section 4 contains the PRA technical requirements.] 
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5.2 Peer Review Requirements for Seismic PRA
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(REQ. SPRA-PR-1) The peer review team SHALL have combined experience in the areas of systems 

engineering, seismic hazard, seismic capability engineering, and seismic PRAs or seismic margin 

methodologies. The reviewer(s) focusing on the seismic fragility work SHALL have successfully 

completed the SQUG Walkdown Screening and Seismic Evaluation Training Course (SQUG, 1993) or 

equivalent, or SHALL have demonstrated equivalent experience in seismic walkdo s.  

(REQ. SPRA-PR-2) The peer review team SHALL evaluate whether the sei azard study used in 

the PRA is appropriately specific to the site and has met the relevant quire •ert of the Standard.  

(REQ. SPRA-PR-3) The peer review team SHALL evaluate wh r the seismic tiating events are 

properly identified, the SSCs are properly modeled, and the accid t s quences a properly 

quantified. The review team SHALL ensure that the ismic Equi List is rea ble for the 

plant considering the reactor type, design vintage, an ecific des 

(REQ. SPRA-PR-4) The peer review te,,SHALL eva u t whether e seismic response analysis 
used in the development of seismic ,Je meets tlft:e)vant re * ,lments of the Standard.  

Specifically, the review SHOULD foc son •te input gi "nd tion (i.e., spectrum or time history), 

structural modeling including SSI effe t, •rameters #f str. t.ral response (e.g., structural damping, 

soil damping), and th "#" len~es t •lcalculati.seismic response.  

(REQ. SPRA-PR-5) Th eer iew te S review the seismic walkdown of the plant in order 
to assure the validity of ie find lls of tl eismic Review Team on screening, seismic spatial 

interactions, and the idle tficatir )of critial failure modes.  

(REQ. SPRA-PR-6) The\ " • iew team SHALL evaluate whether the methods and data used in the 

fragility analysis of SSCstia-devquate for the purpose. The review team SHOULD perform 

independent fragility calculations of a selected sample of components covering different categories 

and contributions to CDF and LERF.  

(REQ. SPRA-PR-7) The peer review team SHALL evaluate whether the seismic quantification 

method used in the seismic PRA is appropriate and provides all the results and insights needed for 

risk-informed decisions. The review SHALL focus on the CDF and LERF estimates and uncertainty 

bounds, and on the dominant risk contributors.
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5.3 Peer Review Requirements for Seismic Margin Assessment 

(REQ. SMA-PR-1) The peer review team SHALL have combined experience in the areas of 

systems engineering, seismic hazard, seismic capability engineering, and seismic PRAs or 

seismic margin methodologies. The reviewer(s) focusing on the seismic capability work SHALL 

have successfully completed the SQUG Walkdown Screening and Seismic Evaluation Training 

Course (SQUG, 1993) or equivalent or SHALL have demonstrated experience ismic 

walkdowns.  

(REQ. SMA-PR-2): The peer review team SHALL evaluate whether e se cti of the RLE 

used in the SMA is appropriately specific to the site and has me levant re irements of 

the Standard.  

(REQ. SMA-PR-3) The peer review team SHALL e luate whet success s are 

for~~~ thtL ipt 

chosen properly and reflect the systems and operati tproce dure V e plant, a~othat the 

preferred an alternative paths are reasonably redurtt. The reeiew team SHALL ensure that 
the Safe Shutdown Equipment List is r onable for lh l ant cons *d ring the reactor type, 

design vintage, and specific desigon o-,f, l im 

(REQ. SMA-PR-4) The peer review team SHALL evaluat ether the seismic response 

ana ysis used in t ae n sent of cmons margine•a eets the relevant requirements of the 

Standard. Specificrm in e H Pew F aUlocus la the input ground motion (i.e., spectrum or 

time history), stuctur s aoden inclu•ti•g i ffects, parameters of structural response (e.g., 
structural damping, sol Ilampi ), a~ndtt reasonableness of the calculated seismic response 
for the RLE input. • J • 

(REQ. SMA-PR-5) The peview team SHALL review the seismic walkdown of the plant in 

order to assure the valiK ao the findings of the Seismic Review Team on screening, seismic 
spatial interactions and identification of critical failure modes.  

(REG. SMA-PR-6) The peer review team SHALL evaluate whether the methods and data used 

in the seismic margin analysis of components are adequate for the purpose. The review team 

SHOULD perform independent HCLPF calculations of a selected sample of components 

covering different categories and contributions to plant margin.  

(REQ. SMA-PR-7) The peer review team SHALL evaluate whether the seismic margin 
assessment method used is appropriate and provides all the results and insights needed for 

risk-informed decisions. The review SHOULD focus on the HCLPF capacities of components 

and success paths, and on the dominant contributors to seismic margins.  
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5.4 Peer Review Requirements for PRA of an "Other" External Event 

(REQ. OTHER-PR-1) The peer review team SHALL have combined experience in the areas of 

systems engineering, evaluation of the hazard for the relevant external event, and evaluation of how 

the external event could damage the nuclear plant's SSCs.  

(REQ. OTHER-PR-2) The peer review team SHALL evaluate whether the external-event hazard 

used in the PRA is appropriately specific to the site and has met the relevant requi ements of the 

Standard.  

(REQ. OTHER-PR-3) The peer review team SHALL evaluate whetheq the i iti ilg events 
postulated to be caused by the external event are properly identif e SSCs I•properly 

modeled, and the accident sequences are properly quantified. V'\ " • 

(REQ. OTHER-PR-4) The peer review team SHALL, 4aluate wh t e method •d data used in 

the "fragility" analysis of SSCs are adequate for the r: •ose and ret }he releva requirements of 

the Standard. The review team SHOULD perform in ndent fra ity calculations of a selected 

sample of SSCs covering different cate res and co ttions to 0F and LERF.

(REQ. OTHER-PoR-5) The peer ve tew SHALL team e walkdown or the plant yn orfer to 
assure the validity of the finding. of t• aj lysis in te i s o sreening, any spatial interactions, and 

the identification of c• •emo~e 

(REQ. OTHER-PRR-6) Ihe1 pe revie ~t• ,a LL evaluate whether the quantification method 

used in the PRA is ap lp riatnd pr v es all of the results and insights needed for risk-informed 

decisions. If the analys scon Li s screhing assumptions, or assumptions that the analysis team 

claims to be demonstral.lI co •rvative, the peer review team SHALL review the validity of these 

assumptions. The revie L focus on the CDF and LERF estimates and uncertainty bounds, 

and on the dominant ris ntributors.  
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SECTION 6 ---- RISK ASSESSMENT APPLICATION PROCESS

Page 99

6.1 General Requirement 

The risk-assessment application process covered under this Standard SHALL be 

performed according to the requirements found in Section 3 ("Risk Assessment 

Application Process") of the ASME PRA Standard (ASME, 2000), except where the 

specific requirements therein do not apply because the ASME Standard vers internal

initiating-events PRA whereas this ANS standard covers external e A.

6.2 Applications Using a Seismic-Margin Assessmi 
Screening/Conservative Analysis 

Although Section 3 ("Risk Assessment Applicaion Proce• 
(ASME, 2000) was written with a PRA in mind, Ie requirE 
well to applications using a Seismic Margin Asi mment, 
demonstrably conservative analyýjthat meet t I Stani

or
equally

7.1 General Docut entation Requirements

INTRODUCTORY NOTE: In the documentation requirements below, the phrase "PRA" 

is intended to include a screening or bounding (demonstrably conservative) analysis, a 

seismic margin assessment, or any other analysis covered by this standard, as well as 

a full probabilistic risk assessment (PRA).  

To meet this Standard, a PRA requires appropriate documentation. This section 

contains several general documentation requirements. In addition, under the 

requirements for each external event, there are a few additional documentation 
requirements specific to that external event.  

The general documentation requirements follow.  

NOTE SUPPORTING THE GENERAL DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS: When developing documentation, it 

is important to consider the overall broad objective of this Standard, which is to facilitate risk-informed applications 

using the PRA or seismic-margin assessment covered by the Standard. In the context of this broad objective, there 

are three broad aims of the documentation requirements: 
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(i) It is important that the documentation be sufficient to enable the peer reviewers to understand how the various 

requirements have been met..  

(ii) When the PRA is modified or updated, the individuals doing the work may not be the same as those who did the 

original work. Without adequate guidance, this updating cannot be accomplished well enough that the PRA will 

continue to meet the Standard.  

(iii) It is important that the peer reviewers, and in fact the PRA analysis team itself, be able (based on the 

documentation) to reproduce the analysis and results, even though the work of reproducing the results is seldom 

undertaken except for narrow parts of the PRA.

In furtherance of the above aims, the documentation needs to cover, sufficiently to meet th 

context of the contemplated applications, descriptions of the methodologies used; the maj( 

sources and limitations of the data and models used; the major final results and importaqt

factors that influence these results; and the underlying technical concepts that are the ba• 

results. I 

(REQ. DOC-1) The documentation SHALL be sufficien en ble p 

according to the peer-review requirements in Section 5. e icallý 

SHALL be sufficient to enable the peer review+ to under hov 

requirements have been met in each technicalI R a of the A.

(REQ. DOC-3) I 
sufficient detail tf 
team to understa 
each part of the I

in the s; the 
esults; the 
s and

view ocumentation 
Oi ,ous

itate the modification or 
izant individuals.

le• ibe' the analysis performed, in I falysts other than the original analysis 

imptions, models, and data used to perform

(REQ. DOC-4) The cu ;entation SHALL describe the important final results and 

insights of the PRA, w ith a selection of important intermediate results.  

(REQ. DOC-5) The documentation SHALL describe the major contributors to the 

uncertainties in each of the important final PRA results and insights.  

(REQ. DOC-6) The documentation SHALL describe the motivations for and the results 

of important sensitivity analyses performed for the PRA.  
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APPENDIX A 

SEISMIC PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

A.1 Background 

Seismic PRAs have been conducted for over 50 nuclear power plants worldwide in the 

last 20 years. The methodology has been well established and the nec ary data on 

the parameters of the PRA model have been generally collected. ed description 

of the procedures used in seismic PRA is given in several p *she re rts and 
technical papers: PRA Procedures Guide (NRC, 1983), PA P~rocedur-\ tGuide 

(Brookhaven, 1985), (NRC, 1991a), (Reed ant Kennedy,\ (Ravind •>1995), 
, h tý (Budnitz et al.,1997), (Budnitz, 1998), and (Ke edy, 199\ [See the c, ation list in 

Section 8 of the Standard.] 
Seismic PRA is different fromi a / ral even PRA i ~jeveral ,.important ways: t Earthquacclaaers: Ew Puses t•ideve (s different from those considered in the 

( All possible 8 els , earth a)ke along with their frequencies of occurrence and 
consequentia. a e to plant systems and components should be considered.  

S Earthquakes simultaneously damage multiple redundant components.  This major common cause effect should be properly accounted for in the risk 

quantification.  
The objectives of a seismic PRA include: 

SDevelop an appreciation of accident behavior (i.e., consequences and role of 

operator), 
Understand the most likely accident sequences induced by earthquakes (useful 
for accident management), 

"* Gain an understanding of the overall likelihood of core damage induced by 

earthquakes, 

T Identify the dominant seismic risk contributors, 
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" Identify the range of peak ground acceleration that contributes significantly to the 

plant risk (this is helpful in making judgements on seismic margins), and 

"* Compare seismic risk with risks from other events and establish priorities for 

plant upgrading.  

A.2 Key Elements of Seismic PRA 

The key elements of a seismic PRA can be identified as 

"* Seismic Hazard Analysis: to develop frequencies of o curr nc of different 

levels of ground motion (e.g., peak ground acceler at the si 

"• Seismic Fragility Evaluation: to estimate the con io I probab i of failure of 

important structures and equipment wh( -e failure ad to una ptable 

damage to the plant (e.g., core damage lant walk wn is an im ortant activity 

in conducting this task.  

"* Systems/Accident Se ýne Analvsi. - eling e various combinations 

of structural and equipm t f i res tha oul i tiate and propagate a seismic 
core damagesq-ence. ' b 

"* Risk QuaAn ii icati Ass b e results of the seismic hazard, fragility, and 

systems anklyses t stim t th requencies of core damage and plant damage 

states. Ass me f the pact of seismic events on the containment and 

consequenc nal 5s, and integration of these results with the core damage 

analysis to ob in timates of seismic risk in terms of effects on public health 

(e.g., early de s and latent cancer fatalities).  

The process is shown schematically in Figure A-1 and is described in detail in (NRC, 

1983). Following is a brief description of the four steps utilized in the seismic PRA 

process.  

A.2.1 Seismic Hazard Analysis 

Seismic hazard is usually expressed in terms of the frequency distribution of the peak 

value of a ground motion parameter (e.g., peak ground acceleration) during a specified 

time interval. The different steps of this analysis are as follows: 

1. Identification of the sources of earthquakes, such as faults and 

seismotectonic provinces.  
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2. Evaluation of the earthquake history of the region to assess the frequencies 

of occurrence of earthquakes of different magnitudes or epicentral intensities.  

3. Development of attenuation relationships to estimate the intensity of 

earthquake-induced ground motion (e.g., peak ground acceleration) at the site.  

4. Integration of the above information to estimate the frequency of exceedance 

for selected ground motion parameters 

The hazard estimate depends on uncertain estimates of attenuatio e ound 

magnitudes, and the geometry of the postulated seismic sour es. c ncertainties 

are included in the hazard analysis by assigning probab 's t alternat e hypotheses 

about these parameters. A probability distribution for the q ncy of o rrence is 

thereby developed. The annual frequencies fc exceedin ified valu f the 

ground motion parameter are displayed as a f y of curv with different probabilities 

or with different fractiles (Figure A

A mean estimate of the frequen o xceeda eat peak ground acceleration is 

obtained as the w um o t equenci of exceedance at this acceleration 

given by the differ t ha cu , eighting factor is the probability assigned to 

eac ha ar 

e P 

each hazard curve. hus, t e PS embeds uncertainties in the core of the 

methodology and r It r exp essed in terms of likelihood - estimated probabilities 

in a given time perio r timated frequencies - that earthquakes producing various 

sizes of ground mot' will occur at a given site. These results reflect two different 

classes of uncertainties. Lack-of knowledge uncertainties or epistemic uncertainties 

arise from imperfect scientific understanding which can, in principle, be further reduced 

through additional research and acquisition of data. The aleatory or random 

uncertainties are those uncertainties that, for all practical purposes, can not be known 

in detail or can not be reduced. Although, in some applications, it may not be 

necessary to display this distinction in the nature of uncertainties (e.g., NUREG-1 407 

(NRC, 1991 a) allowed the use of the mean hazard curve which includes combined 

uncertainties instead of the full family of hazard curves for identification of 

vulnerabilities and ranking dominants sequences and contributors), it is crucial that in 

the development of a PSHA this distinction is maintained to understand and 

communicate the sources of uncertainties.  
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For further details on seismic hazard analysis methods, the reader is referred to 

(Budnitz et.al., 1997) and (Reiter, 1990). Typical results of a PSHA include families of 

seismic hazard curves in terms of peak ground acceleration or spectral acceleration 

values at different frequencies, and site-specific ground motion response spectra.  

A.2.2 Seismic Fragqility Evaluation 

The methodology for evaluating seismic fragilities of structur and q i ment is 

documented in Kennedy and Ravindra (1984) and Ree Innedy 194). Seismic 

fragility of a structure or equipment item is defined as the n 'tional pro bility of its 

failure at a given value of the seismic input or stponse p er (e.g., k ground 

acceleration, stress, moment, or spectral acce ition). S mic fragilities are needed 

in a PRA to estimate the conditio robabiliti s occurre e of initiating events (i.e., 

loss of emergency AC power, s orced ci cool g systems) and the 

conditional failure probabilities rent miti tin tems (e.g., auxiliary feedwater 

system).  

The objective of fr lity e luatio to estimate the ground motion capacity of a given 

component and its cert i ty. is capacity is defined either in terms of average 

spectral acceleratio al or peak ground acceleration (PGA) value for which the 

seismic response of given component located at a specified point in the structure 

exceeds the component's resistance capacity, resulting in its failure. Although the 

average spectral acceleration is preferable, PGA has been used in many seismic PRAs 

and is acceptable provided that the uncertainties in the spectral shape are not too large.  

The ground acceleration capacity of the component is estimated using information on 

plant design bases, responses calculated at the design analysis stage, as-built 

dimensions, and material properties. Because there are many variables in the 

estimation of this ground acceleration capacity, component fragility is described by a 

family of fragility curves; a probability value is assigned to each curve to reflect the 

uncertainty in the fragility estimation. This family of fragility curves may be described by 

three parameters; the median acceleration capacity Am, and logarithmic standard 

deviations, PR and PU, for randomness and uncertainty.  
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In seismic margin assessments, the HCLPF capacity is used as a measure of seismic 

margin. "HCLPF" is an acronym for high-confidence-of-low-probability-of-failure.  

HCLPF capacity is a ground motion value at which there is 95% confidence that the 

probability of failure is less than 5%. If the fragility curve is described by the median, 

Am, the randomness, BR, and uncertainty, Bu, where the Bs are logarithmic standard 

deviations, the HCLPF may be computed from: 

HCLPF = Am exp [-1.65 (BR + 13u)] (A-I 

An example family of seismic fragility curves is shown i ure A-3. T component is 

designed for a Safe Shutdown Earthquake of 0.17g. Its di capacit r overturning 

(resulting in failure of attached piping) is calcula ed as 0.8 t logarith standard 

deviations P3R and Pu are estimated as 0.25 an 35, resp tively. The HCLPF 

capacity of the component is ca d from Eu i n A-1 s .32g. Figure A-3 shows 

the median, 5% confidence an 501 onfidenl r 'it curves. The mean fragility 

curve is also shown h is ob *n from the logn mal probability distribution with A, 

and 3c = (PR 2 + . o som ations xclusive use of mean fragility curves is 

judged to be suffic nt.  

Seismic fragilities o truc res and equipment are calculated using many sources: plant 

specific seismic desi d qualification data, fragility test data, generic seismic 

qualification test dat and earthquake experience data. In a typical seismic PRA, over 

500 components are identified as requiring evaluations. A plant walkdown is performed 

to screen out a large number of these components based on their generically high 

seismic capacities and on lack of obvious seismic deficiencies (such as poor anchorage 

and inadequate lateral support) and spatial interactions (e.g., a non-seismically qualified 

component failing and falling on a component modeled in the seismic PRA). For the 

remaining components, seismic fragilities are calculated using one or more of the data 

sources.  

A.2.3 Analysis of Plant Systems and Accident Sequences 

Frequencies of severe core damage and radioactive release to the environment are 

calculated by combining plant logic with component fragilities and seismic hazard 
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estimates. Event and fault trees are constructed to identify the accident sequences that 

may lead to severe core damage and radioactive release.  

The plant systems and sequence analyses used in seismic PRAs are based on the 

PRA Procedures Guide (NRC, 1983) and can generally be summarized as follows:

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.

The analyst constructs fault trees reflecting (a) failures of key syýem 
components or structures that could initiate an accident sequen (b) failures 

of key system components or structures that would be called \stop the 
accident sequence.  

The fragility of each such component (initiator d itigators) estimated.  

Fault trees are used to develop Boold ln express ir severe damage that lead to each distinct plant damage s \, sequen 

Considering possible• core daa equen e and containment 

mitigation systems (e.gg., n cplers, cor 91,t spr ys, and containment), 
Boolean expressions are •l~v l ped for qch r Jase category.

As an example, 

Probabilistic Sa

MS = 4+8+1 2+22+26)* 9

The numbers repres.,Xomponents for which seismic fragilities have been developed.  

The symbols "+" anP"*" indicate "OR" and "AND" operations, respectively. Plant level 

fragility curves are obtained by combining the fragilities of individual components 

according to Equation A-2, using either Monte Carlo simulation or numerical integration.  

The plant level fragility is defined as the conditional probability of severe core damage 

as a function of the peak ground acceleration at the site. The uncertainty in plant level 

fragility is displayed by developing a family of fragility curves; the weight (probability) 

assigned to each curve is derived from the fragility curves of components appearing in 

the specific plant damage state accident sequence.  
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A.2.4 Evaluation of Core Damage Frequency 

Plant level fragilities are convolved with the seismic hazard curves to obtain a set of 

doublets for the plant damage state frequency, 

{<Pij, fij>} (A-3) 

where fij is the seismically-induced plant damage state frequency and Pij is the discrete 

probability of this frequency.  

Pij = qiPj (A

fij fi (a) dH- da 

fj da 
0 (A-5) 

Here, Hj represents the jth ha e, fi the p t da age fragility curve; qi is the 

probability associate *h the i fr ility cur and jis the probability associated with 

the jth hazard cu•. ' 

The above equatio stat hat ?t onvolution between the seismic hazard and plant 

level fragility is carri ou y selecting hazard curve j and fragility curve i; the 

probability assigned 0 e plant damage frequency resulting from the convolution is the 

product of the prob ilities pj and qi assigned to these two curves. The convolution 

operation given by Equation A-5 consists of multiplying the occurrence frequency of an 

earthquake peak ground acceleration between a and a + da (obtained as the derivative 

of Hj with respect to a) with the conditional probability of the plant damage state, and 

integrating such products over the entire range of peak ground accelerations from 0 to 

-. In this manner, a probabilistic distribution on the frequency of a plant damage state 

can be obtained.  

Severe core damage occurs if any one of the plant damage states occurs. By 

probabilistically combining the plant damage states, the plant level fragility curves for 

severe core damage are obtained. Integration of the family of fragility curves over the 

family of seismic hazard curves yields the probability distribution function of the 
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occurrence frequency of severe core damage. By extending this procedure, probability 

distribution functions of the occurrence of different release categories are obtained.

A.3 Outputs of Seismic PRA 

The outputs of a seismic PRA are: 

" Seismic fragilities of components and seismic margins 

" Seismic fragilities of accident sequences and seismic margil 

" Seismic accident sequence frequencies and unc ht disi 

" Impact of non-seismic unavailabilities o seismic ri 

Identification of dominant risk contribute .compon s, sy., 
and procedures.  

Distribution on range or .e ations c i ng to seismig 

Risk reduct i functi oseismic rading to aid in b

is

sequences

c risk 

ackf it decisions.
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Schematic Overview of a Seismic PRA 
jbjective probability weight assigned to each curve')
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APPENDIX B 

LIST OF EXTERNAL EVENTS REQUIRING CONSIDERATION 
(see REQ. OTH-Al) 

._...4,.,=ern.ann PRA Prnoedures Guide (Ref. NRC, 1983)

Applicable 
Screening 
Criteria: 

(REQ.OTH

External Event describes ema s 

these five 
Criteria) 

Aircraft Impacts SitE\ -cific; re dtie 

.. eude most sites in the United 

Sta::: 

Biological Events•£",'5 Im~ncl des~es v ts such as iOdetritusiq and zebra 

Coastal Erosion Included in the effects of external flooding 

Drought Can often be excluded where there are multiple 
S~sources of ultimate heat sink or where the 

ultimate heat sink is not affected by drought 
(e.g., cooling tower with adequately sized basin)

External Flooding

Extreme Winds and 
Tornadoes

Fog1

________________ 4 I
Forest Fire 1,3

I T

Frost 

Hail

1 

1

I High Tide 4

Site specific; requires detailed study

------ Site specific; requires detailed study

Could, however, increase the frequency of man
made hazard involving surface vehicles or 
aircraft; accident data include the effects of fog

Fire cannot propagate to the site because the 
site is cleared; plant design and fire-protection 
provisions are adequate to mitigate the effects

Snow and ice govern 

Other missiles govern

Included under external flooding
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High Summer Temperature 1 Can often be excluded where the Uultimate heat 
sink is designed for at least 30 days of 
operation, taking into account evaporation, drift, 
seepage, and other water-loss mechanisms.  
Evaluation is needed of possible loss of air
cooling due to high temperatures.  

Hurricane 4 Included under external flooding; wind forces 
are covered under extreme• wi nd tornadoes 

Ice Cover 1,4 Ice blockage of river inclu ed flood; loss of 
cool ing-wate f lo*"srinpatdsgn 

Industrial or Military Facility Site specific; r ir detailed tdy 

Accident 

Internal Flooding --- Plai cific; re ires detailed-study 

Landslide Car b cýcluded ost sites in the United 
Sta , Lnfirm t ough walkdown 

Lightning VA• • Co, idergd in plant design 

Low Lake or River ter 5 Can often be excluded where the ultimate heat 
Level sink is designed for at least 30 days of 

operation, taking into account evaporation, drift, 7 seepage, and other waste-loss mechanisms 

Low Winter Temperatu 1, 5 Thermal stresses and embrittlement are usually 
insignificant or covered by design codes and 
standards for plant design; generally, there is 
adequate warning of icing on the ultimate heat 
sink so that remedial action can be taken.  

Meteorite/Satellite Strikes 2 All sites have approximately the same frequency 
of occurrence 

Pipeline Accident .... Site specific; requires detailed study 

Precipitation, Intense 4 Included under external and internal flooding.  
Roof loading nd its effect on building integrity 
must be checked.  

Release of Chemicals from ---- Plant specific; requires detailed study 

On-Site Storage 

River Diversion 1,4 Considered in the evaluation of the ultimate heat 
sink; should diversion become a hazard, 
adequate storage is usually provided. Requires
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Principles/Objectives for the ASME Standard 

In the risk-informed environment in which NRC and industry are currently operating, PRA results are used 

as one, but not the only input to a decision-making process. Depending on the specific nature of the 

application, PRA results can play a more or less significant role. The extent to which the PRA results 

influence the decision will be impacted by the confidence the decision-makers have in those results.  

Accordingly, development of a Standard that promotes a consistent determination of the strengths and 

weaknesses of a PRA will directly impact the ability of decision-makers to efficiently establish a level of 

confidence in the results. The requirements of such a Standard provide a reference point for determining the 

strengths and weaknesses and also for evaluating alternative PRA approaches. The Standard should also 

recognize that in some areas methodology and data enhancements will occur over the next several years.  

1. The PRA Standard needs to provide well-defined criteria against which to judge the strengths and 

weaknesses of the PRA so that decision-makers can determine the degree of reliance that can be placed 

on the PRA results of interest.  

2. The Standard needs to be based on current good practices as reflected in publicly available documents.  

The need for the documentation to be publicly available follows from the fact that the Standard may be 

used to support safety decisions.  

3. To facilitate the use of the Standard for a wide range of applications, categories can be defined to aid in 

determining the applicability of the PRA for various types of applications.  

4. The Standard needs to be thorough and complete In defining what is technically required and should, 

where appropriate, identify one or more acceptable methods.  

5. The Standard needs to require a peer review process that Identifies and assesses where the technical 

requirements of the Standard are not met. The Standard needs to assure that the peer review process: 

1. determines whether methods identified in the Standard have been used appropriately; 

2. determines that, when acceptable methods are not specified in the Standard, or when alternative 

methods are used in lieu of those identified in the Standard, the methods used are adequate to meet 

the requirements of the Standard; 

3. assesses the significance on the results and insights gained from the PRA of not meeting the technical 

requirements in the Standard; 
4. highlights assumptions that may significantly impact the results and provides an assessment of the 

reasonableness of the assumptions; 

5. is flexible and accommodates alternate peer review approaches; and 

6. Includes a peer review team that is comprised of members who are knowledgeable in the technical 

elements of a PRA, are familiar with the plant design and operation, and are Independent with no 

conflicts of interest.  

6. The Standard needs to address the maintenance and update of the PRA to Incorporate changes that can 

substantially impact the risk profile, so that the PRA adequately represents the current as-built and as

operated plant.  

7. The Standard needs to be viewed as a living document. Consequently, It should not Impede research but 

needs to be structured such that when improvements in our state of knowledge occur, the Standard can 

easily be updated.
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PRA SCOPE AND TECHNICAL ATTRIBUTES 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past 25 years a number of probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) have been 

performed by both the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the nuclear industry.  

The scope, depth, and technical content of the PRAs have varied along with their purposes and 

uses. Results from PRAs have increasingly been used in the regulatory process, starting with 

generic safety issue prioritization and progressing to regulatory analysis in support of 

rulemaking and backfits and currently risk-informed regulation, which opens up the possibility of 

using PRA information in many ways not previously done.  

The NRC issued a Policy Statement on the use of PRA in 1995, encouraging its use in all 

regulatory matters. Since that time, many uses have been implemented or undertaken, 

including the initiation of work to modify the reactor regulations and inspection program. As a 

result PRA is becoming a mainstream regulatory tool and, as such, is providing valuable input 

into the decision-making process regarding the design, operation and maintenance of plants.  

Consequently, confidence in the information derived from a PRA is an important issue. That is, 

the scope of the analysis must be sufficiently broad and the accuracy of the technical content 

must be of sufficient rigor to justify the specific results and insights from the PRA that are used 

to support the decision under consideration.  

Each application may impose somewhat different requirements on the supporting PRA.  

Therefore, it is important to note what are the different risk-informed activities for which defining 

PRA technical acceptability is needed. Recent activities include the following: 

Risk-Inform 10 CFR Part 50: The NRC is evaluating the scope of the special treatment 

requirements and the technical requirements of 10CFR Part 50 and is considering 

revisions to them, as appropriate, based in part on risk insights obtained from PRAs.  

Reactor Oversight Process: The NRC is increasing the focus of inspection on those 

activities with the greatest potential impact on safety. Inspection results will routinely be 

evaluated to determine the risk importance of the findings. Likewise, enforcement 

sanctions for violations of regulatory requirements will be better linked to the safety 

significance of inspection findings.  

Operating Events Assessment: The NRC is continuing to evaluate the risk significance 

of operational events and trends in data in conjunction with risk assessments so that 

safety vulnerabilities can be identified, prioritized, communicated, and resolved on a 

timely basis.  

License Amendments: The NRC has developed Regulatory Guide 1.174 that provides 

guidance on an acceptable analysis approach to support changes to a plant's licensing 

basis using plant-specific risk information. Application specific regulatory guides have 

also been developed in the areas of inservice testing, inservice inspection, graded 

quality assurance and technical specifications. The staff is continuing its reviews of 

license amendments in these and other areas.
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Risk-informed technical specifications: The NRC is continuing to work with industry on 

several initiatives to further develop risk-informed improvements to the technical 

specifications. Examples of these initiatives include the replacement of fixed allowed 

outage times with a PRA-based configuration risk management program, and a 

definition of preferred end-states for technical specification actions.  

Maintenance rule: The NRC has required licensees to monitor the effectiveness of 

maintenance actions via the maintenance rule (50.65). A new section (a)(4) is being 

implemented (11-28-00) to help in controlling configuration-specific risks.  

For each of the above activities, PRA results are used to determine the risk significance of 

structures, systems, and components (SSCs), the design and operational features critical to 

risk, and the events or scenarios important to risk. To make these determinations, the following 

are needed: 

* an evaluation of the core damage frequency (CDF), large early release frequency 

(LERF) and potential for late containment failure of the as-operated and as-built plant 

* an evaluation of the change in CDF and LERF 

* an identification and understanding of the major core damage sequences and their 

contributors 

* an identification and understanding of the core damage states and phenomena 

contributing to the large early release of radionuclides and late containment failure 

* an understanding of the sources of uncertainty and their impact on the results.  

The PRA scope needed to provide these results, and the minimal functional technical attributes 

necessary to ensure the risk analysis is capable of providing the above information are 

discussed in the following sections.  

2. PRA SCOPE 

The scope of a PRA plays an important role in determining the role PRA results can have in the 

decision-making regulatory activity. The scope of a PRA is defined by the following 

characteristics: 

Degree of coverage of plant operating states (POSs) that define the plant's operating 

mode of concern: from full-power, to low-power, to shutdown modes of operation.  

Degree of coverage of initiating events, either internal or external to the plant boundary, 

that cause off-normal conditions.  

Level of characterization of risk: 

- Level 1 PRA that estimates the CDF (given an event that challenges plant 

operation occurs).
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Level 2 PRA that estimates the containment failure and radionuclide release 

frequencies (given a core damage state occurs).  

Level 3 PRA that estimates the offsite consequences from a release, e.g., early 

and latent cancer fatalities (given a radionuclide release occurs).  

For PRAs used in risk-informed activities (as outlined above), the scope and level of risk 

analysis are summarized in Table 1.  

Table 1 List of Items Defining PRA Scope and Level of Risk 

Analysis 

IItem ] Desired Scope and Level of Risk 

POS full and low power, hot and cold shutdown 

Initiating internal • transients * LOCAs ° floods ° fires 
Events 

external ° seismic * high wind * others 

Risk Level 1: core damage frequency 
Characterization 

Level 2: large early release frequency and late containment failure 

Level 3: not required 

Plant operating states (POSs) are used to subdivide the plant operating cycle into unique 

states such that the plant response can be assumed to be the same for all subsequent accident 

initiating events. Operational characteristics (such as reactor power level; in-vessel 

temperature, pressure, and coolant level; equipment operability; and changes in decay heat 

load or plant conditions that allow new success criteria) are examined to identify those 

important to defining plant operational states. The important characteristics are used to define 

the states and the fraction of time spent in each state is estimated using plant specific 

information. The risk perspective should be based on the total risk connected with the 

operation of the reactor which includes not only full power operation, but low power and 

shutdown conditions. Therefore, to gain the maximum benefit from a PRA, the model should 

address all modes of operation.  

Initiating events are the events that have the ability to challenge the condition of the plant.  

These events include failure of equipment from either "internal plant causes" such as hardware 

faults, operator actions, floods or fires, or "external plant causes" such as seismic or high winds.  

The risk perspective should be based on the total risk connected with the operation of the 

reactor which includes events from both internal and external sources. Therefore, to gain the 

maximum benefit from a PRA, the model should address both internal and external initiating 

events.  

The risk characterization used in risk-informed applications are CDF, LERF (as a surrogate 

for early fatalities), and the consideration of late containment failure; therefore, to provide the 

risk perspective for use in decision-making, a Level 1 PRA is required. A Level 2 PRA may be 

needed (i.e., estimation of the other release beyond a large early release is not needed) if the 

estimation of LERF for the level 1 PRA is not sufficient to provide insights on application

specific issues, or if late releases can become important for the application. A Level 3 PRA will 

not be required.
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3. PRA ELEMENTS AND TECHNICAL ATTRIBUTES

The technical elements of a PRA that provide acceptable results are summarized below in 

Table 2. A PRA that is missing one or more of these elements would not be acceptable and, in 

fact, would not be considered a PRA.

Table 2 Technical Elements of an Acceptable PRA

Technical Element*

S 

0 

S

Initiating event analysis 
Success criteria analysis 
Accident sequence analysis 
Systems analysis

"• Parameter estimation analysis 
"• Human reliability analysis 
"* Quantification analysis 
"• Interpretation of results

• Plant damage state analysis • Quantification analysis 

* Accident progression analysis • Interpretation of results

*Note: documentation is not a "technical" element, however, it is an essential aspect of a 

PRA, and therefore, needs to be included; it is not listed as an element under Level 1 or Level 

2 because it is common to each technical element

Each of the elements in Table 2 has associated with it technical attributes needed to ensure 

that the results are technically correct. These technical attributes are listed in Table 3.  

Table 3 Summary of Characteristics and Attributes of an Acceptable PRA 

Element - Desired Characteristics and Attributes 

PRA Full Power, Low Power and Shutdown 

Level 1 PRA (internal events -- transients and loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs)) 

Initiating Event * sufficiently detailed identification and characterization of initiators 
Analysis • grouping of individual events according to plant response and 

mitigating requirements 

Success Criteria • based on best-estimate engineering analyses applicable to the actual 

Analysis plant design and operation 
• codes developed, validated, and verified in sufficient detail 

- analyze the phenomena of interest 
- be applicable in the pressure, temperature, and flow range of 

interest 
- run by qualified and trained personnel 

Accident • defined in terms of hardware, operator action, and timing 
Sequence requirements 
Development * includes necessary and sufficient equipment (safety and non-safety) 

Analysis reasonably expected to be used to mitigate initiators 
0 includes functional, phenomenological, and operational dependencies 

and interfaces
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Table 3 Summary of Characteristics and Attributes of an Acceptable PRA 

Element Desired Characteristics and Attributes 

Systems models developed in sufficient detail to: 
Analysis • reflect the as build as operated plant 

• capture impact of dependencies 
* include failure modes that impact the function of the system, including 

common cause failures, human errors, etc.  

Parameter • estimation of parameters associated with basic event probability 

Estimation models that account for plant-specific and generic data 

Analysis • estimation includes a characterization of the uncertainty 

Human I identification and definition of the human failure events that would 

Reliability result in initiating events or would impact the mitigation of initiating 
Analysis events 

• quantification of the associated human error probabilities taking into 
account scenario (where applicable) and plant-specific factors and 
including appropriate dependencies 

Quantification • estimation of the CDF for modeled sequences that are not screened 

Analysis due to truncation, given as a mean value 
• estimation of the accident sequences CDFs for each initiating event 

group 
• truncation values set relative to the total plant CDF such that the 

frequency in not significantly impacted 

Interpretation of • identification of the key contributors to CDF: initiating events, accident 

Results sequences, equipment failures and human errors 
• identification of sources of uncertainty and their impact on the results 
* understanding of the impact of the key assumptions* on the CDF and 

the identification of the accident sequence and their contributors 

Level 2 PRA 

Plant Damage * identification of the attributes of the core damage scenarios that 

State Analysis influence severe accident progression, containment performance, and 
any subsequent radionuclide releases 

* grouping of core damage scenarios with similar attributes into plant 
damage states 

Severe Accident • use of verified, validated codes by qualified trained users 

Progression * assessment of the credible severe accident phenomena 
Analysis • assessment of containment system performance 

• establishment of the capacity of the containment to withstand severe 
accident environments 

• assessment of accident progression timing, including timing of 
containment failure 

• use of verified and validated codes run by qualified and trained 
personnel 

Quantification • estimation of the frequency of different containment failure modes 

Analysis and resulting radionuclide source terms
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Table 3 Summary of Characteristics and Attributes of an Acceptable PRA

In addressing the above elements, because of the nature and impact of internal flood and fire 

and external hazards, their attributes need to be discussed separately. This is because flood, 

fire and external hazards analyses have the ability to cause initiating events but also have the 

capability to impact the availability of mitigating systems. Therefore, in developing the PRA 

model, the impact of flood, fire and external hazards needs to be considered in each of the 

above technical elements. Table 4 provides a summary of the desired attributes of an 

acceptable internal flood and fire and external hazards analyses.
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Element Desired Characteristics and Attributes 

Interpretation of • identification of the contributors to containment failure and resulting 
Results source terms 

• identification of sources of uncertainty and their impact on the results 
• understanding of the impact of the key assumptions* on Level 2 

results 

Documentation 

Traceability and • The documentation is sufficient to facilitate independent peer reviews 

defensibility • The documentation describes all of the important interim and final 
results, insights, and important sources of uncertainties 

• Walkdown process and results are fully described

*Assumptions include those decisions and judgments that were made in the course of the 

analysis.



Table 4 Summary of Characteristics and Attributes of an Acceptable Internal Flood 

and Fire Analysis and External Hazards Analysis 

Areas of Analysis I Desired Characteristics and Attributes**

Internal Flood Analysis 

Flood • sufficiently detailed identification and characterization of: 

Identification - flood areas and SSCs located within each area 

Analysis - flood sources and flood mechanisms 
- the type of water release and capacity 

- the structures functioning as drains and sumps 

verification of the information through plant walkdowns

Flood Evaluation 
Analysis 

Quantification 
Analysis

• identification and evaluation of 

- flood propagation paths 

- flood mitigating plant design features and operator actions 

- the susceptibility of SSCs in each flood area to the different types 

of floods 

• elimination of flood scenarios uses well defined and justified 
screening criteria 

• Identification of flooding induced initiating events on the basis of a 

structured and systematic process 

• Estimation of flooding initiating event frequencies 

• Modification of the Level 1 models to account for flooding effects 

including uncertainties

Internal Fire Analysis 

Screening • all potentially risk-significant fire areas are identified and addressed 

Analysis • screening criteria are defined and justified 

• necessary walkdowns are performed to confirm the screening 

decisions 
* screening process and results are documented 

• unscreened events are subjected to appropriate level of evaluations 

(including detailed fire PRA evaluations as described below) as 
needed 

Fire Initiation • all potentially significant fire scenarios in each unscreened area are 

Analysis addressed 
• fire scenario frequencies reflect plant-specific features 

• fire scenario physical characteristics are defined 

Fire Damage • all potentially significant components are addressed 

Analysis * all potentially significant damage mechanisms are addressed 

• analysis addresses scenario-specific factors affecting fire growth, 

suppression, and component damage 

• models and data are consistent with experience from actual fire 

experience as well as experiments
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Table 4 Summary of Characteristics and Attributes of an Acceptable Internal Flood 

and Fire Analysis and External Hazards Analysis

Areas of Analysis Desired Characteristics and Attributes** 

Plant Response • all potentially significant fire-induced initiating events are addressed 

Analysis • analysis reflects plant-specific safe shutdown strategy 
• potential circuit interactions which can interfere with safe shutdown 

are addressed 
* human reliability analysis addresses effect of fire scenario-specific 

conditions on operator performance 
• identification of sources of uncertainty and their impact on the results 

• understanding of the impact of the key assumptions* on the CDF 

External Hazards Analysis 

Screening and • credible external events (natural and man-made) that may affect the 

Bounding site are addressed 
Analysis * screening and bounding criteria are defined and results are 

documented 
• necessary walkdowns are performed 
• non-screened events are subjected to appropriate level of 

evaluations 

Hazard Analysis - the hazard analysis is site and plant-specific 
. the hazard analysis addresses uncertainties 

Fragility Analysis * fragility estimates be plant-specific for important SSCs 
• walkdowns are conducted to identify plant-unique conditions, failure 

modes, and as-built conditions.  

Level 1 Model • important external event caused initiating events that can lead to core 

Modification damage and large early release are included 
• external event related unique failures and failure modes are 

incorporated 
• equipment failures from other causes and human errors are included.  

When necessary, human error data is modified to reflect unique 
circumstances related to the external event under consideration 

• unique aspects of common causes, correlations, and dependencies 
are included 

0 the systems model reflects as-built, as-operated plant conditions 
* the integration/quantification accounts for the uncertainties in each of 

the inputs (i.e., hazard, fragility, system modeling) and final 
quantitative results such as CDF and LERF 

* the integration/quantification accounts for all dependencies and 

correlations that affect the results

*Assumptions include those decisions and judgments that were made in the course of the 

analysis.  
"**Documentation also applies to flood, fire and external hazards.

The following provide additional description of the characteristics and attributes in Tables 3 and 

4.  

Level 1 PRA
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Initiating event analysis identifies and characterizes those random internal events that both 

challenge normal plant operation during power or shutdown conditions and require successful 

mitigation by plant equipment and personnel to prevent core damage from occurring. Events 

that have occurred at the plant and those that have a reasonable probability of occurring are 

identified and characterized. An understanding of the nature of the events is performed such 

that a grouping of the events into event classes, with the classes defined by similarity of system 

and plant responses (based on the success criteria), may be performed to manage the large 

number of potential events that can challenge the plant.  

Success criteria analysis determines the minimum requirements for each function (and 

ultimately the systems used to perform the functions) needed to prevent core damage (or to 

mitigate a release) given an initiating event occurs. The requirements defining the success 

criteria are based on acceptable engineering analyses that represent the design and operation 

of the plant under consideration. The criteria needed for a function to be successful is 

dependent on the initiator and the conditions created by the initiator. The code(s) used to 

perform the analyses for developing the success criteria are validated and verified for both 

technical integrity and suitability to assess plant conditions for the reactor pressure, 

temperature and flow range of interest, and accurately analyze the phenomena of interest.  

Calculations are performed by personnel qualified to perform the types of analyses of interest 

and are well trained in the use of the code(s).  

Accident sequence development analysis models, chronologically, the different possible 

progression of events (i.e., accident sequences) that can occur from the start of the initiating 

event to either successful mitigation or to core damage. The accident sequences account for 

those systems and operator actions that are used (and available) to mitigate the initiator based 

on the defined success criteria and plant operating procedures (e.g., plant emergency and 

abnormal operating procedures and as practiced in simulator exercises). The availability of a 

system includes consideration of the functional, phenomenological and operational 

dependencies and interfaces between and among the different systems and operator actions 

during the course of the accident progression.  

Systems analysis identifies the different combinations of failures that can preclude the ability 

of the system to perform its function as defined by the success criteria. The model 

representing the various failure combinations includes, from an as-built and as-operated 

perspective, the system hardware and instrumentation (and their associated failure modes) and 

the human failure events that would prevent the system from performing its defined function.  

The basic events representing equipment and human failures are developed in sufficient detail 

in the model to account for dependencies between and among the different systems, and to 

distinguish the specific equipment or human event (and its failure mechanism) that has a major 

impact on the system's ability to perform its function.  

Parameter estimation analysis quantifies the frequencies of the identified initiators and 

quantifies the equipment failure probabilities and equipment unavailabilities of the modeled 

systems. The estimation process includes a mechanism for addressing uncertainties, has the 

ability to combine different sources of data in a coherent manner, and represents the actual 

operating history and experience of the plant and applicable generic experience as applicable.  

Human reliability analysis identifies and quantifies the human failure events that can 

negatively impact normal or emergency plant operations. The human failure events associated 

with normal plant operation include those events that leave the system (as defined by the 

success criteria) in an unrevealed, unavailable state. The human failure events associated with
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emergency plant operation include those events that, if not performed, do not allow the needed 

system to function. Quantification of the probabilities of these human failure events are based 

on plant and accident specific conditions, where applicable, including any dependencies among 

actions and conditions.  

Quantification analysis provides an estimation of the CDF given the design, operation and 

maintenance of the plant. This CDF is based on the summation of the estimated CDF from 

each initiator class. If truncation of accident sequences and cutsets is applied, truncation limits 

are set so that the overall model results are not impacted significantly and that important 

accident sequences are not eliminated. Therefore, the truncation limit can vary for each 

accident sequence. Consequently, the truncation value is selected so that the accident 

sequence CDF before and after truncation only differs by less than one significant figure.  

Interpretation of results analysis entails examining and understanding the results of the PRA 

and identifying the important contributors sorted by initiating events, accident sequences, 

equipment failures and human errors. Methods such as importance measure calculations (e.g., 

Fussel-Vesely, risk achievement, risk reduction, and Birnbaum) are used to identify the 

contributions of various events to the model estimation of core damage frequency for both 

individual sequences and the model as a total. Sources of uncertainty are identified and their 

impact on the results analyzed. The sensitivity of the model results to model boundary 

conditions and other key assumptions is evaluated using sensitivity analyses to look at key 

assumptions both individually or in logical combinations. The combinations analyzed are 

chosen to fully account for interactions among the variables.  

Level 2 PRA

Plant damage state analysis groups similar core damage scenarios together to allow a 

practical assessment of the severe accident progression and containment response resulting 

from the full spectrum of core damage accidents identified in the Level 1 analysis. The plant 

damage state analysis defines the attributes of the core damage scenarios that represent 

important boundary conditions to the assessment of severe accidents progression and 

containment response that ultimately affect the resulting source term. The attributes address 

the dependencies between the containment systems modeled in the Level 2 analysis with the 

core damage accident sequence models to fully account for mutual dependencies. Core 

damage scenarios with similar attributes are grouped together to allow for efficient evaluation of 

the Level 2 response.  

Severe accident progression analysis models the different series of events that challenge 

containment integrity for the core damage scenarios represented in the plant damage states.  

The accident progressions account for interactions among severe accident phenomena and 

system and human responses to identify credible containment failure modes including failure to 

isolate the containment. The timing of major accident events and the subsequent loadings 

produced on the containment are evaluated against the capacity of the containment to 

withstand the potential challenges. The containment performance during the severe accident is 

characterized by the timing (e.g., early versus late), size (e.g., catastrophic versus bypass), and 

location of any containment failures. The code(s ) used to perform the analysis are validated 

and verified for both technical integrity and suitability. Calculations are performed by personnel 

qualified to perform the types of analyses of interest and well trained in the use of the code(s).  

Source term analysis characterizes the radiological release to the environment resulting from 

each severe accident sequence leading to containment failure or bypass. The characterization
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includes the time, elevation, and energy of the release and the amount, form, and size of the 

radioactive material that is released to the environment. The source term analysis is sufficient 

to determine whether a large early release (significant, unmitigated releases from containment 

in a time frame prior to effective evacuation of the close-in population such that there is a 

potential for early health effects) or large late release occurs (significant, unmitigated release 

from containment in a time frame that allows effective evacuation of the close-in population 

such that early fatalities are unlikely).  

Quantification integrates the accident progression models and source term evaluation to 

provide estimates of the frequency of radionuclide releases that could be expected following the 

identified core damage accidents. This quantitative evaluation reflects the different magnitudes 

and timing of radionuclide releases and specifically allows for identification of the LERF and the 

probability of a large late release.  

Interpretation of results analysis entails examining results from importance measure 

calculations (e.g., Fussel-Vesely, risk achievement, risk reduction, and Birnbaum) to identify the 

contributions of various events to the model estimation of LERF and large late release 

probability for both individual sequences and the model as a total. Sources of uncertainty are 

identified and their impact o the results analyzed. The sensitivity of the model results to model 

boundary conditions and other key assumptions is evaluated using sensitivity analyses to look 

at key assumptions both individually or in logical combinations. The combinations analyzed are 

chosen to fully account for interactions among the variables.  

Internal Floods

Flood identification analysis identifies those plant areas where flooding could pose significant 

risk. Flooding areas are defined on the basis of physical barriers, mitigation features, and 

propagation pathways. For each flooding area, flood sources due to equipment (e.g., piping, 

valves, pumps), internal (e;.g., tanks) and external (e.g., rivers) water sources are identified 

along with the affected SSCs. Flooding mechanisms are examined which include failure modes 

of components, human induced mechanisms, and other water releasing events. Flooding types 

(e.g., leak, rupture, spray) and flood sizes are determined. Plant walkdowns are performed to 

verify the accuracy of the information.  

Flood evaluation analysis identifies the potential flooding scenarios for each flood source by 

identifying flood propagation paths of water from the flood source to its accumulation point 

(e.g., pipe and cable penetrations, doors, stairwells, failure of doors or walls). Plant design 

features or operator actions that have the ability to terminate the flood are identified. Credit 

given for flood isolation is justified. The susceptibility of each SSC in a flood area to flood

induced mechanisms is examined (e.g., submerge, spray, pipe whip, and jet impingement).  

Flood scenarios are developed by examining the potential for propagation and giving credit for 

flood mitigation. Flood scenarios can be eliminated on the basis of screening criteria. The 

screening criteria used are well defined and justified.  

Quantification analysis provides an estimation of the CDF of the plant due to internal floods.  

Flooding induced initiating events that represent the design, operation and experience of the 

plant are identified and their frequencies quantified. The Level 1 models are modified and the 

internal flood accident sequences quantified: (1) modify accident sequence models to address 

flooding phenomena, (2) perform necessary calculations to determine success criteria for 

flooding mitigation, (3) perform parameter estimation analysis to include flooding as a failure 

mode, (4) perform human reliability analysis to account for PSFs due to flooding, and (5)
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quantify internal flood accident sequence CDF. Modification of the Level 1 models are 

performed consistent with the characteristics for Level 1 elements for transients and LOCAs. In 

addition, sources of uncertainty are identified and their impact o the results analyzed. The 

sensitivity of the model results to model boundary conditions and other key assumptions is 

evaluated using sensitivity analyses to look at key assumptions both individually or in logical 

combinations. The combinations analyzed are chosen to fully account for interactions among 

the variables.  

Internal Fire 

Screening analysis identifies fire areas where fires could pose a significant risk. Fire areas 

which are not risk significant can be "screened out" from further consideration in the PRA 

analysis. Both qualitative and quantitative screening criteria can be used. The former address 

whether an unsuppressed fire in the area poses a nuclear safety challenge; the latter are 

compared against a bounding assessment of the fire-induced core damage frequency for the 

area. The potential for fires involving multiple areas should be addressed. Assumptions used 

in the screening analysis should be verified through appropriate plant walkdowns. Key 

screening analysis assumptions and results, e.g., the area-specific conditional core damage 

probabilities (assuming fire-induced loss of all equipment in the area), should be documented.  

Fire initiation analysis determines the frequency and physical characteristics of the detailed 

(within-area) fire scenarios analyzed for the unscreened fire areas. The analysis needs to 

identify a range of scenarios which will be used to represent all possible scenarios in the area.  

The possibility of seismically-induced fires should be considered. The scenario frequencies 

should reflect plant-specific experience, and should be quantified in a manner that is consistent 

with their use in the subsequent fire damage analysis (discussed below). The physical 

characterization of each scenario should also be in terms that will support the fire damage 

analysis (especially with respect to fire modeling).  

Fire damage analysis determines the conditional probability that sets of potentially risk

significant components (including cables) will be damaged in a particular mode, given a 

specified fire scenario. The analysis needs to address components whose failure will cause an 

initiating event, affect the plant's ability to mitigate an initiating event, or affect potentially risk 

significant equipment (e.g., through suppression system actuation). Damage from heat, 

smoke, and exposure to suppressants should be considered. If fire models are used to predict 

fire-induced damage, compartment-specific features (e.g., ventilation, geometry) and target

specific features (e.g., cable location relative to the fire) should be addressed. The fire 

suppression analysis should account for the scenario-specific time required to detect, respond 

to, and extinguish the fire. The models and data used to analyze fire growth, fire suppression, 

and fire-induced component damage should be consistent with experience from actual nuclear 

power plant fire experience as well as experiments.  

Plant response analysis involves the modification of appropriate plant transient and LOCA 

PRA models to determine the conditional core damage probability, given damage to the set(s) 

of components defined in the fire damage analysis. All potentially significant fire-induced 

initiating events, including such "special" events as loss of plant support systems, and 

interactions between multiple nuclear units during a fire event, should be addressed. The 

analysis should address the availability of non-fire affected equipment (including control) and 

any required manual actions. For fire scenarios involving control room abandonment, the 

analysis should address the circuit interactions raised in NUREG/CR-5088, including the 

possibility of fire-induced damage prior to transfer to the alternate shutdown panel(s). The
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human reliability analysis of operator actions should address fire effects on operators (e.g., 

heat, smoke, loss of lighting, effect on instrumentation) and fire-specific operational issues 

(e.g., fire response operating procedures, training on these procedures, potential complications 

in coordinating activities). In addition, sources of uncertainty are identified and their impact o 

the results analyzed. The sensitivity of the model results to model boundary conditions and 

other key assumptions is evaluated using sensitivity analyses to look at key assumptions both 

individually or in logical combinations. The combinations analyzed are chosen to fully account 

for interactions among the variables.  

External Hazards 

Screening and bounding analysis identifies external events other than earthquake that may 

challenge plant operations and require successful mitigation by plant equipment and personnel 

to prevent core damage from occurring. The term "screening out" is used here for the process 

whereby an external event is excluded from further consideration in the PRA analysis. There 

are two fundamental screening criteria embedded in the requirements here, as follows: An 

event can be screened out either (i) if it meets the certain design criteria, or (ii) if it can be 

shown using an analysis that the mean value of the design-basis hazard used in the plant 

design is less than 10 5/year, and that the conditional core-damage probability is less than 10-1, 

given the occurrence of the design-basis hazard. An external event that cannot be screened 

out using either of these criteria is subjected to the detailed-analysis.  

Hazard Analysis characterizes non-screened external events and seismic events, generally, as 

frequencies of occurrence of different sizes of events (e.g., earthquakes with various peak 

ground accelerations, hurricanes with various maximum wind speeds) at the site. The external 

events are site specific and include both aleatory and epistemic uncertainties.  

Fragility Analysis characterizes conditional probability of failure of important structures, 

components, and systems whose failure may lead to unacceptable damage to the plant (e.g., 

core damage) given occurrence of an external event. For important SSCs, the fragility analysis 

is realistic and plant-specific. The fragility analysis is based on extensive plant-walkdowns 

reflecting as-built, as-operated conditions.
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Level 1 Model Modification assures that the system models include all important external

event caused initiating events that can lead to core damage or large early release. The system 

model includes external-event induced SSC failures, non-external-event induced failures 

(random failures), and human errors. The system analysis is well coordinated with the fragility 

analysis and is based on plant walkdowns. The results of the external event hazard analysis, 

fragility analysis, and system models are assembled to estimate frequencies of core damage 

and large early release. Uncertainties in each step are propagated through the process and 

displayed in the final results. The quantification process is capable of conducting necessary 

sensitivity analysis and to identify dominant sequences and contributors.  

Documentation 

Traceability and defensibility provides the necessary information such that the results can 

easily be reproduced and justified. The sources of information used in the PRA are both 

referenced and retrievable. The methodology used to perform each aspect of the work is 

described either through documenting the actual process or through reference to existing 

methodology documents. Assumptions1 made in performing the analyses are identified and 

documented along with their justification to the extent that the context of the assumption is 

understood. The results (e.g., products and outcomes) from the various analyses are 

documented.  

4. PEER REVIEW PROCESS 

A peer review process can be used to identify weaknesses in the PRA and the importance of 

the weaknesses to the confidence in the PRA results. An acceptable peer review needs to be 

performed by qualified personnel, needs to be performed according to an established process 

that compares the PRA against desired characteristics and attributes, and needs to document 

the results including both strengths and weaknesses of the PRA.  

The desired characteristics and attributes for an acceptable peer review of a PRA are described 

below and summarized in Table 5.  

1Assumptions include those decisions and judgments that were made in the course of 

the analysis.
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Table 5 Summary of Desired Characteristics and Attributes of a Peer 
Review 

Element Desired Characteristics and Attributes 

Team • independent with no conflicts of interest 
Qualifications • expertise in all the technical elements of a PRA including integration 

• knowledge of the plant design and operation 
• knowledge of the peer review process 

Peer Review • documented process 
Process • utilize a set of desired PRA characteristics and attributes 

• review PRA methods 
* review application of methods 
* review key assumptions 
"* determine if PRA represents as-built and as-operated plant 
"• review results of each PRA technical element for reasonableness 
"• review PRA maintenance and update process 

Documentation * describe the peer review team qualifications 
"* describe the peer review process 
"• document where PRA does not meet desired characteristics and 

attributes 
"* assess and document significance of deficiencies 

The team qualifications determines the credibility and acceptability of the peer reviewers. The 

peer reviewers can not give any perception of a conflict of interest, therefore, they are 

independent of the utility whose PRA is being reviewed and have not performed any technical 

work on the PRA. The members of the peer review team have technical expertise in the PRA 

elements they review including experience in the specific methods that are utilized to perform 

the PRA elements. This technical expertise includes experience in performing (not just 

reviewing) the work in the element assigned for review. In addition, knowledge of the specific 

plant design and operation is essential. Finally, each member of the peer review team is 

knowledgeable of the peer review process including the desired characteristics and attributes 

used to assess the acceptability of the PRA.  

The peer review process includes a documented procedure to direct the team in evaluating 

the acceptability of a PRA. The review process compares the PRA against the desired PRA 

characteristics and attributes. In addition to reviewing the methods utilized in the PRA, the peer 

review also determines if the application of those methods were done correctly. The PRA 

models are compared against the plant design and procedures to validate that they reflect the 

as-built and as-operated plant. Key assumptions are reviewed to determine if they are 

appropriate and if they have a significant impact on the PRA results. The PRA results are 

checked for fidelity with the model structure and also for consistency with the results from PRAs 

for similar plants. Finally, the peer review process examines the procedures or guidelines in 

place for updating the PRA to reflect changes in plant design, operation, or experience.
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Documentation provides the necessary information such that the peer review process and the 

findings are both traceable and defensible. A description of the qualifications of the peer review 

team members and the peer review process are documented. The results of the peer review 

for each technical element and the PRA update process are described including those areas 

where the PRA do not meet or exceed the desired characteristics and attributes used in the 

review process. This includes an assessment of the importance of any identified deficiencies 

on the PRA results and potential uses and how these deficiencies were addressed and 

resolved.  

5. PRA TECHNICAL ACCEPTABILITY 

The technical acceptability of the PRA can be determined by performing a peer review against 

a defined set of elements and characteristics specifying the scope and risk characterization.  

Applications can differ in the weight given to PRA results in the decision-making process. The 

weight given will depend on the scope of the PRA as well as its technical quality. For a given 

scope, the technical quality will determine the degree of confidence the decision-maker can 

have in the results and their role in the decision-making.  

This role of the PRA is determined initially by its ability to produce the results required of the 

decision, and secondly by the degree of coverage of the risk contributors included in the risk 

metrics used in the decision. Given the role has been defined, the next step is to determine the 

technical acceptability of the PRA to support the results used, identify the differences, 

determine the importance of the differences, and determine an acceptable resolution for the 

important differences. The characteristics and attributes of this process are described below 

and summarized in Table 6.  

Table 6 Summary of Characteristics and Attributes of an Acceptable Use of 

a PRA in Risk-Informed Applications 

Element Desired Characteristics and Attributes 

Definition of Identification of: 
the Application • SSCs, operator actions and plant operational characteristics affecting

Determination 
of the 
Adequacy of 
PRA 

Resolution of 
Differences

the decision for the application 
* cause-effect relationships between the change and the above SSCs, 

operator actions and plant operational characteristics 

* PRA results that can be used in the decision-making 

* scope of risk contributors needed to support the decision 

* level of analysis needed to support the decision 

• elements of the PRA affected by the application, 

* PRA characteristics and attributes needed to fully support the decision
making process 

"* determination of whether the existing PRA scope is sufficient to 

address the risk contributors that impact the decision 

"• determination of whether the existing PRA attributes, including modeled 

SSCs is sufficient to provide the results necessary to support the 

decision 
"• identification of differences between PRA and the defined needed 

characteristics and attributes 

* Expand PRA to address insufficiencies and differences, or 

* Perform analyses with input from expert panel
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Table 6 Summary of Characteristics and Attributes of an Acceptable Use of 
a PRA in Risk-Informed Applications 

Element Desired Characteristics and Attributes 

*Note: documentation is not a "technical" element, however, it is an essential aspect of a 

PRA, and therefore, needs to be included; it is not listed as an element because it is common 

to each technical element 

The definition of the application identifies the SSCs and plant activities that are the subject of 

the application. When the application involves a decision on changes to the plant, the cause

effect relationship between the plant change and risk is assessed to identify how the plant 

change impacts the elements of the PRA model. The results from the PRA to be used in the 

decision-making process are identified. Therefore, to have confidence in the technical basis of 

the PRA for a given application, the scope and level of analysis that are needed to produce 

these results are identified. In addition, the technical elements for generating these results 

along with their associated attributes are also identified.  

Determination of the adequacy of PRA identifies differences between the existing PRA and 

the above defined PRA scope, elements, and technical attributes and the significance of these 

differences. It may be determined that the scope of the existing PRA does not provide the 

required risk information, (for example because it only addresses internal events at full power, 

and the decision algorithm involves risk from all modes of operation and all initiating events); or 

it does not have the needed elements and technical attributes for the specific application. For 

the important differences, a process for resolution is determined (as discussed below).  

Resolution of Differences identifies the process for resolution of identified important 

differences between the standard and the PRA. The resolution process either includes 

updating the PRA to include the important missing scope, elements and attributes, or 

performing compensatory measures. These measures involve accounting for deficiencies by 

an expert panel (see below).  

6. EXPERT PANEL 

As discussed above, not meeting specific attributes of an element that is important to the 

decision under consideration does not necessarily invalidate the use of the PRA model. The 

results will either have to be supplemented by engineering judgement, or compensated for by 

including conservatisms, or limitations in the implementation of the decision. This process can 

be performed with the use of an expert panel.  

If an expert panel approach is elected, then there are certain characteristics and attributes that 

the expert panel needs to meet to be an acceptable alternative. With respect to the PRA, the 

primary responsibility of the expert panel is to establish the role that PRA results play in the 

decision, commensurate with the level of confidence in those PRA results. This requires 

establishing an appreciation of, and compensation for, the limitations of the model, which can 

be identified by comparison with the desired requirements for technical acceptability. PRA 

technical acceptability, as discussed above, may be achieved by performing a PRA that meets 

the desired characteristics and attributes defined for each technical element for the defined 

scope and level of analysis.
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The desired characteristics and attributes to define an acceptable expert panel that are needed 

to support the identified applications are described below and summarized in Table 7.  

Table 7 Summary of Desired Characteristics and Attributes of an Expert Panel 

to Use PRA Results 

Element Desired Characteristics and Attributes 

Panel Member • diverse membership including PRA, engineering, operations, 

Qualifications etc 
. wide knowledge of plant 
* broad understanding of how changes in requirements and 

issues could affect SSC response 
* training 

Expert Decision- • decision-making process appropriate 
panel making • appropriate information available 
process Process • evaluation of risk significance represents appropriate 

consideration of issues 

Technical • adequate for the scope of the analysis 
Information 
Bases 

Incorporation * evaluate in a systematic manner the safety significance of 

of non-PRA items not modeled in the PRA but affected by a proposed 

Modeled Items application (e.g., SSCs, modes of operation) 

Identification of - process applied by the licensee to overcome limitations of 

Limitations PRA is appropriate 
0 decisions made that do not follow straightforwardly from the 

PRA need a technical basis that shows how the PRA 
information and the supplementary information validly 
combine to support the finding, and 

0 no findings contradict the PRA in a fundamental way 

Documentation a written procedure of the expert panel process 
. report of the decision concluded by the panel and the basis 

for the conclusion 

Panel member qualifications identifies the needed credentials of the panel such that 

decisions reached by the panel are technically defensible. The panel involves diverse 

membership such as PRA, engineering, operations. Plant members have a wide knowledge of 

plant, and a broad understanding of how changes in requirements and issues could affect SSC
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response. Training is provided to the members for the activities they are required to perform.  
This training is of sufficient depth such that the member can make informed decisions by 
combining multiple, diverse knowledge sets.  

The decision-making process is based on a written, systematic approach and shown to be 

appropriate for the decisions the panel is needed to render. The necessary technical 

information is made available to the panel and is examined to allow the applicable issues to be 

raised. The issues are disposed of using a systematic and defensible process, and 

documentation of findings made by the panel are traceable and reviewable. Any evaluation of 

the risk significance of issues appropriately consider probabilistic information, traditional 

engineering evaluations, sensitivity studies, operational experience, engineering judgment, and 

current regulatory requirements.  

The technical information bases provides the necessary information for the panel to arrive at 

a defensible decision. This information is derived from various sources, including, for example, 

simplified or detailed engineering analyses, specific plant-operational expertise, and expert 

opinion, and shown to be adequate for the scope of the analysis. Therefore, the used technical 

information is sufficient to allow analysis (e.g., quantification) of both success and failure 

scenarios to (1) identify the roles played by the SSCs, and (2) establish the safety significance 

of the SSCs; and to identify causal models to be used to establish the effects of any proposed 
changes.  

Incorporation of non-PRA modeled items involves evaluating the safety significance items 

not modeled in the PRA but affected by a proposed application. This systematic evaluation 

consists of searching for items that might contribute to initiating event occurrence, identifying 

mitigating system items that were not modeled in the PRA because their failure was not 

expected to dominate system failure in the baseline configuration, and recognizing items in 

systems that do not play a direct role in accident mitigation but do interface with accident 
mitigating systems.  

Identification of limitations specifies those aspects in the PRA that decrease the level of 

confidence in the results, and consequently, to be addressed by the expert panel process.  

These deficiencies may exist because (1) an item was not modeled in the PRA, (2) an item was 

inappropriately modeled, or (3) lack of technology to adequately model in the PRA. The 

process used by the expert panel to resolve the deficiency is based the type of deficiency 

identified and includes (1) modeling the item in the PRA or accounting for the effects of the item 

by other means (e.g., using surrogate components), (2) revising the PRA model to 

appropriately model the item, or (3) soliciting and using expert opinion to resolve items involving 

a lack of technology. When a decision made by the panel that does not follow straightforwardly 

from the PRA, a technical basis is provided that shows how the PRA information and the 

supplementary information validly combine to support the finding. Further, no findings by the 

panel can contradict the PRA in a fundamental way.  

Documentation provides the necessary information such that the expert panel process and its 

findings are both traceable and defensible. The documentation includes a description of the 

qualifications of each expert panel member, the written procedures employed by the panel, and 

a report of any decisions made by the panel including the basis for the conclusions.
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